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A LETTER FROM ABRAHAM LINCOLN TO HIS SON’S TEACHER 

My son starts school today. It is all going to be strange and new to him for a while and 

I wish you would treat him gently. It is an adventure that might take him across continents. 

All adventures that probably include wars, tragedy and sorrow. To live this life will require 

faith, love and courage. 

So dear Teacher, will you please take him by his hand and teach him things he will 

have to know, teaching him - but gently, if you can. 

Teach him that for every enemy, there is a friend. He will have to know that all men 

are not just, that all men are not true. But teach him also that for every scoundrel there is a 

hero that for every crooked politician, there is a dedicated leader. 

Teach him if you can that ten cents earned is of far more value than a dollar found. In 

school, teacher, it is far more honorable to fail than to cheat. Teach him to learn how to 

gracefully lose, and enjoy winning when he does win. 

Teach him to be gentle with people, tough with tough people. Steer him away from 

envy if you can and teach him the secret of quiet laughter. Teach him if you can - how to 

laugh when he is sad, teach him there is no shame in tears. Teach him there can be glory in 

failure and despair in success. Teach him to scoff at cynics. 

Teach him if you can the wonders of books, but also give time to ponder the extreme 

mystery of birds in the sky, bees in the sun and flowers on a green hill. Teach him to have 

faith in his own ideas, even if everyone tells him they are wrong. 

Try to give my son the strength not to follow the crowd when everyone else is doing 

it. Teach him to listen to everyone, but teach him also to filter all that he hears on a screen of 

truth and take only the good that comes through. 

Teach him to sell his talents and brains to the highest bidder but never to put a price 

tag on his heart and soul. Let him have the courage to be impatient, let him have the patient 

to be brave. Teach him to have sublime faith in himself, because then he will always have 

sublime faith in mankind, in God. 

This is the order, teacher but see what best you can do. He is such a nice little boy and 

he is my son. 
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General English  
I. Write the plural form of ……… 
1. Datum   - ___________________. 
2. Bacterium   - ___________________. 
3. Erratum  - ___________________. 
4. Medium  - ___________________. 
5. Stadium   - ___________________. 
6. Curriculum  - ___________________. 
7. Memorandum - ___________________. 
8. Stratum  - ___________________. 
9. Forum  - ___________________. 
10. Ultimatum  - ___________________. 
11. Alumnus  - ___________________. 
12. Radius   - ___________________. 
13. Nucleus   - ___________________. 
14. Syllabus   - ___________________. 
15. Fungus  - ___________________. 
16. Stimulus  - ___________________. 

17. Terminus  - ___________________. 
18. Basis  - ___________________. 
19. Axis  - ___________________. 
20. Hypothesis - ___________________. 
21. Analysis   - ___________________. 
22. Thesis   - ___________________. 
23. Synopsis  - ___________________. 
24. Crisis   - ___________________. 
25. Formula  - ___________________.  
26. Amoeba   - ___________________. 
27. Vertebra   - ___________________.  
28. Phenomenon - ___________________. 
29. Criterion   - ___________________. 
30. Ox   - ___________________. 
31. Index   - ___________________. 
32. Matrix   - ___________________. 
33. Mouse  - ___________________.

 
What is the plural form of the given word…… 
1. goose  _________  a) geese  b) gooses  c) geeses   d) goose 
2. buffalo   ___________ a) buffalo  b) buffaloes  c) buffalos       d) buffalose 
3. piece of furniture   _____ a) pieces of furniture   b) pieces of furnitures  

c) piece of furnitures    d) piece of furniture 
4. species   _________ a) specie  b) specy  c) species    d) Spicy 
5. son – in – law _______ a) son-in-laws  b) sons –in- law   c) sons –in-laws   d) son-ins-law 
6. human  _______   a) humen  b) humans  c) human    d) humane 
7. Talisman ________  a) Talismans  b) Talismen  c) Talisman    d) Talismens 
8. woman student  _____ a) women student  b) woman students  c) women students  d)woman student 
9. Governor General ____ a) Governors General   b) Governor Generals       

c) Governors Generals   d) Governing Generals 
10. focus   ________  a)  foci  b) focuses  c) focus       d) focie                         
11. analysis   ________ a) analyses  b) analysises  c) analysis     d) analyseses 
12. datum    __________ a) datum   b) datums  c) data     d) datae 
13. mouse    _________  a) mouses  b) mousis  c) mice     d) maize 
14. louse    _________ a) lice    b) louses  c) lousis     d) lous 
15. appendix  ________   a) appendex b) appendices  c) appendixes d) appendexes    
16. criterion    __________ a) criteria  b) criterions  c) criterias       d) critera   
17. radius    _________   a) radeus  b) radii  c) radiuses       d) radiums   
18. hero    __________   a) heros  b) heroes  c) heroies      d) heroses 
19. piano   __________   a) pianoes  b) pianos  c) piano     d) pianaus 
20. axis   ___________   a) axises  b) axis   c) axes     d) axeses 
21. crisis    __________   a) crises  b) crisises  c) crisis   d) crizes 
22. terminus   __________ a) termines  b) terminuses c) termini     d) terminals 
23. deer   ___________   a) deers  b) deer  c) deeres    d) deerses   
24. sheep   __________   a) sheep  b) sheeps  c) sheepes     d) Sheap 
25. memorandum   ______ a) memoes  b) memorandums   c) memoranda   d) memos 
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26. stratum   ________   a) stratums  b) stratum  c) strata     d) strategy 
27. alumna (masculine)____  a) alumni  b) aluminas  c) alumnae     d) aluminaes 
28. alumna (feminine) ____   a) alumni  b) alumnae  c) aluminas     d) aluminia 
29. medium   ________   a) mediums  b) medias  c)  media     d) medias 
30. spoonful    ________   a) spoonfuls  b) spoonsful  c) spoonfules  d) spoonfulls 
31. corps    ________   a) corpses  b) corpsis  c) corps     d) crops 
32. pants   _________   a) pant  b) pantses  c) pants     d) pantes 
33. premises    ______   a) premises  b) premisea  c) premis   d) premia 
34. man servant    _____   a) man servants  b) men servant   c) men servants   d) mans servants   
35. spectacles   ________   a) spectacles  b) spectacle  c) spectaclis    d) spectaclues  
36. innings   _______   a) innings  b) inning  c) inninges    d) inningses 
37. basis   _________   a) basises  b) basis  c) bases   d) basics 
38. tooth   ________    a) tooths  b) teeth  c) toothes     d) teeths 
39. means   ________   a) means  b) mean  c) meens d) meanses     
41. focus     _______    a) focul b) focuses  c) focus  d) foci      
42. locus     ________   a) locuses  b) locii  c) loci   d) local      
43. medium  _____    a) mediums  b) medias c) media  d) mediae      
44. man-servant ______   a) mens servants  b) men servant  c) man servants  d) men servants    
45. knife    ________   a) knifes  b) knifs c) knieves  d) knives     
46. butterfly    _______   a) butteflys  b) butterflies  c) butterflae     d) buttersfly 
47. human      ________   a) humen   b) humans  c) humanes d) humane    
48. solo    __________   a) solace b) solos  c) soloes  d) soloe    
49. radio    _________  a) radios  b) radioe  c) radioes  d) radius 
50. goose   ________   a) geese  b) gooses  c) geeses   d) goosess   
 
II. Idioms: 

Idiom Meaning Idiom Meaning 
To be on cloud nine To be extremely happy A yellow streak Being coward 
A shadow of one’s 

self 
Not having enough 
strength 

At the end of one’s 

tether 
To have no patience 
or energy left 

To give a piece of 
one’s mind 

To be frank in 
disapproving something 

At logger heads To disagree strongly 

Put on airs unnatural behavior to 
impress others 

In the pink Extremely healthy 

A bolt from the blue Unexpected event Honour bound To do something as a 
moral duty 

In two minds In a dilemma Take a hard line Not giving up easily 
Stand a chance To be in a favourable 

position 
Go a long way To last for a long time 

Throw in the towel to give up /admit defeat In someone’s corner To render support 
On the ropes Defeat Below the belt Unsporting behavior 
Square off Prepare for a conflict Tight corners Difficult situation 
Shot his bolt To use all In a nice pickle In a tight spot 
Have cold feet Hesitate Alarm bells ringing Sign of something 

going wrong 
Back to the wall In serious difficulty Grasp-clutch at 

straws 
Try any method to 
overcome a crisis 
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Saved by the bell 
moment 

Help at the last moment Right up one’s alley near 

Drive one up the 
wall 

Annoy / irritate someone Hit the road Set out on a journey 

Take for a ride Giving false excuses 
Being deceived/cheated 

In panic mode  tensed 

Thick and fast To grow in large 
numbers 

Take part Participate 

At the helm In charge Loud and clear Very clearly 
Big way On a large scale Give a piece of mind Scolding/Advising 
The burning 
question 

The main question A stone’s throw Very near 

In deep waters  Big trouble Fair and square In a big way 
By and by As time goes by Matter of concern Something to worry 

about 

Once and for all As a final settlement In short supply Lacking 
One thing leads to 
another 

Unplanned sequential 
things 

A drop in the ocean Very small 

Break even  No profit, no loss At close quarters Very near 
Make ends meet Manage with money Matter of concern Something to worry 
Clean slate A past record without 

discredit 
Get the show on the 
road 

begin (or continue 
with) an undertaking 
or enterprise 

  
Write the meaning of the idioms… 

1. to be on cloud nine _______________________________________________________________. 
2. a yellow streak __________________________________________________________________. 
3. a shadow of one’s self ____________________________________________________________. 
4. at the end of one’s tether___________________________________________________________. 
5. to give him a piece of one’s mind___________________________________________________. 
6. at logger heads __________________________________________________________________. 
7. put on airs ______________________________________________________________________. 
8. in the pink of health ______________________________________________________________. 
9. a bolt from the blue ______________________________________________________________. 
10. honour bound ___________________________________________________________________. 
11. in two minds ____________________________________________________________________. 
12. taking a hard line :  not giving up easily. 
13. stand a chance:  to be in a favourable position. 
14. go a long way:  to last for a long time. 
15. a change of one’s heart:  to transform for better. 

 

Choose the suitable meaning for the idiom found in the following sentences:  
1. People look at their favourite actor with awe and majesty.   

a) With much respect     b) with much enthusiasm    c) with great effort    d) with humbleness  
2. Orders for Mobile Phones are coming in thick and fast.    

a) In large numbers     b) in small volumes   c) in considerable quantity    d) in appropriate level  
3. Since we have finished all the legal formalities let us get the show on the road.  

a) Implement    b) cancel  c) withdraw    d) make an effort 
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4. Rani told him flat that she had no intention of  helping him further. 
a)Expressed quickly     b) expressed slowly    c) expressed directly    d) expressed indirectly 

5. The stalker stabbed the college girl in a flash and ran away.    
a) In flashback      b) with the help of flash light    c)  unluckily      d) unexpectedly and quickly  

6. They finally saw eye to eye in the business deal.     
       a) Cheating someone     b) agreeing with some one    b) looking at the eyes     d) laughing at someone  
7. I am counting on you for the completion of the project. 

a) Supporting     b) encouraging     c) depending     d) calculating 
8. Vibin stands a chance to get school first.       

a) Seek help      b) have chance    c) lost hope      d) trying hard  
9. The name sounds familiar but I can't call his face to mind.    

a) shout      b) remain       c) repeat    d) recognize / identify  
10. Members from every walk of life have joined our trust.    

a) Same path     b) different path    c) different fields   d) different means  
11. He will be in deep waters if the bank refuses to sanction a loan.   

a) Inside the water    b) feeling merry    c) in trouble     d) in pleasant situation  
12. The soldier showed a yellow streak and escaped from the camp.   

a) Happiness     b) cowardice     c) valour      d) bravery  
13. Rajeev was at the helm of affairs in the concern.     

a) In charge of     b) for the sake of    c) on behalf of     d) in spite of    
14. The pleader won the battle of wits.       
   a) Clever argument     b) struggling in the war   c) a man of intelligence     d) a man with sense of humour  
12. It rained cats and dogs.  

a) Rain sparsely     b) rain heavily     c) rain intermittently   d) drizzled  
 

III. Abbreviations & Acronyms 

1. AEO  : Assistant Educational Officer  

2. AIBA  : Association International -de-Boxe Amateur 

3. AIDS  : Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome  

4. AIR  : All India Radio  

5. ATM  : Automated Teller Machine  

6. AUT  :Association of University Teachers  

7. AVADI : Armed Vehicles and Ammunition Depot of India  

8. B Com :  Bachelor of Commerce  

9. B E  : Bachelor of Engineering  

10. B Ed  : Bachelor of Education  

11. B L  : Bachelor of Law  

12. B P  : Blood Pressure  

13. B Pharm : Bachelor of Pharmacy  

14. B Tech : Bachelor of Technology  

15. BPO : Business Process Outsourcing  

16. B Sc : Bachelor of Science  

17. BBC  : British Broadcasting Corporation  
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18. CAD  : Computer Aided Designing  

19. CAT  : Common Aptitude Test  

20. CBI  : Central Bureau of Investigation  

21. CBSE : Central Board of Secondary Education 

22. CCTV : Closed Circuit Television  

23. CD  : Compact Disc  

24. CLRI  : Central Leather Research Institute.  

25. CM  : Chief Minister  

26. CPU  : Central Processing Unit  

27. DEO  : District Educational Officer  

28. Dr  : Doctor  

29. ECG  : Electro Cardio Gram 

30. ESMA : Essential Services Maintenance Act  

31. FAO  : Food and Agriculture Organization  

32. FCA  : Fellow of the Institute of Charted Accountants  

33. FM  : Frequency Modulation  

34. G8  : Group of Eight Nations  

35. GATE : Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering  

36. GDP  : Gross Domestic Product 

37. GM  : General Manager  

38. GPS  : Global Positioning System 

39. GST  : Goods and Services Tax 

40. HSS :  Higher Secondary School.  

41. HUDCO : Housing and Urban Development  

42. IAS  : Indian Administrative Service  

43. ICU  : Intensive Care Unit 

44. IELTS : International English Language Testing System 

45. IFS  : Indian Foreign Service (Or) Indian Forest Service  

46. IIM  : Indian Institute of Management 

47. IIT  : Indian Institute of Technology 

48. ILO  : International Labour Organization  

49. IOC  : Indian Oil Corporation / International Olympic Committee 

50. IPS  : Indian Police Service  

51. ISD  : International Subscriber Dialing 

52. ISRO  : Indian Space Research Organization  

53. ITI  : Industrial Training Institute 

54. Kg   : I bought a kilo of sweets.  

55. KKNPP : Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant  
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56. KMVN: Kumaon Mandal Vikas Nigam.  

57. KPO  : Knowledge Process Outsourcing  

58. LAN  : Local Area Network  

59. LASER : Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation.  

60. LCD : Liquid Crystal Display 

61. LED : Light Emitting Diode 

62. LPG : Liquefied Petroleum Gas  

63. Ltd :  Limited.  

64. M Com: Master of Commerce  

65. M E  : Master of Engineering  

66. M Ed  : Master of Education  

67. M Phil : Master of Philosophy  

68. MA  :  Master of Arts.  

69. MBA  : Master of Business Administration  

70. MBBS : Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery  

71. MCA  : Master of Computer Application  

72. MHRD : Ministry of Human Resource Development 

73. MLA  : Member of Legislative Assembly  

74. mm  : milli metre.  

75. Mon : Monday. 

76. MP  : Member of Parliament  

77. MRI  : Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

78. MS  : Master of Surgery  

79. MSc  : Master of Science  

80. NASA : National Aeronautics and Space Administration  

81. NCC  : National Cadet Corps 

82. NDA  : National Defence Academy  

83. NEWS : North East West South  

84. NGO  : Non Governmental Organisation 

85. NRI  : Non Resident Indian 

86. NSS  : National Service Scheme 

87. OPEC  : Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries  

88. PA  : Personal Assistant  

89. PAN  : Permanent Account Number  

90. PC  : Personal Computer.  

91. PC  : Police Constable.  

92. PIN  : Postal Index Number  

93. PM  : Prime Minister  

www.nammakalvi.org
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94. POTA : Prevention of Terrorism Act. 

95. PS  : Personal Secretary / Post Script  

96. PSU : Public Sector Unit.  

97. PTA  : Parent Teacher Association 

98. RADAR : Radio Detection And Ranging 

99. RAM  : Random Access Memory  

100. RBI  : Reserve Bank Of India  

101. ROM  : Read Only Memory  

102. RP : Received Pronunciation.  

103. Rpm  : Revolutions Per Minute.  

104. RTE  : Right To Education  

105. SAARC : South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation  

106.  SALT : Strategic Arms Limitation Talks  

107.  SAT  : Scholastic Aptitude Test  

108.  SBI  : State Bank Of India  

109.  SMS  : Short Messaging Service  

110.  SSC  : Staff Selection Commission  

111.  SSLC  : Secondary School Leaving Certificate  

112.  STD  : Subscriber Trunk Dialing 

113. TAFE  : Tractors and Farm Equipment Limited. 

114. TANSI : Tamil Nadu Small Scale Industries.  

115.  TNPSC : Tamil Nadu Public Service Commission 

116. TOEFL : Test Of English as a Foreign Language  

117. TV  : Television.  

118. UFO  : Unidentified Flying Object  

119. UGC  : University Grants Commission. 

120. UN  :  United Nations.  

121. UNO  : United Nations Organization  

122. UNESCO : United Nations Economic Scientific and Cultural Organisation. 

123. UPS  : Uninterruptible Power Supply  

124. USA  : United States of America 

125. VCD  : Video Compact Disc. 

126. VCR  : Video Cassette Recorder. 

127. VIBGYOR: The seven colours of the rainbow are Violet,Indigo,Blue,Green,Yellow,Orange and Red. 

128. VIP  : Very Important Person  

129. VIRUS : Vital Information Resources Under Siege.  

130. VISCOM : Visual Communication  

131. WHO  : World Health Organization 
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Choose the Correct Expansion of the Abbreviation:  
1. PC 

a) Personal Course      b) Private Course    c) Personal Computer    d)  Private Computer 
2. UGC 

a) Universal Gradual Commission      b) University Gradual Commission   
c) Universal Grant Commission      d) University Grants Commission 

3. PSU     
a) Private Sector Unit      b) Public Sector Unit   c)  Public Section Unit      d) Private Section Unit   

4. RP  
a) Retail Product      b) Renewable Product    c) Receivable   Product      d) Received Pronunciation. 

5. TV    a) Telly Vision        b) Tele Visual     c) Telly Vision       d) Television      
6. HSS    

a) Higher Secondary Section       b) Higher Secondary School   
c)  Higher Secondary Sector       d) High Secondary Section   

7. CPU     
a)  Central Processing Unit       b) Control Processing Unit      
c)  Central Processor Unit       d) Control Processor Unit         

8. NLC    
a) Neyveli Lignite Corporate        b) Neyatrangarai Lignite Corporation     
c) Neyveli Lignite  Corporation        d) Neyatrangarai Lignite corporate   

9. BBC     
a) British Broadcasting Committee    b) British Broadcasting Corporation   
c)  British Broadband Council       d) British Broadband Committee    

10. M.A.       
a)  Master of Artists      b) Member of Art    c) Member of Artists      d) Master of Arts      

11. Mm    
a) millimeter   b) macro meter      c) micrometer    d) monometer   

12. LPG    
a) Liquid Petroleum Gas                    b) Liquefied Petroleum Gas   
c) Liquidity Petroleum Gas      d) Liqued Petroleum Gas      

13. CD                 
a) Common Disc   b) Compact Drive   c) Common Drive  d)  Compact Disc  

14. VCR    
a)  Video Cassette Recorder     b) Virtual Cassette Recorder      
c)  Video Compact Receiver      d) Virtual Compact Receiver  

15. Rpm    
a) Rotation per minute      b) Revolutions per minute    
c) Reformation per minute    d) Restoration per minute  

16. FM     
a) Frequent Modulation      b) Frequency Modulator       
c) Frequency Modulation    d) Frequent Modulation  

17. CLRI   
a) Central Leather Research Institute          b) Covai Leather Research Institution    
c) Clear Leather Research Institute      d) Chrome Leather Research Institute  

18. LCD    
a) Least Count Decimal       b) Liquid Crystal Display   
c) Liquid Common Display     d) Lowest Crystal Display  

19. ONGC   
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a) Oil and National Gas Co-operation            b) Oil and Natural Gas Corporation   
c) Online Network Generator for Computer   d) Oil and Natural Growth Commission  

20. ATM    
a) Automatic Teller Machine     b) Automated Teller Machine     
c) Automated Transfer Machine   d) Automatic Transfer Mechanism  

21. AICTE      
a)  All India Committee of Training and Education      b) All India Council for Technical Education 
c)  All Institutes and Council of Technical Education  d) All Industries Confederate of Total Engines 

22. UNO    
a) United Natural Organsiation     b) Universtiy Natural Organisation     
c) United Nations Organisation    d) United Nations Organiser   

23. MNC   
a)  Multi Natural Course      b) Multi National Company    
c) Multi National course      d) Multi Natural Course    

24. WTO    
a) World Tour Organisation     b) World Tour Organiser    
c) World Trade Organisation   d) Women Training Organisation   

25. IMF    
a) Indian Money Fund       b) International Money Fund    
c) Indian Monetary Fund       d) International Monetary Fund 

26. GMT    
a) Greenwich Meridian Time     b) Greenwich Mean Time   
c)  Green Mean time     d) Green Meridian Time  

27. CNN  
a) Central News Network       b) Central New Network        
c) Central National Network     d) Cable News Network  

28. IIM 
a) Institute Indian Management      b) International Indian Management    
c) International Institute of Management    d) Indian Institute of Management  

29. CID    
a) Crime Investigation Department     b) Central India Development     
c) Crime International Depot       d) Central Investigation Department  

30. IAS    
a)  Indian Admission Service      b) Indian Administrative Service    
c)  Indian Administration Society      d) Institute of Administrative Service  

31.  UPS     
a) Uninterrupted Power Service    b) Uninterruptible Power Supply     
c) Universal Power Supply      d) Uniform Power Service  

32. SCUBA (Diving) 
a) Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus  
b) Safely-Controlled Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
c) Self-Controlled Undefined Breathing Apparatus  
d) Self-Contributed Undefined Breathing Appearance 

33. NTPC   
a) National Temple Power Committee   b) National Thermal Power Centre    
c) National Thermal Power Corporation  d) Nation Temple Power Corporation  

34. WTO     
a) World Tour Organisation     b) Women Trade Organisation  
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  c) World Tour Organiser     d) World Trade Organisation  
35. LCM    

a) Lowest Common Multiplication   b) Least Common Multiplication   
c) Lowest Common Multiple   d) Lower Common Multiple  

36. NGO  
a) Non Government Officers   b) Non Government Organization    
c) Non Government Offices     d) Non Gazetted Officer  

37. CAT       
a) Common Admission Test    b) Charted Accountant Team    
c) Career Aptitude Test     d) Central Association Treaty   

38. SAT  
a) Saturday   b) Scholastic Aptitude Test   c) Scientific Aptitude Test   d) Science and Technology   

39. DEO        
a) Divisional Educational Officer   b) District Educational Officer      
c) Direct Educational Officer   d) District Educational Office   

40. ILO  
a)  International Law and Order   b) International Labour Organisation    
c) Indian Legal Orientation    d) Interstate Lawful Ordinance   

41. PA   
a) Private assistant   b) Personnel Assistant    c) Personal Assistant   d) Personal Accountant   

42.  BPO  
a) Business Private Organization    b) British  Post Office    
c) Business Process Outsourcing         d) Bank Process Outsourcing   

43. KPO        
a) Knowledge Process Outsourcing    b) Known Post Office    
c) Knowledge Public Organization     d) Kerala Power Organization  

44. B Tech  
a) Bachelor of Technicality      b) Bachelor of Technology    
c) Bank of Technology    d) Bio Technology   

45. SBI  
a) Southern Bank of India   b) Society of British Institution    
c) State Bank of India   d) Southern Book of India   

46. RRB 
a) Regional Recruitment Board   b) Regular Review Bank    
c) Right Research Board     d) Railway Recruitment Board   

47. UFO      
a) United Force Organization   b) Unidentified Flying Objects    
c) Union of Flying Officers   d) Unaccounted Finance Officer 

48. CCTV    
a) Charged Channel Television   b) Closed Channel Television   
c) Checked Circuit Television   d) Closed Circuit Television  

49. SR    
a) Southern Railways    b) Standard Railways  
c) Steam Railways      d) Suburban Railways  

50.  ILO    
a) International Law and Order   b) International Labour Organisation   
c) Indian Legal Orientation     d) Inter-state Law and Order 

51.  BAMS.    
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a) Bachelor of Ayurveda Medicine Surgery      b) Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medical Science       
c) Basic Ayurvedic Medical Science        d) Basic Ayush Medical Science  

52.  BHMS.    
a) Bachelor of Homeopathy Medicine Science     b) Bachelor of Homeopathy Medical Science.      
c) Bachelor of Herbal Medical Science      d) Bachelor of Herbal Medicine Science  

53.  BL     
a) Bachelor of Legal     b) Bachelor of Law    c) Bachelor of Limited     d) Bachelor of Limitations  

54.  ML     
a) Master of Legal      b) Master of Limited    c) Master of Limitations     d) Master of Law  

55.  BEd        
   a)  Bachelor of Education       b) Basic of Education     

c)  Basis Of Education       d) Bases of Education   
56.  MEd     
   a)  Merits of Education       b) Meritorious of Education     

c)  Master of Education       d) Matter of Education  
57.  CA    

a) Chartered Accountant       b) Certificate of Account    
c) Certifying of Account       d) Chairman of Accountant  

58.  PTI   
a)  Parent Teacher Institution     b) Parent Teacher Instruction     
c)  Press Trust of India       d) Premium Trust of India  

59.  ECG  
a)  Electro Cardio Gram       b) Electro Cardio Graph     
c)  Electric Cardiac Graph       d) Electric Cardiac Gram  

60.  BPT     
a)  Business Prosperous Technology    b) Business Prosperity Technology    
c)  Bachelor of Physiotherapy      d) Bachelor of Physical Theraphy  

61.  BVSc 
a)  Bachelor of Vertical Science     b) Bachelor of Veterinary Science    
c)  Bachelor of Virtual Science      d) Bachelor of Veterinary Scientific  

62.  MVSc 
a)  Master of Vertical Science     b) Master of Veterinary Science     
c)  Master of Virtual Science      d) Master of Veterinary Scientific  

63.  E.B.   
  a)  Electric Board      b) Electricity Bored   c) Electricity Brand  d) Electronics Board  
64.  RD  

a)  Refund Deposit     b) Returning Deposit   c) Recurring Deposit     d) Revenue Department 
65.  FBI 

a)  Federal Bureau of Instruction      b) Federal Bureau of Investigation    
c) Female Board of Instruction      d) Feminine Board of Instruction  

66.  GPO 
a) General Public Office       b) General Post Office     
c) General Public Organization     d)  General Post Organisation  

67. WHO      
a) World Hospital Organizer     b) World Health Organization    
c) World Health Organ       d) World Healthy Organ  

68. CAD      
a) Computer Aided Device      b) Computer Aided Designing    
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c) Computer Added Device     d) Computer Added Designing  
69. SSC  

a)  School of Science   b) Staff Selection Commission   c) Social Science    d) Surgical Science 
70. RADAR     

a) Radio Detection and Ranging      b) Radio Detecting and Running     
c) Receiving Detecting and Ratio      d) Radio Detecting and Ranging  

71. UAE  
a) United Arab Emirates    b) United Authority English    
c) Union of Arab Emirates  d) United America Emirates 

72. NAAC   
a)  National Assessment and Accreditation Council       
b)  National Assessment and Accreditation Commission   
c)  National Agreement and Assessment Council   
d)  Native Assessment and Accreditation Committee  

73. NCERT 
a) National Council of Educational Review and Training 
b) National Council of Educational Research and Training  
c) National Committee of Educational Research and Training 
d) Nationalised Committee of Educational Research and Training 

74. SCERT      
a)  State Committee of Educational Research and Trainers      
b)  State Council of Educational Research and Training      
c)  State Council of Educations Review Training    
d)  State Commission of Educational Research and Training  

 
75. AIDS     

a) Acquired Immune Deficiency System          b) Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome    
c)  Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome   d) Acquired Immuno Differencing System  

76. ISRO      
a) Indian Satellite Research Organization         b) Indian Space Research Organization   
c)  Indian System Rocket Organization      d) Indian Satellite Remedial System  

77. GATE      
a) Graduate Aptitude Test in English          b) Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering   
c) Graduate Attitude Test in English     d) Graduate Attitude Test in Engineering  

78. HUDCO    
    a) Housing Urban and Development Corporation     

b) House Urbanization and Developing Corporation  
c) Housing Urban and Development Cultural Organization     
d) Housing Urban Designing Corporation  

79. LAN      
a)  Local Authorization Network      b) Logical Authorization Network     
c)  Local Area Nestling       d) Local Area Network  

80. OPEC      
a)  Organization of Petroleum Emigrant Corporation    
b) Organization of Petroleum Exporting Companies     
c) Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries        
d) Organization of Product Export Centre  

81.  APPLE 
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a)  Ariane Passenger Pay Load Employment       b)  Ariane Passenger Pay Load Experiment     
c) Ariane  Personnel Pay Load Experiment         d)  Annual Passenger Pay Load Experiment  

82.   MAN 
a)  Metropolitan Area Nest        b) Metropolitan Area Network    
c) Medium Area Network     d) Metropolitan Antenna Network  

83. SEBI    
a)  Securities and Exchange Board of India       b) Securities and Energy Board of India   
c) Societies and Exchange Board of India       d) Securities and Exchange Board of International  

84.  NABARD      
  a)  Native Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development      

b)  National Bank for Agriculture and Regional Development 
c) National Board for Agriculture and Rural Development    
d)  National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development  

85. UNESCO      
a)  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orientation       
b)  Union Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation     
c)  United Nations Educational, Science and Cultural Organisation   
d)  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation. 

86. BHEL      
a) Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited        b) Bharat High Electricals Limited     
c) Bharat Heavy Educational Limited    d)  Bharat Heavy Electronics Limited  

87. INTELSAT     
a)  Interpol Telecommunication Satellite Organisation 
b) International Television Satellite Organisation 
c) International Telecommunications Satellite Organisation 
d) International Telecommunication Society Organisation 

88.  TOEFL      
a) Test of English as a Foreign Linguistics        b) Test of English as a Fundamental Language     
c) Test of English as a Functional Language   d) Test of English as a Foreign Language  

89. SAARC     
a)  South Asian Association of Regional Co-operation 
b) South Asian Association for Regional Co-operation 
c)  South Asian Association of Rural Co-operation    
d)  South American Association of Regional Co-operation  

90. IGNOU      
a)  International Gandhi Nations Open Universal       b) Indira Gandhi National Online University   
c) Indira Gandhi National Open University      d) Indira Gandhi National Open Universe  

91. GATT      
a) Great Agreement on Tariffs & Tenant         b) General Agreement on Tariffs & Travel     
c) General Agreement on Tariff & Tourism    d) General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade  

92. ASEAN 
a)  Association of Social East Asian Nations    b) Association of South East All Nations     
c) Association of South East Asian Nations      d) Association of South East Abandoned Nations  

93. CADD     
a) Computer Admission Designing and Development        
b) Computer Aided Designing and Development     
c) Computer Aided Design and Drafting. 
d) Computer Aided Desk and Development  
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IV. Fill in the blanks with correct homophones: 
1. I had no _______________ so he gave me a _______________ of advice. (piece/peace) 
2. The story told by the _________________ old man is not ______________. (credulous/credible) 
3. They had dates for _____________ in the ________________. (desert/ dessert)  
4. The police tried to________ information from the bootlegger who sells________liquor.( elicit/illicit) 
5. The most ___ scientist in the world has been warning about the __ danger of war.(imminent/eminent) 
6. The book which has been _____________ for the B.A. class has been _______________ for 

containing some remarks against a particular religion. (proscribed /prescribed) 
7. The new _____________ is a man of _________________. (principle/principal)  
8. As he is ________________ he became an ________________ leader. (industrial /industrious) 
9. An ______________ traffic police stopped the____________. (officious/ official) 
10. When he became _____________ his _____________ pricked him.(conscience/conscious) 
11. He is an ________________ from India. He is known as __________ in the new country.( 

immigrant/emigrant) 
12. _________ plants are grown in a _________ hotel. (luxurious/Luxuriant) 
13. His hand writing is ____________ yet he is _____________ to run a race.( eligible/illegible) 
14. The ____________ decision was appreciated by the _________ who tried the case. (judicial/ 

judicious) 
15. They __________ all types of dry ____________ batteries.( cell/ sell) 
16. He noted about the ___________ in his __________.(diary/dairy) 
17. My _____________ son ____________ himself to the new environment. (Adopted/ adapted) 
18. The truck car loaded with ____________ hit a ___________ bus. (stationery/stationary) 
19. In nations like India even ___ leaders with mediocre caliber become ______ (popular/populous). 
20. The army ___________ cannot go on leave for their _________ reason.(personal /personnel) 
21. All his attempts were in___________. He has given a ___________ injection. (vein /vain) 
22. Though he lives in a ___________ city he is _____________. (populous/popular) 
23. He asked me to ___________ and know my _____________ (weight/ wait) 
24. The man in the first __________ of the building told me a _________. (storey/story) 
25. The wound on his __________ would ________ soon.( heel/ heal) 
26. He came _________ to ___________ good news. (hear /here) 
27. He tried to ___________ some ______________ vessels. (steel /steal) 
28. The nurse searched in __________ to find the ______________ of the patient.( vein/vain) 
29. He waited to see ______________ the ______________ would improve.( weather /whether) 
30. He __________ his son and the fight___________. (ceased /seized) 
31. The _____________ of ministers gave __________ to the Prime Minister. (council/ counsel) 
32. He ________ verses from the _________ book.( red/read) 
33. He ___________ his pen in the __________ exam.( last/lost) 
34. The ___________ class looked at the _______of a snake.( whole/hole) 
35. The police officer in ____________ clothes came by _______________.(plane/ plain) 
36. I shall _________ the _______ answer.( right /write)  
37. I shall _____________ the bill and send you the payment by __________ (cheque / check)  
38. They had __________ in the _____________. (dessert /desert) 
39. In Japan even _____ stores are not _________ for they float on boats.( stationary/ stationery) 
40.  I don’t know ____________ the ___________ will permit us to go. (weather /whether) 
41. Everybody appreciated our ___________ for his ______________. (principle/ principal) 
42. None has ______ such a ________ created by monster waves so for.( seen/ scene) 
43. The moisture is _________ to the heavy ___________. (dew/ due) 
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V. Write the blended words for the following: 
1. documentary + drama __________________________. 

2. melody + drama ___________________________. 

3. television + broadcast ___________________________. 

4. Education + entertainment________________________. 

5. education + satellite _____________________________. 

6. international + police ___________________________. 

7. travel + catalogue_______________________________. 

8. electro + execute _______________________________. 

9. helicopter + airport _____________________________. 

10. motorway + hotel_____________________________. 

11. smoke + fog        _____________________________. 

12. lecture + demonstration _______________________. 

13. medical + care _______________________________. 

14. breakfast + lunch_____________________________. 

15. vegetable +hamburger__________________________. 

16. technology + wizard ____________________________. 

17. motor + pedal cycle_____________________________. 

18. camera + recorder_____________________________. 

19. motor + bike_________________________________. 
20. hand + video camera __________________________. 
21. Oxford + Cambridge __________________________. 

Choose the right combination for the blended word:  
1. Travelogue      

a) Travel + dialogue  b) Train + Catalogue  c) Travel + Catalogue   d) Train + dialogue  
2. Newscast       

a) news + telecast      b) news + broadcast    c)  new + telecast       d)  new + broadcast    
3. Interpol       

a) International + Police   b) International + Polling   c) Internal + Politics  d) Internal Police  
4. Electrocute      

a) electricity + execute    b) electrons + execute     c) electronics + execute    d)  electro + execute  
5. Heliport     

a) Helicopter + seaport    b) helicopter + port      c) helicopter + airport    d) Helipad + airport  
6. Docudrama      

a) Documentary + drama    b) document + drama     
c) documentary + dramatic    d)  document + dramatic  

7. Edutainment      
a)  Education + Attainment     b) education + entertainment      
c)  education + assignment     d)  elevation + entertainment  

8. Smog       
a) Smoke + gas     b) Smoke + bog       c)  Smoke + fog    d)  Spoke + fog  

9. Techno wizard     
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a)  Technology + wizard      b)  Technological + wizard      
c)  Technology + witch      d) technical + wizard  

10. Vegeburger      
a)  Vegetable + burger    b) vegetarian + burger     
c)  vegetation + burger      d)  vegetable + broker  

11. Infomercial      
a) informative + commercial    b) information + commercial  
c) informer + commercial      d) informing + commerce  

12. Lecdem       
a) lecturing + demonstration    b) lecture + demographer     
c)  lecture + demonstration    d) lecturer + demonstration 

13. infotainment   
  a) Information + entertaining    b) information + engagement    

c) inform + entertainment     d) information + entertainment  
14.  laundromat 

a) Laundry + automatic     b) laundry + automat    c) lawn + automatic    d) lawn + automated  
15.  brunch   

a)  Breakfast + munch     b) breakfast + punch     c)  breakfast + lunch    d) breakfast +touch  
16. vash  

a) Volcano + ashes      b) vol + ash       c) volume + ash      d) volcanic + ash  
17. paratroops 

a) Parachute + troupes      b) parachute + troops     
c) parameter + troops      d) paramilitary + troops  

18. telex   
a) Telegram + exchange      b) tele printer + exchange     
c) telephone + exchange     d) television + exchange  

19. fanzine    
a) Fanatic + magazine      b) feminine + magazine     
c) fantastic + magazine      d)  fan + magazine  

20. flurry    
a) Flutter + hurry      b) flurt + ferry     c)  flat + furry      d) flatter + ferry  

21. camcorder 
a)Camera + corridor    b) camera + decoder   c) camera + recorder    d) camp + recorder  

 

VI. Syllabification 
1. Simultaneous   - si - mul - ta - ne - ous  
2. Statistics  -  sta - tis - tics  
3. Stupid   -  stu - pid 
4. formidable  - for - mi - da - ble 
5. Magnificent  - mag - ni - fi - cent 
6. eccentric  - ec - cen - tric  
7. Confidence   - con - fi - dence 
8. astrology   - as - tro - lo - gy  
9. Banana   - ba - na - na 
10. apparatus   - ap - pa - ra - tus  
11. Accident   - ac - ci - dent 
12. extermination  - ex - ter - mi - na - tion 
13. institution  - in - sti - tu - tion 

14. Argumentative- ar - gu - men - ta - tive  
15. advantage   - ad - vant - age  
16. Particular - par - ti - cu - lar 
17. alliteration   - al - li - te - ra - tion  
18. Dramatic  - dra - ma - tic 
19. Comprehensive -  com - pre - hen - sive 
20. Expression  - ex - pres - sion 
21. Inspiration - in - spi - ra - tion  
22. Association   - as - so - ci - a - tion 
23. biology  - bi - o - lo - gy  
24. establishmentarianism -  

    es - ta - blish - men - ta - ri - a - nism  
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Syllabify the following words 
1. President ________________, fantastic ________________,  Facilitate_________________. 
2. Entertain________________, Domestic ________________, donkey __________________. 
3. Detect ________________, daughter ________________,   Demonstrate ________________.   
4. cucumber________________, Laboratory ________________, intelligent ________________. 
5. Simultaneous__________________, statistics________________, Stupid ________________. 
6. formidable ________________, Magnificent________________, eccentric________________. 
7. Confidence________________,  astrology________________, Banana __________________. 
8. apparatus ______________, Accident ________________, extermination ________________. 
9. establishmentarianism___________________, institution ____________,  Dramatic________. 
10. Argumentative __________________,  advantage ______________, Particular ____________. 
11. alliteration _________________, comprehensive_________________, Expression__________. 
12. inspiration ________________, Association ________________,  biology ________________. 

 
Choose the correct Syllabification: 

1. Choose the tri syllabic word. a) Stupid   b) eccentric  c) dramatical  d) express  

2. Choose the tri syllabic word.  a) Expression  b) donkey   c) particular   d) intelligent  

3. Choose the mono syllabic word.  a) Once   b) river   c) describe   d) derive  

4. Choose the mono syllabic word.  a) Across b) chair   c) divide   d) system  

5. Choose the tetra syllabic word.  a) Multiply   b) disability   c) political   d) resemblance  

6. Choose the tri syllabic word.  a) Logical   b) law   c) political   d) magnificient  

7. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Boy   b) innocent   c) father   d) chair  

8. Choose the tri syllabic word.  a) Approval   b) strongly   c) generation   d) mirror  

9. Choose the tetra syllabic word. a) Strong  b) generate   c) eradicate   d) compare  

10. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Best   b) following   c) forceps  d) civility  

11. Choose the tetra syllabic word.  a) Prove   b) American   c) travel   d) another  

12. Choose the mono syllabic word. a) Desire   b) shuttle   c) giant   d) attain  

13. Choose the penta syllabic word.  a) Neighbouring  b) accomplishment   c) extermination  d)  study  

14. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Family   b) desert   c) pulse   d) another  

15. Choose the tri syllabic word.  a) Occupation  b) ambition   c) noble     d) tank  

16. Choose the tri syllabic word.  a) Difference   b) approach   c) unique   d) each  

17. Choose the poly syllabic word.  a) Especially   b) international     c) benefit   d) cure  

18. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Bishop   b)  humanity   c) decimal   d) fellowship  

19. Choose the poly syllabic word. a) Personal   b) personification  c)  better   d) lit  

20. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Heroic   b) impossible  c)  noble   d) check  

21. Choose the poly syllabic word.  a) Eventually   b) confiscate   c) curl   d) penalty  

22. Choose the tetra syllabic word.  a) Indifferent   b) confidence  c) eventually   d) bitter  

23. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Wish   b) coward   c) break   d) equality  

24. Choose the poly syllabic word.  a) Subjugation    b) syllabification   c) beautiful    d) anticipated  

25. Choose the di syllabic word.  a) Terrain   b) test    c) sustainable  d) returning  
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Choose the appropriate syllabification for the given word.  

1.  a) ve-ne-ra-ted   b) vene-ra-ted   c) ve-nera-ted    d) ve-ner-ated  

2.  a) do-mina-tion   b) do-mi-na-tion   c) domi-na-tion   d) domin-ation  

3.  a) ambi-ti-on    b) ambi-tion    c) am-bi-tion    d) a-mbi-tion  

4.  a) ex-cell-ent    b) e-xcel-lent    c) ex-cel-lent    d) ex-cellent  

5.  a) cre-a -tor    b) cr-ea-tor    c) crea-t-or    d) cre-at-or 

6.  a) phi-lolo-gy   b) phil-olo-gy   c) philo-logy    d) phi-lo-lo-gy  

7.  a) auto-bi-ogr-aphy   b) auto-bio-grap-hy   c) auto-bio-gra-phy   d) au-to-bi-og-ra-phy  

8.  a) pen-alty     b) pen-al-ty    c) penal-ty    d) pe-nal-ty  

9.  a) ju-dge-ment   b) judg-ement   c) judge-ment   d) j-udgement  

10. a) explo-ra-tion   b) exp-lo-ra-tion   c)  ex-plo-ra-tion   d) e-xplo – ra –tion  

11.  a) ad-mi-nis-tra-tor   b) a-dm-in-ist-ra-tor   c) admin-is-tra-tor   d) admin-is-trator  

12.  a) for-mi-da-ble   b) for-mid-able   c) fo-r-mid-able   d) f-or-mid-able  

13.  a) in-gra-ti-tude   b) in-grat-i-tude   c) ingrate-i-tude   d) in-gra-tit-ude  

14.  a) ele-tro-nic   b) e-lec-tro-nic   c) elec-tron-ic   d) e-lec-tronic  

15. a) geo-gra-phy   b) geog-ra-phy   c) geo-graphy   d) ge-o-gra-phy  

16.  a) e-lec-tri-ci-ty   b) elec-tri-city   c) ele-ctr-city    d) elec-tri-ci-ty  

17.  a) ma-the-ma-tical   b) ma-the-ma-ti-cal  c) ma-tha-me-ti-cal   d) mat-hem-a-ti-cal  

18.  a) ex-ami-na-tion   b) exa-mi-na-tion   c) ex-a-mi-na-tion   d) ex-a-min-a-tion  

19.  a) bio-lo-gi-cal   b) bi-ol-o-gi-cal   c) bi-o-lo-gi-cal   d) bi-o-lo-gical  

20.  a) nie-gh-bou-ring   b) neigh-bou-ring   c) neigh-bour-ing   d) neigh-bo-ur-ing  

21.  a) ins-truc-tor   b) inst-ruc-tor   c) in-struc-tor   d) in-struct-or  

22. a) phy-si-cal    b) phy-si-cal    c) physic-cal    d) phy-s-i-cal  

23.  a) eco-no-mi-cal   b) e-co-no-mi-cal   c) e-cono-mi-cal   d) e-co-no-mic-al  

24.  a) dis-cov-er-y   b) di-scov-ery   c) dis-cover-y   d) dis-co-ve-ry  

25.  a) fe-a-tu-re    b) fea-tu-re    c) fea-ture    d) fe-a-tu-re  

26.  a) inform-a-tion   b) in-forma-tion   c) in-form-ation   d) in-form-a-tion  

27.  a) fri-end    b) frie-nd    c) friend    d) frie-nd  

28.  a) di-vi-sion    b) di-vi-si-on    c) divi-sion    d) divis-ion  

29. a) dis-a-bi-li-ty  b) dis-abi-li-ty   c) di-sa-bi-li-ty   d) di-sab-ili-ty  

30.  a) rand-om    b) ran-do-m    c) ran-dom    d) ra-n-dom 

31.  a) ap-pe-a-rance b) app-ear-ance c) ap-pear-ance d) ap-pearance 

32.  a) ap-pend-ix  b) ap-pen-dix  c) appen-dix  d) ap-pe-ndix 

33.  a) app-licant  b) ap-pli-ca-nt  c) ap-pli-cant  d) a-ppli-cant 

34.  a) ar-chi-tect  b) archi-tect  c) ar-chi-te-ct  d) architect 

35.  a) assign-ment  b) as-si-gn-ment c) a-ssign-ment d) as-sign-ment 
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VII. Functional Difference: 
Write sentences using the given words: 

1. Equal as Noun and Adjective. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

2.  Hope as Noun and Verb. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. Well as Noun and Verb. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. Old as Adjective and Noun. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Tear as Noun and verb. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. Fine as Adjective and noun. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

7. Help as noun and verb. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

8. Well as adjective and noun. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. Address as verb and Noun 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

10. Book as verb and Noun 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

11. Train as verb and Noun 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

12. Drink as verb and Noun 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

13. Jump as verb and Noun 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

14. Live as verb and adjective 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
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VIII. British and American English 

AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
an airplane an aeroplane 
aluminum aluminium 
anesthesiologist anaesthetist 
apartment flat 
appetizer (before the meal) starter 
appointment engagement 
archeology archaeology 
(to) awaken someone (to) knock up 
a babysitter a child-minder 
baby buggy/carriage pram (perambulator) 
bad manners bad form 
baked potato jacket potato 
the bathroom the loo, toilet 
Band-Aid Elastoplast / plaster 
a bank teller a cashier 
a barrette a hairslide 
a baseboard a skirting board 
a bedspread a duvet 
bell boy (hotel) Page 
Bill (money) Note 
Billion trillion / milliard  
bleachers Terrace  
boob tube (TV) goggle-box 
to book to make reservations 
braces (for teeth) Brace 
built-in in-built 
bumper to bumper (traffic) nose to tail 
Bus Coach 
busy (phone) Engaged 
to call (on the phone) to ring 
a can of peas a tin of peas 
Candy sweets 
Catnip cat mint 
Catalog catalogue 
Cents pence 
Chapstick lip balm 
a check a cheque / bill (restaurant) 
checkers (game) draughts 
Chips crisps 
cigarette fag 
clipping (e.g., from a newspaper) cutting 
closet (bedroom) wardrobe 
clothespin peg 
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a collect call a reverse charge call 
Color colour 
come by pop round 
a cookie a biscuit 
a cop, an officer a copper 
Corn maize 
corn starch corn flour 
corn on the cob maize cob 
cotton candy candy floss 
a commercial an advertisment 
a cracker, or cookie a biscuit 
cream of wheat semolina 
a crib (baby bed) a cot 
a cross walk a zebra crossing 
a crossing guard a lollipop man / lady 
a cupcake a fairy cake 
a curb a kerb 
deck of cards pack of cards 
delayed (late) held up 
department faculty 
department head consultant 
Dessert afters 
a detour a diversion 
a diaper a nappy 
a dollar bill a note 
a druggist a chemist 
Drunk pissed 
a duplex a semi-detached house 
an eggplant an aubergine 
an electric cord a flex 
an elevator a lift 
the emergency room the casualty 
Endive chicory 
an eraser a rubber 
expensive dear 
extension cord (electric) extension lead 

AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
Faculty staff 
Faucet tap 
Favorite favourite 
financial aid, scholarship  bursary 
fire department fire brigade 
first floor (building) ground floor 
flagpole flagstaff 
a flashlight a torch 
a flight attendant an airhostess 
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a flirt a tart 
font, typeface fount 
Freeway motorway, carriageway 
Freezer cold store 
French fries chips 
AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
Game match 
garage sale boot sale 
garbage man, trash man dustman 
garter belt suspenders 
gasoline / gas petrol 
gear shift gear lever 
German Shepard/police dog Alsatian 
green thumb green fingers 
gizzards offal 
golashes, rain boots wellingtons, wellies 
good many, large number good few 
glove compartment facia pocket 
Glue gum 
grandfather clock long-case clock 
graduate pass out 
Granola muesli 
Gray grey 
ground beef minced meat 
Gum glue or paste 
Gutter gully 
hamburger bun bap 
to handle, touch to fondle 
hardware store ironmonger 
headlights (car) headlamps 
hem and haw (speech) m and r 
high school grammar school 
Honor honour 
hood (of a car) bonnet 
horn (of a car) hooter 
hospital emergency room casualty 
house (one story) bungalow 
Humor humour 
Hungry peckish 
Insane mad 
intermission interval 
Jail gaol 
Janitor caretaker 
jello / gelatin dessert jelly 
Jelly jam 
Jewelry jewellery 
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AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
kerosene paraffin 
kindergarten infant's school 
to kiss (passionately) to snog 
to knock up (slang term) to make pregnant 
Ladybug ladybird 
laid off (job) made redundant 
law offices chambers 
lawyer, attorney barrister, solicitor / pleader 
leash (for a dog) lead 
Leather hide 
legal age full age 
library card library ticket 
license plate number plate 
a line (of people) queue 
Linens muslins 
living room lounge 
liquor store off Licence, offy 
lunch box piece-tin 
Mail post 
Mailbox postbox 
mail carrier postman, posty 
maneuver manoeuvre 
to make reservations to book 
Math maths 
memo or voucher chit 
menopause the maenopause 
Mirror glass 
molasses treacle 
Mold mould 
monkey wrench spanner 
Movie film / picture 
movie theater cinema 
Napkin serviette 
nominate adopt 
notebook jotter 
Nudist naturist 
Oatmeal porridge 
on/off ramp slip road 
Oven cooker 
Overalls dungarees 
overhead expense on-cost 
overpass (bridge) flyover 
pacifier (baby) dummy 
package bundle 
Pajamas pyjamas 
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Panties knickers 
Pants trousers 
paper towel kitchen towel, kitchen paper 
Parade carnival 
parking lot car park 
Peanuts monkey nuts 
peek-a-boo peep-bo 
a period (punctuation) a full stop 
pharmacist chemist 
Pickles pickled cucumbers 
picnic basket picnic hamper 
pie crust pastry base 
pine cone fir apple 
Pitcher jug 
plastic wrap clingfilm 
Plexiglas perspex 
a police officer a copper 
Popsicle ice lolly 
postage meter franking machine 
potato chips crisps 
principal headmaster 
private school public school 
public library lending library 
public school state school 
Purse handbag 
AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
raincoat mackintosh / mack 
Raisin sultana 
Realtor estate agent 
to rent to hire 
Repair mend 
Robe dressing gown 
rubber boots gum boots 
S-curve (road) double bend 
sand box sand pit 
Santa Claus Father Christmas 
security deposit key money 
scrambled eggs buttered eggs 
shampoo hair wash 
shopping cart trolley 
sidewalk pavement / footway 
Sir Squire, Guv'nor 
a slash (punctuation) an oblique 
slipcovers loose covers 
sneakers trainers, plimsolls, pumps 
Soccer football 
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Solitaire patience 
Spelled spelt 
Squash marrow 
station wagon estate car 
steering wheel driving wheel 
Stingy mean 
Stroller pram, pushchair 
studio apartment bedsitter 
styrofoam polystyrene 
suspenders braces 
Sweater pullover, jumper 
take-out (food) take-away 
talk show chat show 
telephone blower 
telephone booth call box 
tip, gratuity dash 
tissue / kleenex paper handkerchief 
toll free (phone) free phone 
traffic jam tailback 
transmission gear box 
Thread cotton 
thumb tack drawing pin 
tic tac toe naughts and crosses 
Tire tyre 
toothpick cocktail stick 
tract housing housing estate 
Trailor caravan 
Trash rubbish 
trash bag bin liner 
trash can bin, dustbin (the one outside) 
Truck lorry 
trunk (of a car) boot 
turn signals flashers 
tux / tuxedo dinner jacket 
two weeks fortnight 
AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH 
umbrella brolly 
undershirt vest 
underwear pants, knickers 
vacation holiday 
Vest waistcoat 
waken or rouse knock up 
wall to wall carpeting fitted carpet 
wallet (a man's) notecase 
wallet (a woman's) purse 
a washcloth a flannel 
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a water heater a geyser 
wheel chair invalid chair 
window screen flyscreen 
windshield windscreen 
Yard garden 
zee (the letter Z) zed 
zip code post code 
zucchini courgette 
 
Write the American word for the following: 

1. autumn  _______________ 
2. biscuit_______________ 
3. sweets _______________ 
4. crisps _______________ 
5. film _______________  
6. ground floor ___________ 
7. holiday_______________ 
8. lorry _______________ 
9. luggage_______________ 
10. mobile phone____________ 
11. nappy_______________ 
12. petrol_______________ 

13. post_______________ 
14. tap_______________ 
15. taxi_______________ 
16. tin_______________ 
17. underground___________ 
18. railway_______________ 
19. lift / escalator  ___________ 
20. flat_______________ 
21. pavement_____________ 
22. aerial_______________ 
23. cute_______________ 
24. Chemist _____________ 

 
Replace the American English words with British English words in the following sentences: 
1. Don't leave the cupboard unlocked.    Ans: closet 
2. Many people seem to prefer throwing the waste around the dust bin rather than into it.  
     (or) Throw the waste papers into the dustbin   Ans : trashcan 
3. The window shade was drawn to prevent the cold wind from drifting into the room   Ans: window shield  
4. If we like the flat, we will buy it.     Ans: ________________ 
5. The tap is broken and it needs to be repaired.  Ans: ________________  
6. Children like jam.       Ans: ________________ 
7. “Could you please drop this letter in the Postbox ?”  Ans: ________________ 
8. This fellow is fifteen years old.     Ans: ________________ 
9. American English word: Children like biscuits.  Ans: ________________  
10. Could you please pass me the jug of milk.  Ans: ________________ 
11. He washed his hands in the Wash basin.   Ans: ________________  
12. The crippled man entered the lift.    Ans: ________________  
13. Baby sister in the cot.     Ans: ________________  
14 have appointed a Shop assistant.    Ans: ________________ 
15. Good fence makes good neighbor.   Ans: ________________  
16. The horse is in the stable.     Ans: ________________  
17. The goods train is nearing the level - crossing.   Ans: ________________ 
18. Bring water in the jug.      Ans: ________________ 
19. Using the elevator we reached the sixth floor of the building. Ans.__________ 
20. The price hike of gasoline affects all classes of people. Ans.______________ 
21. We are going for a music programme in the evening.     Ans.______________  
22. He likes Candy.      Ans.______________  
23. My friend is working as a druggist.   Ans.______________  
24. Children like corn very much.    Ans.______________  
25. Stand in a line.      Ans.______________  
26. I bought milk cracker.     Ans.______________  
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27. Trees shed their leaves during fall season.  Ans.______________  
28. The faucet is leaking.     Ans.______________ 
29. Cutlery is used for eating or serving food.  Ans.______________  
9. There is an underground before the hospital.  Ans.______________  
22. Keep the rail road clean.     Ans.______________  
23. Mobile phone is a boon to business man.  Ans.______________  
24. She carried water in the pitcher.    Ans.______________  
25. Our school follows the schedule very strictly.  Ans.______________ 
26. Salary is paid by check.     Ans.______________  
27. I expect a mail from my friend.    Ans.______________  
28. Raga watched a Hindi movie last night.   Ans.______________  
29. There is a restaurant in the first floor.   Ans.______________  
30. There is a rice store near my house.   Ans.______________  
31. We should fix an antenna.    Ans.______________  
32. Use pavement for walking.    Ans.______________  
33. I took a cab to reach the destination.   Ans.______________  
34. Money should be put in the wallet carefully.  Ans.______________  
 
IX. Foreign words and phrases 
ab initio Latin from the beginning 
a cappella Italian sung without instrumental accompaniment (literally ‘in chapel style’) 
à deux French for or involving two people 
ad hoc Latin made or done for a particular purpose (literally ‘to this’) 
ad infinitum Latin endlessly; forever (literally ‘to infinity’) 
ad interim Latin for the meantime 
ad nauseam Latin to a tiresomely excessive degree (literally ‘to sickness’) 
a fortiori Latin more conclusively (literally ‘from a stronger [argument]’) 
agent 
provocateur 

French a person who tempts a suspected criminal to commit a crime so that they can be 
caught and convicted (literally ‘provocative agent’) 

à huis clos French in private (literally ‘with closed doors’) 
al dente Italian (of food) cooked so as to be still firm when bitten (literally ‘to the tooth’) 
Alfresco Italian in the open air (literally ‘in the fresh’) 
amour propre French self-respect (literally ‘own love’) 
annus mirabilis Latin a remarkable or auspicious year 

a posteriori 
Latin based on reasoning from known facts or past events rather than on assumptions or 
predictions (literally ‘from what comes after’) 

a priori Latin based on deduction rather than experience (literally ‘from what is before’) 
au courant French well informed; up to date (literally ‘in the (regular) course’) 
au fait French having a good or detailed knowledge (literally ‘to the point’) 
au fond French basically; in essence (literally ‘at the bottom’) 
au naturel French in the most simple or natural way 
beau geste French a noble and generous act (literally ‘fine gesture’) 
beau idéal French the highest standard of excellence (literally ‘ideal beauty’) 
beau monde French fashionable society (literally ‘fine world’) 
beaux arts French the fine arts 
bête noire French a person or thing one particularly dislikes (literally ‘black beast’) 
belles-lettres French literary works written and read for their elegant style (literally ‘fine letters’) 
billet-doux French a love letter (literally ‘sweet note’) 
blitzkrieg German an intense, violent military campaign intended to bring about a swift victory 
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(literally ‘lightning war’) 
bona fide Latin genuine; real (literally ‘with good faith’) 
bon mot French a clever or witty remark (literally ‘good word’) 
bon vivant French a person with a sociable and luxurious lifestyle (literally ‘person living well’) 
brasserie French an informal or inexpensive restaurant (literally ‘brewery’) 
carpe diem Latin make the most of the present time (literally ‘seize the day!’) 
carte blanche French complete freedom to act as one wishes (literally ‘blank paper’) 
cause célèbre French a controversial issue attracting much public attention (literally ‘famous case’) 

caveat emptor 
Latin the buyer is responsible for checking the quality of goods before purchasing them 
(literally ‘let the buyer beware’) 

c’est la guerre French used as an expression of resigned acceptance (literally ‘that's war’) 
chacun à son 
gout 

French everyone to their own taste 

chef-d’œuvre French a masterpiece (literally ‘chief work’) 
cherchez la 
femme 

French there is certain to be a woman at the bottom of a problem or mystery (literally 
‘look for the woman’) 

comme il faut French correct in behaviour or etiquette (literally ‘as is necessary’) 
compos mentis Latin sane; in full control of one's mind 
cognoscenti Italian people who are well informed about something (literally ‘people who know’) 

cordon sanitaire 
French a guarded line placed around an area infected by disease to prevent anyone from 
leaving (literally ‘sanitary line’) 

Cosa Nostra Italian a US criminal organization related to the Mafia (literally ‘our thing’) 
coup de foudre French love at first sight (literally ‘stroke of lightning’) 

coup de grâce 
French a blow by which a mortally wounded person or thing is mercifully killed 
(literally ‘stroke of grace’) 

coup de main French a sudden surprise attack (literally ‘stroke of hand’) 
coup d’état French a sudden violent seizure of power (literally ‘blow of state’) 
cri de cœur French a passionate appeal or protest (literally ‘cry from the heart’) 

cui bono? 
Latin who stands to gain? (implying that whoever does may have been responsible for a 
crime; literally ‘to whom (is it) a benefit?’) 

de facto Latin in fact, whether by right or not 
Dei gratia Latin by the grace of God 
déjà vu French the sense of having experienced the present situation before (‘already seen’) 
de jure Latin rightful; by right (literally ‘of law’) 
de nos jours French contemporary (literally ‘of our days’) 
Deo gratias Latin thanks be to God 
Deo volente Latin God willing 
de profundis Latin expressing one's deepest feelings (literally ‘from the depths’) 
de rigueur French obligatory; required by etiquette or current fashion (literally ‘of strictness’) 
dernier cri French the very latest fashion (literally ‘the last cry’) 
de trop French not wanted; superfluous (literally ‘excessive’) 

deus ex machina 
Latin an unexpected event that saves an apparently hopeless situation (literally ‘god from 

the machinery’) 
dolce far niente Italian pleasant idleness (literally ‘sweet doing nothing’) 
dolce vita Italian a life of pleasure and luxury (literally ‘sweet life’) 
doppelgänger German an apparition or double of a living person (literally ‘double-goer’) 
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double entendre 
French a word or phrase with two possible interpretations (from obsolete French, 
‘double understanding’) 

dramatis 
personae 

Latin the characters in a play (literally ‘persons of the drama’) 

embarras de 
richesse 

French more options or resources than one knows what to do with (literally 
‘embarrassment of riches’) 

éminence grise 
French a person who has power or influence without holding an official position 
(literally ‘grey eminence’) 

en famille French with one's family; in an informal way (literally ‘in family’) 
enfant terrible French a person whose behaviour is unconventional or controversial (‘terrible child’) 
en masse French all together (literally ‘in a mass’) 
en passant French by the way (literally ‘in passing’) 
entente cordiale French a friendly understanding between states 
entre nous French between ourselves 
esprit de corps French a feeling of pride and loyalty uniting the members of a group (‘spirit of body’) 

ex gratia 
Latin (of payment) given as a favour rather than because of any legal obligation (literally 
‘from favour’) 

ex officio Latin by virtue of one's position or status (literally ‘out of duty’) 

fait accompli 
French a thing that has been done or decided and cannot now be altered (literally 
‘accomplished fact’) 

faute de mieux French for want of a better alternative 
faux pas French an embarrassing blunder or indiscretion (literally ‘false step’) 
femme fatale French a seductive woman (literally ‘disastrous woman’) 
fête champêtre French an outdoor entertainment; a garden party (literally ‘rural festival’) 
fin de siècle French relating to the end of a century 
force majeure French superior strength 
folie de grandeur French delusions of grandeur 
Gîte French a small furnished holiday house in France 
grande dame French a woman who is influential within a particular sphere (literally ‘grand lady’) 

haute couture 
French the designing and making of clothes by leading fashion houses (literally ‘high 

dressmaking’) 

haute cuisine French high-quality cooking (literally ‘high cookery’) 
haut monde French fashionable society (literally ‘high world’) 
hors de combat French out of action due to injury or damage (literally ‘out of the fight’) 
ideé fixe French an obsession (literally ‘fixed idea’) 
in absentia Latin while not present (literally ‘in absence’) 
in camera Latin in private (literally ‘in the chamber’) 
in extremis Latin in an extremely difficult situation; at the point of death 
in loco parentis Latin in the place of a parent 
in medias res Latin in or into the middle of things 
in propria 
persona 

Latin: in his or her own person 

in situ Latin in the original or appropriate position 
inter alia Latin among other things 
in toto Latin as a whole 
ipso facto Latin by that very fact or act 
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je ne sais quoi French a quality that is hard to describe (literally ‘I do not know what’) 
jeu d’esprit French a light-hearted display of wit (literally ‘game of the mind’) 
jeunesse dorée French wealthy, fashionable young people (literally ‘gilded youth’) 
joie de vivre French exuberant enjoyment of life (literally ‘joy of living’) 

katzenjammer 
German a hangover or a severe headache accompanying a hangover (literally ‘cats’ 

wailing’) 
laissez-faire French a non-interventionist policy (literally ‘allow to do’) 
locum tenens Latin a temporary deputy or stand-in (literally ‘one holding a place’) 

locus classicus 
Latin the best known or most authoritative passage on a subject (literally ‘classical 

place’) 
magnum opus Latin the most important work of an artist, writer, etc. (literally ‘great work’) 
Manqué French having failed to become what one might have been (from manquer ‘to lack’) 
mea culpa Latin an acknowledgement that something is one's fault (literally ‘by my fault’) 

memento mori 
Latin something kept as a reminder that death is inevitable (literally ‘remember (that you 

have) to die’) 
modus operandi Latin a way of doing something (literally ‘way of operating’) 

modus vivendi 
Latin an arrangement that allows conflicting parties to coexist peacefully (literally ‘way 

of living’) 
mot juste French the most appropriate word or expression 
ne plus ultra Latin the best example of something (literally ‘not further beyond’) 
nil desperandum Latin do not despair 
noblesse oblige French privilege entails responsibility 
nolens volens Latin whether one wants or likes something or not (literally ‘not willing, willing’) 

non sequitur 
Latin a conclusion or statement that does not logically follow from the previous 
statement (literally ‘it does not follow’) 

nouveau riche 
French people who have recently become rich and who display their wealth 
ostentatiously (literally ‘new rich’) 

objet d’art French a small decorative or artistic object 
on dit French a piece of gossip (literally ‘they say’) 
papabile Italian worthy or eligible to be elected pope 
par excellence French better or more than all others of the same kind (literally ‘by excellence’) 
parti pris French a preconceived view; a bias (literally ‘side taken’) 
per annum Latin for each year 
per capita Latin for each person (literally ‘by heads’) 
per se Latin by or in itself or themselves 
persona non 
grata 

Latin a person who is not welcome somewhere 

pièce de 
résistance 

French the most important or impressive item (literally ‘piece (i.e. means) of resistance’) 

pied-à-terre French a small flat or house kept for occasional use (literally ‘foot to earth’) 
pis aller French a last resort (literally ‘worse to go’) 

plat du jour 
French a special dish prepared by a restaurant on a particular day (literally ‘dish of the 

day’) 

plus ça change 
French used to express resigned acknowledgement of the fact that certain things never 
change (from plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose ‘the more it changes, the more it 

stays the same’) 
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pococurante Italian careless or nonchalant (literally ‘little caring’) 
prima facie Latin accepted as so until proved otherwise (literally ‘at first face’) 
primus inter 
pares 

Latin the senior or representative member of a group (literally ‘first among equals’) 

pro rata Latin proportional; proportionally (literally ‘according to the rate’) 

proxime accessit 
Latin the person who comes second in an examination or is runner-up for an award 
(literally ‘came very near’) 

quid pro quo 
Latin a favour or advantage given in return for something (literally ‘something for 

something’) 

raison d’être 
French the most important reason for someone or something's existence (literally ‘reason 

for being’) 
reductio ad 
absurdum 

Latin a method of disproving a premise by showing that its logical conclusion is absurd 
(literally ‘reduction to the absurd’) 

roman-à-clef 
French a novel in which real people or events appear with invented names (literally 
‘novel with a key’) 

sangfroid French the ability to stay calm in difficult circumstances (literally ‘cold blood’) 
savoir faire French the ability to act appropriately in social situations (literally ‘know how to do’) 
sine die Latin (of proceedings) adjourned indefinitely (literally ‘without a day’) 
sine qua non Latin a thing that is absolutely essential (literally ‘without which not’) 
soi-disant French self-styled; so-called (literally ‘self-saying’) 
sotto voce Italian in a quiet voice (literally ‘under voice’) 

sub judice 
Latin being considered by a court of law and therefore not to be publicly discussed 
elsewhere (literally ‘under a judge’) 

sub rosa Latin happening or done in secret (literally ‘under the rose’) 
sui generis Latin unique (literally ‘of its own kind’) 
table d’hôte French a restaurant meal offered at a fixed price, with few if any choices (‘host's table’) 
tant mieux French so much the better 
tant pis French so much the worse; too bad 
terra firma Latin dry land; the ground (literally ‘firm land’) 
terra incognita Latin unknown territory 
tête-à-tête French a private conversation (literally ‘head-to-head’) 

tour de force French a thing accomplished with great skill (literally ‘feat of strength’) 
tout de suite French at once (literally ‘quite in sequence’) 
unheimlich German uncanny or weird 
verboten German forbidden 
via media Latin a compromise (literally ‘middle way’) 
victor ludorum Latin the overall champion in a sports competition (literally ‘victor of the games’) 
vis-à-vis French in relation to; as compared with (literally ‘face-to-face’) 
vox populi Latin public opinion (literally ‘the voice of the people’) 

Zeitgeist 
German the characteristic spirit or mood of a particular historical period (literally ‘time 

spirit’) 

 
Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence:  
1. Praveen joined the intellectual 'elite'. 

a) Royal group     b) best group    c) loyal group     d) united group  
2. The India 'versus' Pakistan one day match is always an exciting one.  

a) For       b) between      c) against     d) oppose  
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3. The state government's plea to cancel the NEET Exam was presented to the public as 'fait accompli'.  
a) Changed thing       b) unchanged thing    c) transferred thing     d) alternative thing  

4. His 'alibi' was strong that the jury found the accused not guilty.   
a) False evidence       b) confirmed evidence    c) proved evidence  d) unproved evidence  

5. The 'bon homie' between Ram and Shyam disappeared as Venkat entered the scene.    
a) power  friendliness      b)  cheerful friendliness    c) cold friendliness      d)  clever friendliness   

6. Lavanya built a house in 'memoriam' of her father.    
a) In memory of the dead    b) in favour of      c) on behalf of       d) for the sake of  

7. The students heard the fine alarm and left the class rooms 'en masse'.  
a) Separately        b) individually      c) independently          d) all together    

8. His behavior shows that he is a 'nouveau riche'.     
a) Showy rich man     b)  showy middle class man    c) showy poor man      d)  unshowy rich man  

9. I had a sense of 'déjà vu' when Latha recalled her childhood days.   
a) Remembering past experiences with fondness   b) imagining unpleasant experiences    
c) forgetting pleasant past experiences      d) forgetting sad experiences  

10. The editor asked the reporter to report the collector's wonderful speech 'verbatim'.   
a)  word by word       b) word for word   c)  word after word    d)  word from word 

11. My father had a 'tete-a-tete' with the members of the family.   
a) Public meeting       b) confidential word  c) face to face        d) private conversation  

12. The soldier met his enemy 'vis a vis'.  
a)   Face to face   b) at a meeting    c) at a conference  d) in the barrack  

13. Please submit your 'bonafide' certificate      
a) Real      b) duplicate    c) triplicate    d) genuine  

14. Mary and Susan are in 'ballet' classes. 
a)   A tragic play  b) a comical play    c) a humorous story in music    d) a dramatic story with music  

15. Until a popular ministry is in place, the government administers the state on an 'adhoc' basis.           
a) In the meantime    b) free trade     c) established for a particular purpose     d) on the way  

16. The Prime Minister gave an 'ex-gratia' Rs. 2 lakhs to the victims of the floods in Chennai.   
a) Given as a favour    b) donation     c) tax     d) none  

17. Every teacher has to maintain a good 'rapport' with his / her students.  
a)  Report     b) relation     c) kindness     d)  strict  

18. Raveena suggested a 'via' media to avoid tension among her relatives.  
a) For and against    b) a middle course   c) on one side only    d) let it stand  

19. In the absence of 'Prima facie' evidence, the judge acquitted the accused.  
a) At first sight     b) blind     c)  at last  d) at second sight  

20. As the 'elevator' does not work I have to climb three floors.   
a) Steps      b) stairs     c) lift     d) escalator  

21. There was no one to wish me 'bon voyage'.     
a) See them on    b) see them off    c) good luck     d) pleasant trip  

22. As she did not like change, Raga always tried to maintain the 'status quo'.   
a) Past condition       b) present condition    c) equal condition      d) non existing condition  

23. Raji is seriously preparing for the 'viva voce'     
a)   Aptitude test       b) spoken examination    c) written examination    d)  medical test  

24. The fans left the stadium 'en masse'      
a) In large group    b) in hurry    c) in happy mood   d) beyond the limit  

25. The parliament was adjourned 'sine die'      
a)   Without fixing the date      b) within fixing the date    
c)  with a day fixed       d) within a day not fixed 
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X. Word Derivatives 

Head Word Other Words in the Family 
Abandon abandoned, abandoning, abandonment, abandons, 
Abstract abstraction, abstractions, abstractly, abstracts,  
Academy academia, academic, academically, academics, academies, 
Access accessed, accesses, accessibility, accessible, accessing, inaccessible 
accommodate accommodated, accommodates, accommodating, accommodation 
accompany accompanied, accompanies, accompaniment, accompanying, unaccompanied 
accumulate accumulated, accumulating, accumulation, accumulates 
accurate accuracy, accurately, inaccuracy, inaccuracies, inaccurate 
Achieve achievable, achieved, achievement, achievements, achieves, achieving 
acknowledge acknowledged, acknowledges, acknowledging, acknowledgement, acknowledgements 
Acquire acquired, acquires, acquiring, acquisition, acquisitions 
Adapt adaptability, adaptable, adaptation, adaptations, adapted, adapting, adaptive, adapts 
adequate adequacy, adequately, inadequacies, inadequacy, inadequate, inadequately 

adjust 
adjusted, adjusting, adjustment, adjustments, adjusts, readjust, readjusted, readjusting, 
readjustment, readjustments, readjusts 

administrate 
administrates, administration, administrations, administrative, administratively, 
administrator, administrators 

Adult adulthood, adults 
advocate advocacy, advocated, advocates, advocating 
Affect affected, affecting, affective, affectively, affects, unaffected 
aggregate aggregated, aggregates, aggregating, aggregation 
Aid aided, aiding, aids, unaided 
Allocate allocated, allocates, allocating, allocation, allocations 

Alter 
alterable, alteration, alterations, altered, altering, alternate, alternating, alters, unalterable, 
unaltered 

alternative alternatively, alternatives 
ambiguous ambiguities, ambiguity, unambiguous, unambiguously 
Amend amended, amending, amendment, amendments, amends 
Analogy analogies, analogous 

Analyse 
analysed, analyser, analysers, analyses, analysing, analysis, analyst, analysts, analytic, 
analytical, analytically 

anticipate anticipated, anticipates, anticipating, anticipation, unanticipated 
Append appendix, appended, appends, appending, appendices, appendixes 

appreciate 
appreciable, appreciably, appreciated, appreciates, appreciating, appreciation, 
unappreciated 

approach approachable, approached, approaches, approaching, unapproachable 
appropriate appropriacy, appropriately, appropriateness, inappropriacy, inappropriate, inappropriately 

approximate 
approximated, approximately, approximates, approximating, approximation, 
approximations 

arbitrary arbitrariness, arbitrarily 
assemble assembled, assembles, assemblies, assembling, assembly 

Assess 
assessable, assessed, assesses, assessing, assessment, assessments, reassess, reassessed, 
reassessing, reassessment, unassessed 

Assign 
assigned, assigning, assignment, assignments, assigns, reassign, reassigned, reassigning, 
reassigns, unassigned 

Assist assistance, assistant, assistants, assisted, assisting, assists, unassisted 
Assume assumed, assumes, assuming, assumption, assumptions 
Assure assurance, assurances, assured, assuredly, assures, assuring 
Attach attached, attaches, attaching, attachment, attachments, unattached 
Attain attainable, attained, attaining, attainment, attainments, attains, unattainable 
attribute attributable, attributed, attributes, attributing, attribution 
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Author authored, authoring, authors, authorship 
authority authoritative, authorities 
automate automatic, automated, automates, automating, automatically, automation 
available availability, unavailable 
Aware awareness, unaware 
Benefit beneficial, beneficiary, beneficiaries, benefited, benefiting, benefits 
Bias biased, biases, biasing, unbiased 
Bond bonded, bonding, bonds 
Brief brevity, briefed, briefing, briefly, briefs 
Capable capabilities, capability, incapable 
capacity capacities, incapacitate, incapacitated 
category categories, categorisation, categorise, categorised, categorises, categorising, categorizing 
Cease ceased, ceaseless, ceases, ceasing 
challenge challenged, challenger, challengers, challenges, challenging 
Channel channelled, channelling, channels 
Chart charted, charting, charts, uncharted 
chemical chemically, chemicals 
circumstance circumstances 
Cite citation, citations, cited, citing, cites 
Clarify clarification, clarified, clarifies, clarifying, clarity 
Classic classical, classics 
Code coded, codes, coding 
coherent coherence, coherently, incoherent, incoherently 
coincide coincided, coincides, coinciding, coincidence, coincidences, coincident, coincidental 
Collapse collapsed, collapses, collapsible, collapsing 

commence 
commenced, commences, commencement, commencing, recommences, recommenced, 
recommencing 

comment 
commentaries, commentary, commentator, commentators, commented, commenting, 
comments 

commission commissioned, commissioner, commissioners, commissioning, commissions 
Commit commitment, commitments, commits, committed, committing 
commodity commodities 

communicate 
communicable, communicated, communicates, communicating, communication, 
communications, communicative, communicatively, uncommunicative 

community communities 
compatible compatibility, incompatibility, incompatible  
compensate compensated, compensates, compensating, compensation, compensations, compensatory 
Compile compilation, compilations, compiled, compiles, compiling 
complement complementary, complemented, complementing, complements 
complex complexities, complexity 
component componentry, components 
compound compounded, compounding, compounds  
comprehensive comprehensively 
comprise comprised, comprises, comprising 

compute 
computation, computational, computations, computable, computer, computed, 
computerised, computers, computing 

conceive conceivable, conceivably, conceived, conceives, conceiving, inconceivable, inconceivably 
concentrate concentrated, concentrates, concentrating, concentration 

Concept 
conception, concepts, conceptual, conceptualisation, conceptualise, conceptualised, 
conceptualises, conceptualising, conceptually 

conclude 
concluded, concludes, concluding, conclusion, conclusions, conclusive, conclusively, 
inconclusive, inconclusively 

conduct conducted, conducting, conducts 
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Confer conference, conferences, conferred, conferring, confers 
Confine confined, confines, confining, unconfined 
Confirm confirmation, confirmed, confirming, confirms 
Conflict conflicted, conflicting, conflicts 

Conform 
conformable, conformability, conformance, conformation, conformed, conforming, 
conformist, conformists, conformity, conforms, nonconformist, nonconformists, 
nonconformity, non-conformist, non-conformists, non-conformity 

Consent consensus, consented, consenting, consents 
consequent consequence, consequences, consequently 

Consist 
consisted, consistency, consistent, consistently, consisting, consists, inconsistencies, 
inconsistency, inconsistent 

constant constancy, constantly, constants, inconstancy, inconstantly 

constitute 
constituencies, constituency, constituent, constituents, constituted, constitutes, constituting, 
constitution, constitutions, constitutional, constitutionally, constitutive, unconstitutional 

constrain constrained, constraining, constrains, constraint, constraints, unconstrained 

construct 
constructed, constructing, construction, constructions, constructive, constructs, reconstruct, 
reconstructed, reconstructing, reconstruction, reconstructs 

Consult 
consultancy, consultant, consultants, consultation, consultations, consultative, consulted, 
consults, consulting 

consume consumed, consumer, consumers, consumes, consuming, consumption 
Contact contactable, contacted, contacting, contacts 
contemporary contemporaries 
Context contexts, contextual, contextualise, contextualised, contextualising, uncontextualised 
contract contracted, contracting, contractor, contractors, contracts 
contradict contradicted, contradicting, contradiction, contradictions, contradictory, contradicts 
contrary contrarily 
contrast contrasted, contrasting, contrastive, contrasts 
contribute contributed, contributes, contributing, contribution, contributions, contributor, contributors 
controversy controversies, controversial, controversially, uncontroversial 

convene 
convention, convenes, convened, convening, conventional, conventionally, conventions, 
unconventional 

converse conversely  
Convert conversion, conversions, converted, convertible, converting, converts 
convince convinced, convinces, convincing, convincingly, unconvinced 

cooperate 
cooperated, cooperates, cooperating, cooperation, cooperative, cooperatively, co-operate, 
co-operated, co-operates, co-operation, co-operative, co-operatively 

coordinate 
coordinated, coordinates, coordinating, coordination, coordinator, coordinators, co-
ordinate, co-ordinated, co-ordinates, co-ordinating, co-ordination, co-ordinator, co-
ordinators 

Core cores, coring, cored 
corporate corporates, corporation, corporations 
correspond corresponded, correspondence, corresponding, correspondingly, corresponds 
Couple coupled, coupling, couples 

Create 
created, creates, creating, creation, creations, creative, creatively, creativity, creator, 
creators, recreate, recreated, recreates, recreating 

Credit credited, crediting, creditor, creditors, credits 
Criteria criterion 
Crucial crucially 
Culture cultural, culturally, cultured, cultures, uncultured 
currency currencies 
Cycle cycled, cycles, cyclic, cyclical, cycling 
Debate debatable, debated, debates, debating 
Decade decades 
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Decline declined, declines, declining 
Deduce deduced, deduces, deducing, deduction, deductions 

Define 
definable, defined, defines, defining, definition, definitions, redefine, redefined, redefines, 
redefining, undefined 

Definite definitely, definitive, indefinite, indefinitely 

demonstrate 
demonstrable, demonstrably, demonstrated, demonstrates, demonstrating, demonstration, 
demonstrations, demonstrative, demonstratively, demonstrator, demonstrators 

Denote denotation, denotations, denoted, denotes, denoting 
Deny deniable, denial, denials, denied, denies, denying, undeniable 
Depress depressed, depresses, depressing, depression 
Derive derivation, derivations, derivative, derivatives, derived, derives, deriving 
Design designed, designer, designers, designing, designs 
Detect detectable, detected, detecting, detection, detective, detectives, detector, detectors, detects 
Deviate deviated, deviates, deviating, deviation, deviations 
Device devices 
Devote devoted, devotedly, devotes, devoting, devotion, devotions 
differentiate differentiated, differentiates, differentiating, differentiation  
dimension dimensional, dimensions, multidimensional 
diminish diminished, diminishes, diminishing, diminution, undiminished 
Discrete discretely, discretion, discretionary, indiscrete, indiscretion 
discriminate discriminated, discriminates, discriminating, discrimination  
displace displaced, displacement, displaces, displacing 
Display displayed, displaying, displays 
Dispose disposable, disposal, disposed, disposes, disposing 
Distinct distinction, distinctions, distinctive, distinctively, distinctly, indistinct, indistinctly 
Distort distorted, distorting, distortion, distortions, distorts 

distribute 
distributed, distributing, distribution, distributional, distributions, distributive, distributor, 
distributors, redistribute, redistributed, redistributes, redistributing, redistribution 

Diverse diversely, diversification, diversified, diversifies, diversify, diversifying, diversity  
document documentation, documented, documenting, documents 
domestic domestically, domesticate, domesticated, domesticating, domestics 
dominate dominance, dominant, dominated, dominates, dominating, domination 
Draft drafted, drafting, drafts, redraft, redrafted, redrafting, redrafts 

Drama 
dramas, dramatic, dramatically, dramatise, dramatised, dramatising, dramatises, 
dramatisation, dramatisations, dramatist, dramatists, dramatization, dramatizations, 
dramatizing 

dynamic dynamically, dynamics 

economy 
economic, economical, economically, economics, economies, economist, economists, 
uneconomical 

Edit edited, editing, edition, editions, editor, editorial, editorials, editors, edits 
eliminate eliminated, eliminates, eliminating, elimination 
Emerge emerged, emergence, emergent, emerges, emerging 
emphasis emphasise, emphasised, emphasising, emphatic, emphatically 
empirical empirically, empiricism 
Enable enabled, enables, enabling 
encounter encountered, encountering, encounters 
Energy energetic, energetically, energies 
Enforce enforced, enforcement, enforces, enforcing 
enhance enhanced, enhancement, enhances, enhancing 
enormous enormity, enormously 
ensure ensured, ensures, ensuring 
environment environmental, environmentalist, environmentalists, environmentally, environments 
equate equated, equates, equating, equation, equations 
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equip equipment, equipped, equipping, equips 
equivalent Equivalence 
erode eroded, erodes, eroding, erosion 
error erroneous, erroneously, errors 

establish 
disestablish, disestablished, disestablishes, disestablishing, disestablishment, established, 
establishes, establishing, establishment, establishments 

estimate 
estimated, estimates, estimating, estimation, estimations, over-estimate, overestimate, 
overestimated, overestimates, overestimating, underestimate, underestimated, 
underestimates, underestimating 

ethic ethical, ethically, ethics, unethical 
ethnic Ethnicity 

evaluate 
evaluated, evaluates, evaluating, evaluation, evaluations, evaluative, re-evaluate, re-
evaluated, re-evaluates, re-evaluating, re-evaluation 

eventual eventuality, eventually  
evident evidenced, evidence, evidential, evidently 
evolve evolution, evolved, evolving, evolves, evolutionary, evolutionist, evolutionists 
exceed exceeded, exceeding, exceeds 

exclude 
excluded, excludes, excluding, exclusion, exclusionary, exclusionist, exclusions, exclusive, 
exclusively 

exhibit exhibited, exhibiting, exhibition, exhibitions, exhibits 
expand expanded, expanding, expands, expansion, expansionism, expansive 
expert expertise, expertly, experts 
explicit Explicitly 
exploit exploitation, exploited, exploiting, exploits 
export exported, exporter, exporters, exporting, exports 
expose exposed, exposes, exposing, exposure, exposures 
external externalisation, externalise, externalised, externalises, externalising, externality 
extract extracted, extracting, extraction, extracts 
facilitate facilitated, facilitates, facilities, facilitating, facilitation, facilitator, facilitators, facility 
factor factored, factoring, factors 
feature featured, features, featuring 
federal federation, federations 
file filed, files, filing 
final finalise, finalised, finalises, finalising, finality, finally, finals 
finance financed, finances, financial, financially, financier, financiers, financing 
finite infinite, infinitely 
flexible flexibility, inflexible, inflexibility 
fluctuate fluctuated, fluctuates, fluctuating, fluctuation, fluctuations  
focus focused, focuses, focusing, refocus, refocused, refocuses, refocusing 
format formatted, formatting, formats 

formula 
formulae, formulas, formulate, formulated, formulating, formulation, formulations, 
reformulate, reformulated, reformulating, reformulation, reformulations 

found founded, founder, founders, founding, unfounded 
foundation Foundations 
framework Frameworks 
function functional, functionally, functioned, functioning, functions 
fund funded, funder, funders, funding, funds 
fundamental fundamentally 
gender genders 
generate generated, generates, generating 
generation generations 
globe global, globally, globalisation, globalization 
goal goals 
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grade graded, grades, grading 
grant granted, granting, grants 
guarantee guaranteed, guaranteeing, guarantees 
guideline guidelines  
hierarchy hierarchical, hierarchies 
highlight highlighted, highlighting, highlights 

hypothesis 
hypotheses, hypothesise, hypothesised, hypothesises, hypothesising, hypothetical, 
hypothetically 

identical identically 

identify 
identifiable, identification, identified, identifies, identifying, identities, identity, 
unidentifiable 

ideology ideological, ideologically, ideologies 
ignorant ignorance, ignore, ignored, ignores, ignoring 
illustrate illustrated, illustrates, illustrating, illustration, illustrations, illustrative 
image imagery, images 
immigrate immigrant, immigrants, immigrated, immigrates, immigrating, immigration 
impact impacted, impacting, impacts 
implement implementation, implemented, implementing, implements 
implicate implicated, implicates, implicating, implication, implications 
implicit implicitly 
imply implied, implies, implying 
impose imposed, imposes, imposing, imposition 
incentive incentives 
incidence incident, incidentally, incidents 
incline inclination, inclinations,inclined, inclines, inclining 
incorporate incorporated, incorporates, incorporating, incorporation 
index indexed, indexes, indexing 
indicate indicated, indicates, indicating, indication, indications, indicative, indicator, indicators 

individual 
individualised, individuality, individualism, individualist, individualists, individualistic, 
individually, individuals 

induce induced, induces, inducing, induction 
inevitable inevitability, inevitably 
infer inference, inferences, inferred, inferring, infers 
infrastructure infrastructures 
inherent inherently 
inhibit inhibited, inhibiting, inhibition, inhibitions, inhibits 
initial initially 
initiate initiated, initiates, initiating, initiation, initiations, initiative, initiatives, initiator, initiators 
injure injured, injures, injuries, injuring, injury, uninjured 

innovate 
innovation, innovated, innovates, innovating, innovations, innovative, innovator, 
innovators 

insert inserted, inserting, insertion, inserts 
insight insightful, insights 
inspect inspected, inspecting, inspection, inspections, inspector, inspectors, inspects 
instance instances 

institute 
instituted, institutes, instituting, institution, institutional, institutionalise, institutionalised, 
institutionalises, institutionalising, institutionally, institutions 

instruct instruction, instructed, instructing, instructions, instructive, instructor, instructors, instructs 
integrate integrated, integrates, integrating, integration 
intelligent intelligence, intelligently, unintelligent 

intense 
intensely, intenseness, intensification, intensified, intensifies, intensify, intensifying, 
intension, intensity, intensive, intensively 

interact interacted, interacting, interaction, interactions, interactive, interactively, interacts 
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internal internalise, internalised, internalises, internalising, internally 

interpret 

interpretation, interpretations, interpretative, interpreted, interpreting, interpretive, 
interprets, misinterpret, misinterpretation, misinterpretations, misinterpreted, 
misinterpreting, misinterprets, reinterpret, reinterpreted, reinterprets, reinterpreting, 
reinterpretation, reinterpretations 

intervene intervened, intervenes, intervening, intervention, interventions 
intrinsic intrinsically 

invest 
invested, investing, investment, investments, investor, investors, invests, reinvest, 
reinvested, reinvesting, reinvestment, reinvests 

investigate 
investigated, investigates, investigating, investigation, investigations, investigative, 
investigator, investigators 

invoke invoked, invokes, invoking 
involve involved, involvement, involves, involving, uninvolved 
isolate isolated, isolates, isolating, isolation, isolationism 
issue issued, issues, issuing 
item itemisation, itemise, itemised, itemises, itemising, items 
justify justifiable, justifiably, justification, justifications, justified, justifies, justifying, unjustified 
label labelled, labelling, labels 
labour laboured, labouring, labours 
layer layered, layering, layers 
lecture lectured, lecturer, lecturers, lectures, lecturing 
legal illegal, illegality, illegally, legality, legally 
legislate legislated, legislates, legislating, legislation, legislative, legislator, legislators, legislature 
levy levies 

liberal 
liberalise, liberalism, liberalisation, liberalised, liberalises, liberalising, liberalization, 
liberate, liberated, liberates, liberation, liberations, liberating, liberator, liberators, liberally, 
liberals 

licence licences, license, licensed, licensing, licenses, unlicensed 
link linkage, linkages, linked, linking, links 
locate located, locating, location, locations, relocate, relocated, relocates, relocating, relocation 
logic illogical, illogically, logical, logically, logician, logicians 
maintain maintained, maintaining, maintains, maintenance 
major majorities, majority 
manipulate manipulated, manipulates, manipulating, manipulation, manipulations, manipulative 
manual manually, manuals 
margin marginal, marginally, margins 
mature immature, immaturity, maturation, maturational, matured, matures, maturing, maturity 
maximise max, maximised, maximises, maximising, maximisation, maximum 
mechanism mechanisms 
mediate mediated, mediates, mediating, mediation 
medical medically 
mental mentality, mentally 
method methodical, methodological, methodologies, methodology, methods 
migrate migrant, migrants, migrated, migrates, migrating, migration, migrations, migratory 

minimal 
minimalisation, minimalise, minimalises, minimalised, minimalising, minimalist, 
minimalists, minimalistic, minimally 

minimise minimised, minimises, minimising 
ministry ministered, ministering, ministerial, ministries 
minor minorities, minority, minors 
mode modes 
modify modification, modifications, modified, modifies, modifying, unmodified 
monitor monitored, monitoring, monitors, unmonitored 
motive motivate, motivated, motivates, motivating, motivation, motivations, motives, unmotivated 
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mutual mutually 
negate negative, negated, negates, negating, negatively, negatives 
network networked, networking, networks 
neutral neutralisation, neutralise, neutralised, neutralises, neutralising, neutrality 

normal 
abnormal, abnormally, normalisation, normalise, normalised, normalises, normalising, 
normality, normally 

notion notions 
objective objectively, objectivity 
obtain obtainable, obtained, obtaining, obtains, unobtainable 
obvious obviously 

occupy 
occupancy, occupant, occupants, occupation,occupational, occupations, occupied, 
occupier, occupiers, occupies, occupying 

occur 
occurred, occurrence, occurrences, occurring, occurs, reoccur, reoccurred, reoccurring, 
reoccurs 

offset offsets, offsetting 
option optional, options 

orient 
orientate, orientated, orientates, orientation, orientating, oriented, orienting, orients, 
reorient, reorientation 

overlap overlapped, overlapping, overlaps 
panel panelled, panelling, panels 
paradigm paradigms 
paragraph paragraphing, paragraphs 
parallel paralleled, parallels, unparalleled 
parameter parameters 
participate participant, participants, participated, participates, participating, participation, participatory 
partner partners, partnership, partnerships 
passive passively, passivity 
perceive perceived, perceives, perceiving, perception, perceptions 
percent percentage, percentages 
period periodic, periodical, periodically, periodicals, periods 
persist persisted, persistence, persistent, persistently, persisting, persists 
perspective perspectives 
phase phased, phases, phasing 
phenomenon phenomena, phenomenal 

philosophy 
philosopher, philosophers, philosophical, philosophically, philosophies, philosophise, 
philosophised, philosophises, philosophising 

physical physically 
plus pluses 
policy policies 
portion portions 
pose posed, poses, posing 
positive positively 
potential potentially 
practitioner practitioners 
precede preceded, precedence, precedent, precedes, preceding, unprecedented 
precise imprecise, precisely, precision 

predict 
predictability, predictable, predictably, predicted, predicting, prediction, predictions, 
predicts, unpredictability, unpredictable 

predominant predominance, predominantly, predominate, predominated, predominates, predominating 
preliminary preliminaries 
presume presumably, presumed, presumes, presuming, presumption, presumptions, presumptuous 
previous previously 
primary primarily 
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prime primacy 
principal principally 
principle principled, principles, unprincipled 
priority priorities, prioritisation, prioritise, prioritised, prioritises, prioritising 
proceed procedural, procedure, procedures, proceeded, proceeding, proceedings, proceeds 
process processed, processes, processing 
professional professionally, professionals, professionalism 
prohibit prohibited, prohibiting, prohibition, prohibitions, prohibitive, prohibits 
project projected, projecting, projection, projections, projects 
promote promoted, promoter, promoters, promotes, promoting, promotion, promotions 

proportion 
disproportion, disproportionate, disproportionately, proportional, proportionally, 
proportionate, proportionately, proportions 

prospect prospective, prospects 
protocol protocols 
psychology psychological, psychologically, psychologist, psychologists 
publication publications 
publish published, publisher, publishers, publishes, publishing, unpublished 
purchase purchased, purchaser, purchasers, purchases, purchasing 
pursue pursued, pursues, pursuing, pursuit, pursuits 
qualitative qualitatively 
quote quotation, quotations, quoted, quotes, quoting 
radical radically, radicals 
random randomly, randomness 
range ranged, ranges, ranging 
ratio ratios 

rational 
irrational, rationalisation, rationalisations, rationalise, rationalised, rationalises, 
rationalising, rationalism, rationality, rationally 

react 
reacted, reacts, reacting, reaction, reactionaries, reactionary, reactions, reactive, reactivate, 
reactivation, reactor, reactors 

recover recoverable, recovered, recovering, recovers, recovery  
refine refined, refinement, refinements, refines, refining 
regime regimes 
region regional, regionally, regions 

register 
deregister, deregistered, deregistering, deregisters, deregistration, registered, registering, 
registers, registration 

regulate 
deregulated, deregulates, deregulating, deregulation, regulated, regulates, regulating, 
regulation,regulations, regulator, regulators, regulatory, unregulated 

reinforce reinforced, reinforcement, reinforcements, reinforces, reinforcing 
reject rejected, rejecting, rejection, rejects, rejections 
relax relaxation, relaxed, relaxes, relaxing 
release released, releases, releasing 
relevant irrelevance, irrelevant, relevance 
reluctance reluctant, reluctantly 
rely reliability, reliable, reliably, reliance, reliant, relied, relies, relying, unreliable 
remove removable, removal, removals, removed, removes, removing 
require required, requirement, requirements, requires, requiring 
research researched, researcher, researchers, researches, researching 
reside resided, residence, resident, residential, residents, resides, residing 
resolve resolution, resolved, resolves, resolving, unresolved 
resource resourced, resourceful, resources, resourcing, unresourceful, under-resourced 

respond 
responded, respondent, respondents, responding, responds, response, responses, 
responsive, responsiveness, unresponsive 

restore restoration, restored, restores, restoring 
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restrain restrained, restraining, restrains, restraint, restraints, unrestrained 

restrict 
restricted, restricting, restriction, restrictions, restrictive, restrictively, restricts, 
unrestricted, unrestrictive 

retain retained, retaining, retainer, retainers, retains, retention, retentive 
reveal revealed, revealing, reveals, revelation, revelations 
revenue revenues 
reverse reversal, reversed, reverses, reversible, reversing, reversals, irreversible 
revise revised, revises, revising, revision, revisions 

revolution 
revolutionary, revolutionaries, revolutionise, revolutionised, revolutionises, 
revolutionising, revolutionist, revolutionists, revolutions 

rigid rigidities, rigidity, rigidly 
role roles 
route routed, routes, routing 
scenario scenarios 

schedule 
reschedule, rescheduled, reschedules, rescheduling, scheduled, schedules, scheduling, 
unscheduled 

scheme schematic, schematically, schemed, schemes, scheming 
section sectioned, sectioning, sections 

secure 
insecure, insecurities, insecurity, secured, securely,  
secures, securing, securities, security  

seek seeking, seeks, sought 

select 
selected, selecting, selection, selections, selective,  
selectively, selector, selectors, selects 

sequence sequenced, sequences, sequencing, sequential, sequentially 
shift shifted, shifting, shifts 

significant 
insignificant, insignificantly, significance, significantly,  
signified, signifies, signify, signifying 

similar dissimilar, similarities, similarity, similarly 
simulate simulated, simulates, simulating, simulation  
site sites 
sole solely  
source sourced, sources, sourcing 
specific specifically, specification, specifications, specificity, specifics 
specify specifiable, specified, specifies, specifying, unspecified 
sphere spheres, spherical, spherically 

stable 
instability, stabilisation, stabilise, stabilised, 
stabilises, stabilising, stability, unstable 

statistic statistician, statisticians, statistical, statistically, statistics  
strategy strategic, strategies, strategically, strategist, strategists 
stress stressed, stresses, stressful, stressing, unstressed 

structure 
restructure, restructured, restructures, restructuring,  
structural, structurally, structured, structures, structuring, unstructured 

style styled, styles, styling, stylish, stylise, stylised, stylises, stylising 
submit submission, submissions, submits, submitted, submitting 
subordinate subordinates, subordination 
subsequent subsequently 
subsidy subsidiary, subsidies, subsidise, subsidised, subsidises, subsidising 
substitute substituted, substitutes, substituting, substitution  
successor succession, successions, successive, successively, successors 
sufficient sufficiency, insufficient, insufficiently, sufficiently 
sum summation, summed, summing, sums 

summary 
summaries, summarise, summarised, summarises, summarising, summarisation, 
summarisations 
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supplement supplementary, supplemented, supplementing, supplements 
survey surveyed, surveying, surveys 
survive survival, survived, survives, surviving, survivor, survivors 
suspend suspended, suspending, suspends, suspension 

sustain 
sustainable, sustainability, sustained, sustaining,  
sustains, sustenance, unsustainable 

symbol 
symbolic, symbolically, symbolise, symbolises, symbolised, 
symbolising, symbolism, symbols 

tape taped, tapes, taping 
target targeted, targeting, targets 
task tasks 
team teamed, teaming, teams 
technical technically 
technique techniques 
technology technological, technologically 
temporary temporarily 
tense tension, tensely, tenser, tensest, tensions 
terminate terminal, terminals, terminated, terminates, terminating, termination, terminations 
text texts, textual 
theme themes, thematic, thematically 
theory theoretical, theoretically, theories, theorist, theorists 
thesis theses 
topic topical, topics 
trace traceable, traced, traces, tracing 
tradition non-traditional, traditional, traditionalist, traditionally, traditions 
transfer transferable, transference, transferred, transferring, transfers 
transform transformation, transformations, transformed, transforming, transforms 
transit transited, transiting, transition, transitional, transitions, transitory, transits 
transmit transmission, transmissions, transmitted, transmitting, transmits 
transport transportation, transported, transporter, transporters, transporting, transports 
trend trends 
trigger triggered, triggering, triggers 
ultimate ultimately  
undergo undergoes, undergoing, undergone, underwent 
underlie underlay, underlies, underlying  
undertake undertaken, undertakes, undertaking, undertook 
uniform uniformity, uniformly 
unify unification, unified, unifies, unifying 
unique uniquely, uniqueness 
utilise utilisation, utilised, utilises, utilising, utiliser, utilisers, utility, utilities 
valid invalidate, invalidity, validate, validated, validating, validation, validity, validly 

vary 
invariable, invariably, variability, variable, variables, variably,  
variance, variant, variants, variation, variations, varied, varies, varying 

vehicle vehicles 
version versions 
violate violated, violates, violating, violation, violations 
virtual virtually 
visible visibility, visibly, invisible, invisibility 
vision visions 
visual visualise, visualised, visualised, visualising, visualisation, visually 
volume volumes, vol 
voluntary voluntarily, volunteer, volunteering, volunteered, volunteers 
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XI. Word Meanings: 

Words ending with phobia & mania 

Term Definition Term Defintion 
Anglophobia Fear of using English Hydrophobia Fear of water 
Claustrophobia Fear of enclosed space Acrophobia Fear of heights 
Agarophobia Fear of public places Achluiphobia Fear of darkness 
Acousticphobia Fear of noise Agrizoophobia Fear of wild animals 
Ailurophobia Fear of cats Antlophobia Fear of floods 
Arsonphobia Fear of fire Tachophobia Fear of speed 
Snakephobia Fear of snakes Scolionophobia Fear of school 
Satanophobia Fear of satan Rupophobia Fear of dirt 
Poinephobia Fear of punishment Potophobia Fear of alcohol 
Phasmophobia Fear of ghosts Ochlophobia Fear of crowds 
Nyctophobia Fear of darkness Monophobia Fear of being alone 
Laliophobia Fear of speaking Kleptophobia Fear of stealing 
Xenophobia Fear of strangers Katsaridaphobia Fear of cockroaches 
Kakorrhaphiphobia Fear of failure   
Megalomania Mental illness Kleptomania Strong desire to steal 
Pyromania Set fire to things Biliomania A craze for books 
Squandemania Spend money recklessly   
 
Words ending with …ism 

Term Definition Term Defintion 
Optimism Hopeful feeling that all will 

turn out well 
Patriotism Love of country 

Nationalism The doctrine that your 
country’s interests are 

superior 

Egocentrism Concern for your own 
interests and welfare 

Feminism A doctrine that advocates 
equal rights for women 

Criticism A serious examination and 
judgement of something 

Amateurism Participating in sports as a 
hobby rather than for money 

Barbarism A brutal barbarous, savage 
act 

Idealism Belief that the best possible 
concepts should be pursued 

Heroism Exceptional courage when 
facing with danger 

Absenteeism Habitual failure to be present 
at work 

  

 
Words ending with …ist 

Term Definition Term Defintion 
Pathologist Studies diseases Ornithologist Studies birds 
Entomologist Studies insects Archaeolist Studies artefacts and 

physical remains 
Sociologist Studies functioning of 

human society 
Geologist Studies the matter that 

constitutes the earth 
Linguist Studies languages and 

their structure 
Seismologist Studies earthquakes 
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Herpetologist Studies reptiles and 
amphibians 

meteorologist Studies atmosphere, weather 
and climate 

Anesthetist Doctor trained to 
administer anesthetic 

Dentist One who treats diseases of 
the teeth 

Radiologist One who treats the actions 
of the serum of the blood 

Cartoonist One who is skilled in 
drawing cartoons 

Fictionist One who promotes fiction Vocabulist A lexicographer 
Martialist A warrior Militarist A military man 
Taxonomist One skilled in taxonomy Emanicipist A freed convict 
Agronomist One well versed in 

agronomy 
Mediocrist A mediocre person 

Versonist A translator Pulmonologist Who Specializes in lung 
problems 

Dermatologist Who specializes in skin 
problem 

Gynecologist Treats diseases specific to 
women 

Nephrologist Treats kidney Neurologist Treats nervous system 
Gastroenterologist Treats stomach disorders Ophthalmologist Treats vision problems 
Neonatologist Treats critical infants Cardiologist Treats heart problems 
Otolaryngologist Treats ear,nost,throat   
 
Words ending with …cide 

Term Definition Term Defintion 
Acaricide A chemical agent used to 

kill mites 
Bactericide Any drug that destroys 

bacteria 
Fratricide The murder of your 

sibling 
Fungicide Any agent that destroys fungi 

Genocide Systematic killing of a 
racial or cultural group 

Germicide An agent that destroys 
microorganisms 

Herbicide A chemical agent that 
destroys plants 

Homicide The killing of a human being 
by another human being 

Infanticide Murdering an infant Insecticide A chemical used to kill bugs 
Larvicide A chemical used to kill 

larval pests 
Matricide The murder of one’s own 

brother 
Parricide The murder of one’s own 

father or mother 
Patricide The murder of one’s own 

father 
Pediculicide A chemical agent that kills 

lice 
Pesticide A chemical used to kill 

insects or animals 
Regicide The act of killing a king Scabicide A drug that destroys the itch 

mite that causes scabies 
Silicide Compounds of silicon 

with a more 
electropositive element 

suicide The act of killing oneself 

Tyrannicide Killing a tyrant Vermicide An agent that kills worms 
Virucide An agent that destroys 

viruses 
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Eponymous words 
Eponymous 

word 
Meaning Eponymous 

word 
Meaning 

Boycott To protest Silhouette Dark outline of a figure against 
bright background 

Draconian Harsh punishment Lynch  Executing arrested persons 
without proper trial 

Bowlderise Removing obscene passages 
from the book 

Chauvinism Aggressive patriotism 

Guillotine Instrument used for 
execution 

Thespian Relating to drama and the 
theatre 

Pasteurize Process of partial 
sterilization 

Maverick An independent minded person 

Braille A form of the written 
language for blind people 

Sandwich A person caught between two 
opposite factors 

Dunce A stupid person Quisling A traitor 
narcissism Extreme selfishness Sadist A person who derives pleasure 

from inflicting pain on others 
Machiavellian Cunning    
 
Cliche 

Cliché Meaning Cliché Meaning 

To sail in the same 

boat 

In the same situation 

like the other person 

Fell on deaf ears Not noticed by others 

Knew no bounds No limit Last but not the least Not less important than 

the rest of the persons 

Feather in the cap Another credit Give a long rope Give enough time 

Hand in glove Working together Come out in flying 

colours 

Come out successfully 

To put the cart 

before the horse 

Doing things in a 

disorganized manner 

To add insult to inury Offend someone badly 

again 

No smoke without 

fire 

There is some truth in 

everything 

There is no reason or 

rhyme 

Without any  

explanation 

Every Tom, Dick 

and Harry 

Everyone without 

exception 

With bag and 

baggage 

With everything 

The long and short 

of it 

The gist of it Through thick and 

thin 

In all circumstances 

First and foremost Chiefly/mainly Kith and kin Friends and relatives 

Take a back seat Take a less prominent 

part in something 
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Euphemism 

Euphemism Meaning Euphemism Meaning 
Visually challenged Blind Funeral 

director/mortician 
Undertaker 

Rest room Lavatory Homemaker Housewife 
In the low income 
level 

Poor Corporal punishment Beating children with 
a cane 

Late bloomers Slow learners Full figured Fat 
Handicapped Physically challenged   
 
Choose the right definition for the given term: 
1. Anglophobia 

a) fear of meeting strangers     b) fear of drinking alcohol     
c) fear of playing outdoor      d) fear of using English  

2. Hemo phobia      
a) fear of hen    b) fear of blood    c) fear of flying     d) fear of dogs  

3. Acrophobia       
a) fear of space    b) fear of heights    c) fear of water    d) fear of animals  

4. Pyromania      
a) excessive desire to set things fire     b) excessive fear to play with fire     
c) excessive desire to play with water    d) excessive desire to play with fire  

5. Kleptomania      
a) craze for books      b) strong desire to steal    c) love for drenching in the rain    d) fear of heights 

6. Hydrophobia    
a) fear of fish       b) fear of hyperactive people    c)  fear of water      d) fear of fish  

7. Demenophobia     
a) fear of ghosts       b) fear of darkness    c)  fear of wild animals      d) fear of chemicals  

8. Botanophobia     
a) fear of bottom      b) fear of slime    c)  fear of plants       d) fear of books  

9. Octophobia      
a)fear of enclosed space     b)  fear of water   c)  fear of open space     d) fear of open space  

10. Aerophobia      
a) fear of dogs       b) fear of cats    c)  fear of train       d) fear of flying  

11. Infanticide      
a) killing of brother        b) killing of sister      
c)  killing of new born female babies    d) killing of father  

12. Chronophobia      
a) fear of food       b) fear of stealing     c) fear of going to bed      d)  fear of time  

13. Aquaphobia      
a) fear of water       b) fear of people     c) fear of blood       d) fear of needles  

14. Papaphobia      
a) fear of forest       b) fear of everything   c) fear of pope       d)  fear of paper  

15. Electrophobia      
a) fear of home       b) fear of electrodes    c) fear of electricity   d) fear of freedom  

16. Etiquette       
a) manner of dressing      b) manner of conduct     c) set of rule      d) set of principle  

17. Bureaucracy     
a) dictatorship       b) republican government     c)  govt by officials      d) democratic  

18. Radio phobia      
a) fear of darkness      b) fear of floods    c) fear of x ray       d)  fear of men  

19. Alto phobia      
a) fear of pain      b)fear of dust     c) fear of weight       d) fear of height  
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20. Ergophobia     
a) fear of eagerness     b) fear of expression   c) fear of earth       d) fear of work  

21. Xenophobia      
a) fear of cats       b) fear of unknown persons     c) fear of xerox copies    d) fear of dogs  

22. Teetotaler     
a) one who never tells lies     b) one who drinks alcohol always     
c) one who smokes       d) one who never consumes alcohol  

23. Polyglot       
a) a person knowing several languages   b) a person knowing several plants     
c) a person knowing several fruits      d) a person knowing several flowers  

24. Misogynist      
a) one who dislikes sisters      b) one who dislikes brothers     
c)  one who dislikes men       d) one who dislikes women  

25. Palaeontologist     
a) studies of fossils      b) studies of insects     c) studies of elephants      d) studies of platelets 

 
XII. Write the structure the compound words. 

1. son - in - law  ____________+_______+___________. 
2. Well - to - do  ____________+________+__________. 
3. kitchen garden____________+_____________. 
4. long - forgotten____________+_____________. 
5. washing machine ____________+_____________. 
6. Swimming - pool ____________+_____________.  
7. passport ____________+_____________. 
8. birth place ____________+_____________. 
9. shop owner ____________+_____________.  
10. good - for – nothing ___________+__________+___________.     
11. day - to - day ___________+__________+____________.  
12. Week end  ____________+___________.    
13. house arrest  ____________+___________.  
14. dancing bird  ____________+___________. 
15. duty free ____________+___________. 
16. Upstream ____________+___________. 

17. Downstream ____________+___________. 
18. down - to - earth __________+_________+__________. 
19. Sunrise ____________+___________. 
20. Woodwork ____________+___________. 

 
Form compound words for the given pattern: 

1. Noun + Noun _____________________.    8. Noun + Verb  _____________________. 

2. Verb + Noun  _____________________.    9. Verb + Verb   _____________________. 

3. Gerund + Noun_____________________.   10. Noun + Gerund ____________________. 

4. Noun + Adj  _____________________.   11. Adj + Noun _____________________. 

5. Adj + Adj _____________________.     12. Adj + Verb _____________________. 

6. Preposition + Verb____________________.  13. Verb + Adverb ____________________. 

7. Preposition + Noun _____________________. 
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Choose the correct combination for the compound word: 
1. Chess board    

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun   c) Noun + Adjective    d)  Verb + Noun  
2. Way lay     

a) Noun + Verb    b) Noun + Noun        c)  Adverb   + Noun     d)  Adjective + Noun  
3. Blood Red  

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun    c)  Noun + Adjective    d)  Verb + Noun  
4. Red Hot     

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun    c)  Adjective + Adjective   d)  Verb + Noun  
5. White wash   

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun    c)  Noun + Adjective    d)Adjective + Verb  
6. Break fast     

a) Noun + Verb     b) Verb + Noun   c)  Noun + Adjective  d)  Verb + Noun  
7. Draw back    

a) Noun + Verb     b) Verb + Adverb  c)  Noun + Adjective    d)  Verb + Noun  
8. Fore noon    

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun    c)  Noun + Adjective     d) Adverb + Noun  
9. Out come    

a) Noun + Verb     b)Adverb + Verb  c)  Noun + Adjective     d)  Verb + Noun  
10. Writing pad   

a) Noun + Verb     b) Gerund + Noun  c)  Noun + Adjective     d)  Verb + Noun  
11. Rolling stone   

a) Noun + Verb     b) Participle (Present) + Noun  c)  Noun + Adjective    d)  Verb + Noun   
12. Out spoken    

a) Noun + Verb     b) Noun + Noun c)  Noun + Adjective      d) Adverb + Participle (Past) 
13. Noun + Noun      

a)  sun rise     b)  luke warm     c) post man   d)  writing pad   
14. Noun + Verb      

a)  sun rise   b)  luke warm     c) post man     d)  writing pad   
15. Noun + Adjective      

a) home sick   b)  school girl     c) breakfast     d) blue sky   
16. Adjective + Noun     

a) home sick    b)  school girl     c) breakfast     d) blue sky   
17. Adjective + Verb      

a) fore noon     b) safe guard    c) cast away     d) white wash   
18. Verb + Noun 

a) sun set      b) white wash     c)  pick pocket  d) tough sum      
19. Verb + Adverb      

a) cast away   b) school bus     c) sun set     d) drawing room  
20. Adverb + Noun      

a) upstairs     b) upload      c) uphold     d) downfall   
21. Adverb + Verb      

a) under take   b) under arm     c) underground   d) after noon      
22. Gerund + Noun      

a) chess master     b) chief minister       c) looking glass  d) ever lasting  
23. Participle (Past) + Noun     

a) painted doll   b) test drive    c) washing machine    d) cycle pedalling   
24. Participle (Present) + Noun    
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a) painted doll   b) test drive    c)rolling stone   d) cycle pedalling    
25. Free fall.  

a) Noun + Adjective     b) Noun + Noun       c) Adverb + Verb       d) Adjective + verb  
26. Cash bag.  

a) Noun+ Noun b)  Noun + Adjective     c)  Adjective + Noun     d)  Adjective + Verb  
27.  Book mark  

a) Adjective + Noun     b) Adverb + Verb       c) Noun + Verb       d) Noun + Noun  
28. Safe guard  

a) Adjective + Noun      b) Adverb + Noun     c) Noun + Verb       d) Noun + Noun  
29. Moon light  

a) Noun + Noun       b) Noun + Adjective     c) Adjective + Noun    d) Adjective + Adjective  
30.  Blue sky  

a) Noun + Noun     b) Noun + Adjective    c) Adjective + Noun  d) Noun+Verb 
31. Air – ticket 

a) Noun + Verb     b) Verb + Adverb    c) Noun + Noun   d) Verb + Adjective  
32. Sky blue   

a) Noun + Noun   b) Noun +Verb   c) Adverb + Adjective   d) Noun + Adjective  
33. Short range  

a) Verb + Noun    b) Adjective + Verb    c) Adverb + Verb     d) Noun + Noun  
34. Over coat  

a) Noun + Verb    b) Adverb + Verb    c) Adjective + Noun    d) Preposition +Noun  
35. Pen friend  

a) Noun + Adverb   b) Noun + Noun    c) Verb + Noun    d) Adverb + Noun  
36. Face book   

a) Noun + Noun    b) Noun + Verb    c) Noun + Adjective    d) Noun + Adverb  
37. Bird watching  

a) Adverb + Verb    b) Adjective + Verb   c) Noun +Verb       d) Noun + Gerund  
38. Push button  

a) Noun + Verb    b) Verb + Noun    c) Verb + Adjective    d) Verb + Adverb  
39.  Red rose 

a) Verb + Noun    b) Noun + Noun    c) Preposition    d) Adjective + Adjective  
40. Noun + Verb  

a) Homesick     b) homework     c) armchair      d) shoe land  
41. Adjective + Noun.    

a) downfall  b) fly wheel      c) dream world     d) cold storage  
42. Adjective + Verb.    

a) Post man      b) gun fight       c) safe guard     d) breakfast  
43. Adverb + Verb.    

a) Duty free      b) feedback      c) white wash     d) upload  
44. Adjective + Noun     

a) Sun dial       b) write –up      c) table cloth     d) hot cash  
45.  Verb + Noun    

a) Show room     b) white wash     c) download      d) sun set  
46. Adjective + Noun    

a) Look after     b) break down     c) care taker      d) hot water  
47. Noun + Verb.    

a) Sun rise      b) blue sky    c) sky blue      d) black board  
48. Adjective + Noun  
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a) Undergo      b) blue moon    c) work place     d) upstream  
49.  Adverb + Verb  

a) Blue print     b) over do      c) outdoor      d) downstream  
50.  Adjective + Verb  

a) Incoming      b) out going      c) White wash     d) silver line  
51. Preposition + Verb  

a) Clean shaven   b) over coat      c) put out      d) out look  
52. Noun + Gerund  

a) Keep going     b) white washing    c) out looking    d) air conditioning  
53. Preposition + Noun    

a) Safeguard     b) over done     c) back yard      d) sea shell  
54.  Gerund + Noun    

a) Type setting     b) over coat     c) swimming pool   d) hand washing  
55.  Noun + Verb    

a) Tooth ache     b) blue sky      c) air port      d) out word  
56. Adverb + Noun 

a) Fast track      b) fly wheel      c) gun fight      d) hot line  
57. Noun + Noun.    

a) Outdoor      b) fishing net     c) snow white     d) school bus  
58.  Noun + Adjective.    

a) Tea pot      b) hand shake     c) hotspot      d) age old  
59. Noun + Gerund.    

a) Ear mark      b) book binding    c) spelling book    d) ear pin 
 
XIII. Prefix and Suffix: 
 

Choose the suitable suffixes: 
1.  You will not be permit to swim with the sharks! (ed, er)    permitted 
2.  The plane is depart at noon. (ing, ish)      departing 
3.  Football is a very excite sport. (est, ing)    ………………….. 
4.  The doctor gave her an inhale to help her breathe. (en, er) ………………….. 
5.  Your opinion is certainly debate. (able, ist)   …………………….. 
6.  This is the big SUV ever manufactured. (er, est)  …………………….. 
7.  The colonists rebel against the king. (ed, ish)  …………………….. 
8.  You did a very fool thing! (ish, able)   …………………….. 
9.  The scarecrow is deter the crows from eating our corn. (er, ing) …………….. 
10. The old road has to be repave. (ed, ing)     ………………….. 
11.  The old picture was bad faded. (ment, ly) badly 
12.  The governor made a state to the press. (ful, ment)  …………………….. 
13.  Their loss caused much sad. (ness, less)  …………………….. 
14.  Mr. Keyes is a force speaker. (ful, ty)   …………………….. 
15.  The fox sly hid his motives. (ful, ly)   …………………….. 
16.  He richly deserves that punish. (ness, ment)  …………………….. 
17.  Meg was false accused of stealing. (ly, ty)  …………………….. 
18.  Their agreement is a hope sign. (ful, less)  …………………….. 
19.  A care act can cause much pain. (ful, less)  …………………….. 
20. She questions his fit to be a leader. (ful, ness) …………………….. 
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Form a new word by adding a suitable prefix to the root word  
1. Worthy    a) un-   b) dis-   c) mis-   d) im-  Ans:_____________  
2. Centralize    a) dis-   b) mis-   c) de-   d) over-  Ans:_____________  
3. Lingual    a) inter- b) multi-   c) dis-   d) im-  Ans:_____________  
4. Exist   a) un-   b) dis-    c)  co-   d) contra- Ans:_____________  
5. Treasury   a) sub- b) mis-   c) dis-   d) inter-  Ans:_____________  
6. Economics   a) de-   b) un-    c) micro-   d) uni-  Ans:_____________  
7. Conductor    a) de-   b) mis-   c) semi-   d)  tri-  Ans:_____________  
8. Graduate    a) pre-   b) post-   c) multi- d) inter-  Ans:_____________  
9. Centenary    a) bi  b) tri-      c) semi-   d) ultra-  Ans:_____________  
10. Social   a) pre-   b) anti-   c) multi -   d)  bi-  Ans:_____________ 
 
Form a new word by adding suitable suffix to the words  
1. beautiful.   a) …er      b) ..ly     c) ..ness     d) …..less  
2. hero.      a) …..ism    b) ….al     c) …..ness    d) …..less  
3.  portray.     a) …..ism    b) ….ic    c) ….al      d) …..ness  
4. associate.     a) …….ic    b) …..ion      c) …..ness     d) …..ment  
5. arrange .     a) …….ic     b) …..ion      c) …..ness     d) …..ment  
6. perform.     a) ….tion   b) ….sion    c) …..ance    d) ……ment  
7. exception.     a) ……al    b) ….tic       c) ………ment     d) …….sion  
8. dream.     a) …..ic     b) ……er      c) ……ment    d) …..tion  
9. nation.     a) …..ism    b) …..ic       c) ……al      d) …..tion  
10. communal.    a) …..ism     b) …..ic       c) ……al      d) …..tion  
 
Add suitable Prefix or Suffix: 
11. ' do' .      a) In……   b) un…..     c) of…….    d) mis…….  
12. ' national' .   a) Inter…..   b) dis…………   c) mis……….   d) re………..  
13. ' active' .   a) Pre….   b) hyper……..    c) dis………    d) mis……  
14. ' position' .   a) De…..   b) pre….   c) inter……….    d) dis…………  
15. ' polite' .   a) In……   b) im…..    c) dis………    d) re………  
16. ' vision' .   a) Re…….  b) mis……..    c) poly……..    d) inter…  
17. ' power' .   a)En………   b) em……    c) dis………    d) in……….  
18. ' active' .   a) En………….   b) em……    c) dis……    d) in……..  
19. ' sure' .    a) En….   b) em….    c) dis……….    d)  in…….  
20. ' place' .   a) Dis…………   b) im…………   c) re…………    d) in……… 

 
XIV. Phrasal Verbs: 
Write a sentence using the phrasal verbs: 

1. break in- enter by force______________________________________________________. 
2. break out- sudden start/Escape  ________________________________________________. 
3. break off-end /fail __________________________________________________________. 
4. break up-dissolve ___________________________________________________________. 
5. call off -cancel_____________________________________________________________. 
6. call for-need something ______________________________________________________. 
7. call up- recollect ____________________________________________________________. 
8. call upon-invite to speak _____________________________________________________.  
9. cut off-remove/separate ______________________________________________________. 
10. cut short- reduce____________________________________________________________. 
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11. cut in-interrupt_____________________________________________________________.   
12. cut up-divide ______________________________________________________________.  
13. wait on- accompany/attend to _________________________________________________.   
14. wait up- keep awake_________________________________________________________. 
15. wait behind-stay behind ______________________________________________________. 
16. wait around-wait for long_____________________________________________________.  
17. see over- inspect ___________________________________________________________. 
18. see through-understand______________________________________________________. 
19. see to -deal with/attend ______________________________________________________.  
20. see about-deal with _________________________________________________________. 
21. keep away-stay away _______________________________________________________. 
22. keep up-maintain ___________________________________________________________. 
23. keep on - continue __________________________________________________________. 
24. keep off-avoid  ____________________________________________________________. 
25. Look out-  search/be alert & Watchful  __________________________________________. 
26. Look after - take care  _______________________________________________________. 
27. Look over - examine  ________________________________________________________. 
28.  Look into- investigate________________________________________________________. 
29. pick on-  criticise____________________________________________________________. 
30. Pick up - improve ___________________________________________________________. 
31. pick out-  select ____________________________________________________________. 
32. pick over- examine__________________________________________________________. 
33. pull up - stop ______________________________________________________________. 
34. pull back - withdraw ________________________________________________________. 
35. pull on- manage/breathe something in  __________________________________________. 
36. pull through - recover _______________________________________________________. 
37. stand by-  support __________________________________________________________. 
38. stand out-  be better than _____________________________________________________. 
39. stand in -for  substitute ______________________________________________________. 
40. stand up - support __________________________________________________________. 
41. Take after somebody:  Have a similar appearance or personality (especially a relative) 
42. Take something apart:  Separate something into parts 
43. Take something back:  1) Return something to a store:  

2) Admit that something you said was wrong: 
44. Take something down: 1) Separate a structure into parts 

2) Write information on paper 
45. Take somebody in:   To let somebody stay in your house 
46. Take something in:   1) Receive and understand information 

2) Make clothing smaller so that it fits you 
47. Take off:   1) An airplane leaving the ground and going up into the air 

2) Become successful or popular very fast 
3) Leave a place suddenly (informal) 

48. Take something off:  1) Remove a piece of clothing from your body 
2) Not go to work for a period of time 

49. Take something on:   Accept some work or responsibility 
50. Take somebody on:  1) Hire or employ somebody     2) Fight or compete against somebody 
51. Take somebody out:   Go with somebody to a restaurant or movie and pay for their food or 

ticket 
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52. Take something out:  Remove something from a place 
53. Take something out on somebody: Treat an innocent person badly because you are tired or angry 

about something else 
54. Take over something:  Take control 
55. Take somebody through something: Explain something to somebody in detail 
56. Take up something:  1) Fill space or time 2) Start doing something regularly 
57. Take somebody up on something: Accept an offer or invitation 
58. Take something up with somebody: Complain to someone about a problem 

Phrasal verb Meaning Phrasal verb Meaning 
Put up with Tolerate Quarrel with Oppose 
Tore up Tear Ran into  To hit someone 
Eat out Eat in a hotel Cope with Deal with 
Figure out Understand Bag of Full of 
Cave in Collapse Engage in Take part 
Hand down Delivered Pile on Increased 
Argue into Argue Revert to Return back 
Push forward Continue to do something Broke out Started suddenly 

Hang around Move with no aim Hunt down 
Try to find every 
member 

Melt away  Disappear slowly Nose around 
Look forward to 
finding information 

Account for Explain Ask after Enquire 
Ask for Invite Back up Support 
Bear off Win Bear with  Tolerate 
Blow out Extinguish Blow up Explode 
Break down Fail Break in Enter by force 
Break out Sudden start Break off End 
Break up Dissolve Bring about Cause to happen 
Bring up Educate/rear Call in Ask to come 
Call for Need Call on Visit 
Call off Cancel Call up To recollect 
Call upon  Invite to speak Carry off Take away 
Carry out Perform Come across Meet by chance 
Come off Take place Come out Appear 
Come up Mention Cut away Remove by cutting 
Cut down Reduce Cut in Interrupt 
Cut off Remove Cut short Reduce 
Cut up Divide something Fall in  Collapse 
Fall off Become less Fall out Quarrel 
Get along Make progress Get at Reach 
Get away Escape Get in Enter 
Get off Get out of a place Get through Succeed 
Get up Rise Get into Get involved 
Give away Distribute Give in Surrender 
Give over Finish Give up Stop 
Go ahead Proceed Go against Oppose 
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Go around Move around Go by  Obey 
Go down Decrease  Go for Attack 
Go into Investigate Go on Continue 
Go out Stop Go through Read 
Keep away Avoid Keep down Control 
Keep off Avoid Keep on Continue 
Keep out Stop Keep up Maintain 
Lay down Surrender Lay out Prepare 
Look after Take care Look into  Investigate 
Look on Regard Look out Search 
Look over Examine Make out Understand 
Make over Hand over Make up Compensate 
Pass away Die Pass by Move along 
Pass out Faint Pick on Criticize 
Pick up Improve Pick out Select 
Pick over Examine Pull back Withdraw 
Pull up Stop Pull down Destroy 
Pull through Recover Put down Note down 
Put forward Advance offer Put off Postpone 
Put on Wear Put out Extinguish 
Put up Accommodate See over Inspect 
See through Look into See to  Deal with 
Set in Fixed Set off Depart 
Set out Start  Stand by Support 
Stand for Represent Stand out Prominent 
Take back Withdraw Take down Write down 
Take in Deceive Take on Play against 
Take off Leave the ground Take over Take charge 
Turn down Reject Turn off Switch off 
Turn on  Switch on Turn out Produce 
Turn up Appear Wait around Wait with reason 
Wait on  Accompany Wait up Wait 
Wait behind Wait Went about Routine 
Went on Continued Went out stopped 

 

Replace the underlined phrasal verb into a single word:  

1. The thieves broke in and stole all the valuables.      

a) Damaged     b) destroyed    c)  ruined     d)  enter by force    

2. War broke out on 15th January.          

a) Started suddenly      b) spread all over      c)  ended suddenly       d)  damaged entirely  

3. Vinith took off a bar of chocolate and broke off a bit.    

a) Attached      b) detached    c) made into pieces   d) chewed  

4. Divorce breaks up many families.      

  a) Integrate     b) cooperate    c) disintegrate   d) united  

5. The Head master called upon the chief guest to give away the prizes.   
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a) Asked /requested  b) begged     c) ordered     d) implored  

6. I called up Raj and told him the news.     

a) Shouted      b) ordered     c) requested    d) phoned    

7. India's victory calls for a celebration.      

a) Demands   b) requires    c) invites     d)  continues  

8. The President's visit was called off due to bomb threat.   

a) Required     b) demanded    c) cancelled   d) needed  

9. I cut off the cable in order not to disturb my daughter's studies.   

a) Connect     b) link     c) disconnect  d) join  

10. We must cut short our expenses.       

a) Increase      b) reduce   c) remove     d) disconnect  

11. I am counting on you for the completion of the assignment.     

a) Supporting  b) arguing     c) encouraging  d) depending  

12. He picked out the cutest flower.       

a) Corrected    b) chose     c) carried       d) plucked  

13. The dog turned around when the master called him.    

a) Turned front     b) turned back    c) looked around    d) looked back  

14. I can't figure out Reshma's attitude.       

a) Understand     b) studied     c) learnt      d) taught  

15. The terrorists caved in after a terrible fight.      

a) Surrendered     b) escaped     c) tolerated     d) opposed  

16. The officer yearned for a transfer to Delhi.      

a) Earned      b) travelled    c) longed      d) wished  

17. My father gave permission to go ahead with the business.   

a) Proceed / continued   b) went     c) arrived     d) departed  

18. The servant waited on the master.       

a) Accepted    b) feared     c) cared     d) assisted  

19. She called up her childhood days.        

a) Recollected     b) rewinded     c) reminded    d) remembered  

20. He pulled up the car in front of my house.      

a) Drove      b) stopped     c) brought     d) recovered  

21. My friend deals in books.        

a) Manages    b) assembles    c) makes      d) trades  

22. R. Venkatraman ran for the president ship in 1988.     

a) Running    b) getting tired    c) contested     d) protested  

Replace the underlined word with the appropriate phrasal verb:  

1.  The wood cutter cut the wood into small pieces for firewood.    

a) Cut up     b) cut down    c) cut off   d) cut in   

2.  I have some guests tomorrow.  I have to make arrangements for them.  

a) See through    b) see in     c) see over     d) see about  

3. I wear new dress on my birthday.         
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a) Put on   b) put off     c) put in     d) put by  

4. The watchman maintained our house well.      

a) Kept on    b) kept off     c) kept up   d) kept over  

5. Children must avoid fast food         

a) Keep on    b) keep up     c) keep off   d) keep in   

6. We have to take care of our aged parents.       

a) Look upon   b) look after   c) look into     d) look up  

7.  The CBI investigated the scandal case.       

a) Look into  b) look over    c) look on     d) look up  

8. He examined the fruits carefully to see if they were good.     

a) Pick over   b) pick up     c) pick on     d) pick by  

9. Devi chose the best dress for her.        

a) Picked on    b) picked up    c) picked out  d) picked over  

10. Joana continued to support me even I was ill treated by someone.  

a) Stood on     b) stood near   c) stood away d)  stood by  
XV. Write the clipped words for the following: 

1. advertisement  ________. 

2. fountain pen ________.  

3. gymnasium ________.  

4. Perquisites ____________. 

5. telephone ________. __ 

6. microphone  ________.  

7.  perambulator  ________. 

8. laboratory ________. __ 

9. spectacles ________. __ 

10. demonstration ________. 

11. kilogram ________. __ 

12. suitcase ________. ___ 

13. taxicab ________. ____ 

14. paragraph ________. __ 

15. helicopter ________. __ 

16. demarcate  ________. _ 

17. refrigerator ________. _ 

18. examination ________.  

19. moving picture  ________. 

20. fanatic  ________. ____ 

21. mathematics ________.  

22. discotheque ________.  

23. caravan  ________. ___ 

24. signature ________. __ 

25. market  ________. ____ 

26. memorandum ________.  

27. Handkerchief ________.  

Choose the correct clipped word for:  

1. Laboratory      a) Lab    b) bar      c) story    d) lottery  

2. Advertisement      a) add      b) addition     c) advt     d) ad  

3. Hand kerchief     a) hand      b) kerchief    c) hanky    d) hand key  

4. Gymnasium      a) gym    b) museum     c) gum     d) mum  

5. Refrigerator      a) freeze    b) bridge     c) fridge  d) generator  

6. Telephone      a) telly     b) phone   c) tele     d) fone  

7. Kilogram       a) kilo      b) gram    c) milligram   d) kilometer  

8. Suitcase        a) suit     b) shoot     c) case   d) caste  
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9. Taxicab        a) cab      b) tab      c) bat     d) taxi. 

10. Perambulator      a) tabulator     b) ram      c) pram   d) gram  

11. Discotheque      a) disco    b) queue     c) disk    d) disc  

12. Veterinary    a) Vetery     b) nary     c) vet     d) wet  

13. Microphone    a) Mic     b) mike     c) phone    d) fone  

14. Photograph    a) Photo      b) graph     c) graf     d) foto  

15. Memorandum    a) Memory     b) random     c) memoir    d) memo  

16. Cafeteria    a) Café      b) cafter     c) coffee    d) caffeine  

17.  Influenza    a) Influence     b) fluence     c) fluenza    d) flu  

18.  Demarcate    a) Demo      b) market     c) mark    d) demate  

19. Hamburger    a) Ham      b) burger     c) burge    d) hamoger  

20. Mathematics     a) Maths     b) math     c) matics    d) mathe  
 
XVI. Sentence Pattern: 
 

There are 5 Patterns for a sentence. They are 
1. Subject (s) 2. Verb (v) 3. Object (o) 4. Complement (c) 5. Adjunct (A) 

 

Subject (s): 
A thing or person spoken about or doer of an action. It may be a word or a noun or a pronoun or a 

phrases or a clause. It answers the question ‘who’ 
I am a teacher (Pronoun)  
SPB is a singer (Noun) 
My father is a doctor (Noun & Pronoun) 
The government of India has declared a holiday. (Phrase) 
People who live in Chennai face water scarcity. (Clause) 

 

Verb (V): 
It is an action word, state of being, doing or having. 
I bought a house. bought - verb 

 

Object (O): 
It answers the question what or whom. It is followed by the transitive verbs. It can be transformed 

into passive voice. In some sentences, there are two objects. The word which answers the questions ‘what’ 

is called Direct Object (DO) The word which answers the questions ‘whom’ is called Indirect Object (IO) 
I bought a house.   
My father gave me a pen me. 

 

Complement (C): 
It is followed by ‘Be’ verbs. (is, am, are, can, were) and main verbs such as become, got, known, 

called, named, keep, made, grow, seem, appear, look etc. It is the characteristic feature of a person and 
profession. 

I am a teacher.  You are a student. 
 He grew tired.  She became a teacher. 

My shoes got wet. 
Adjunct (A): 

Phrases used to denote manner, place and time are known as Adjuncts. It answers the question when, 
where, why and how. 
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On seeing a snake, I ran away. The problem will be solved gradually. 
She walked slowly.   He came yesterday (when). She reached Delhi. (where) 
I took leave because of illness.(why)  I go to school on foot. (How) 

Look at the following patterns: 

1. S+V  Raj woke up. 

2. S+V+O He wore his new uniform. 

3. S+V+IO+DO His father gave him his school bag. 

4. S+V+C He was good. 

5. S+V+A He was going to school. 

6. A+S+V Suddenly he woke up. 

7. A+S+V+O Yesterday my father bought a new car. 

8. A+S+V+A Now I can do well. 
 

Identify the sentence patterns in the following passages.  

1. Mr. Raja / is / a teacher  S+V+C 

2. He / is / my friend   S+V+C 

3. I / wrote / him / a letter  S+V+IO+DO 

4. He / invited / me / to Sriperumpudur / last week S+V+O+A+A 

5. We / travelled / in his car  S+V+A 

6. His car / is painted / green  S+V+C 

7. We both / enjoyed / the trip  S+V+O 

8. Dr. Nanjappa / is / a dentist  S+V+C 

9. His clinic / is / at Nungampakkam S+V+A 

10. He / shows / kindness / to his patients.   S+V+DO+IO 

11. He / has dedicated / his life / for their welfare. S+V+O+A 

12. He / works / cheerfully / throughout the day S+V+A+A 

13. Never / is / he / tired   A+S+V 

14. He / loves / his profession  S+V+O 

15. All his patients / adore / him  S+V+O 

16. He / is/ a good player   S+V+C 

17. The meeting / ended / with a vote of thanks S+V+A 

18. We/ completed / the work/ on time S+V+O+A 

19. My father/ gave / me / some books S+V+IO +DO 

20. They/ named/ the child / Prem S+V+O+C 

21. My friend/ bought/ a book  S+V+O 

22. He / sang / me / a song / melodiously  S+V+IO+DO+A 

23. Last month / I / met/ my friend / in Chennai A+S+V+O+A 
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Identify the pattern of the following sentences: 
1. They named the child Prem. 

a) S+V+A+C b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+C+A  d) S+V+IO+DO 
2. We completed the work on time. 

a) S+V+O+C b) S+V+A+C  c) S+V+O+A  d) S+V+A+A 
3. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks.    

a) S+V+A b) S+V+C  c) S+V+O  d) S+A+V 
4. I bought a new car yesterday.    

a) S+V+A+O b) S+V+C+A  c) S+V+O+A   d) S+V+O+C 
5. He sang me a song melodiously.    

a) S+V+IO+DO+A b) S+V+DO+IO+A c) S+V+O+C+A  d) S+A+O+C 
6. He answered my question instantly.    

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+C+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+O+C 
7. She wrote me a letter.    

a) S+V+DO+IO b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+A+A 
8. My grandpa presented a laptop to me. 

a) S+V+DO+IO b) S+V+IO+DO c) S+V+O+C   d) S+A+V+C 
9. The lion cub saw a butterfly.    

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) S+V+A   d) S+A+A 
10. We played Tennis yesterday.    

a) S+V+O+C b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+C+A 
11. Padma is never lazy.    

a) S+V+A+C b) S+A+C+V  c) S+V+O+A   d) S+V+C+A 
12. In London Arun is a doctor.    

a) S+V+O  b) A+S+V+C  c) S+V+C   d) S+A+V+C 
13. She often visits us.    

a) S+V+A+O b) S+A+V+O  c) S+V+O+C   d) S+V+IO+DO 
14. Suddenly they heard a cry.   

a) A+V+S+O b) S+V+A+O  c) A+S+V+O   d) S+A+V+O 
15. This shoe is large.    

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) S+V+A   d) S+C+V 
16. All the cows have been milked.    

a) S+V  b) V+S+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+A+V 
17. I admire her for her courage.    

a) S+V+O+C b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+A+V+C 
18. He grew tired after the match.    

a) S+V+C+A b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+A+O   d) S+V+IO+DO 
19. Alexander conquered many countries.    

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) S+V+A   d) A+S+V 
20. We call Gandhi Mahathma    

a) S+V+C  b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+O+A   d) A+S+V+C 
21. I visit the orphanage frequently. 

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+C+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) A+S+A+V 
22. Sam gave me the right answer. 

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+A+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+C+A 
23. He wears woollen clothes in winter. 

a) S+V+C+A b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) A+S+V+C 
24. She had done her exam badly. 

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+C   d) A+S+V 
25. They selected him the captain. 
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a) S+V+O+C b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+C+A  d) S+V+IO+DO 
26. She called me a fool. 

a) S+V+O+C b) S+V+O+A  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+O+C 
27. My grandma told me a story. 

a) S+V+DO+IO b) S+V+IO+DO c) S+V+O+C   d) S+V+O+A 
28. Open the door. 

a) V+O  b) V+C  c) S+V+O   d) V+A 
29. Close the window. 

a) V+O  b) V+C  c) S+V+O   d) V+A 
30. Yesterday my father bought me a laptop in Madurai.    

a) A+S+V+IO+DO         b) A+S+V+IO+DO+A        c) A+S+A+IO     d) S+V+IO+DO+A+A 
31. Krish wakes up early in the morning. 

a) S+V+A  b) S+V+C  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+O 
32. Sumi wore her new uniform.    

a) S+V+IO+DO b) S+V+O  c) S+V+C   d) S+V+A 
33. Her father gave her school bag.    

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+DO+IO c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+IO+V+DO 
34. She was excited.    

a) S+V  b) S+V+O  c) S+V+C   d) V+A 
35. Reading made him a complete man.    

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+V+A+A 
36. Brisk walking is a good exercise.    

a) S+V+C  b) S+V+O  c) S+V+A   d) A+S+V 
37. I like reading good books.    

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+C  c) S+V+O   d) S+A+V 
38. Last Friday I met your father in Chennai.    

a) A+S+V+O b) A+S+V+O+A c) A+S+IO+DO  d) S+V+O+C 
39. Last week Arul killed his wife cruelly. 

a) A+S+V+O+A b) A+S+V+O+C c) A+S+O+DO  d) S+A+V+C 
40. Swimming is a good exercise    

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) S+V   d) S+V+A 
41. Open the window    

a) V+S  b) S+V+C  c) S+V+O   d) A+S+V 
42. Shut the door 

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) V+O   d) V+C 
43. I like collecting stamps 

a) S+V+IO+DO b) S+V+O  c) S+V+O+C   d) S+V+O+C 
44. Do you like coffee? 

a) V+S+V+O b) V+S+V+C  c) V+S+O+A   d) V+S+V+A 
45. He rarely visits temples 

a) S+V+O  b) S+V+C  c) S+A+V+O   d) A+S+V 
46. She often meets her friends 

a) S+A+V+O b) S+V+IO+DO c) S+C+V+O   d) A+S+V+O 
47. Work hard 

a) V+A  b) V+C  c) S+V+A   d) V+O 
48. Reading good books is useful 

a) S+A+O+C b) S+V+C  c) S+V+O   d) S+A+V 
49. He likes swimming in the river 

a) S+V+O+A b) S+V+O+C  c) S+V+IO+DO  d) S+A+V+C 
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XVII. Fill in the Blanks 
Conditional Clauses 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Type Zero (Universal Truth/General Validity) 

S. No Condition Result 

 
If + Present tense form 

 
Present tense form 

1. If you heat ice It melts. 

2. If ice melts It becomes water. 

  First conditional (Probable/possible) 

S. No Condition Result 

If, Unless + Present tense form 
Future tense form [will, shall, may, 
can] 

1. If you practice regularly You will improve your bowling. 

2. Unless you work hard You will not make it. 

3.  If it rains They will cancel the meeting. 

4. If Sachin hits a century India will win the match. 

  Second conditional (Improbable/Imaginary) 

S. No Condition Result 

 
If + Past simple/continuous 

 
Would, could 

1.  If they won the match I would be very happy. 

2.  If I had the money  I would buy a car. 

3. If I were a bird I would fly. 

4. If you concentrated on your study 
You would not be disturbed by the 
noise. 

Third Condition (Impossible/ Unfulfilled) 

S. No Condition Result 

 
If + Past perfect 

 
Would/should/could/might+have+pp 

1. If India had won It would have gone up in rankings. 

2. If I had been there I would have prevented it. 

3. Had you walked fast You would have caught the train. 

4. If she had fallen She would have been hurt seriously. 
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IF CLUSE / CONDITIONAL CLAUSE 
 

1. Men _________ (look) odd, if they had four hands and four legs. 
2. If they _________ (close) the schools, the children would be happy. 
3. I ________ (sweep) them out of existence, if I had the power. 
4. If they had tried, they _________ (win) the match. 
5. If the women of Asia wake up, they ___________ (dazzle) the world. 
6. If I _________ (be) there, I would have prevented it. 
7. If you heat ice, it __________ (melt). 
8. If you practice regularly, you _________ (improve) your bowling. 
9. I’ll come to the film, if Prince _________ (come). 
10. Unless you are more careful you _________ (meet) with an accident. 
11. If you help me out of this crisis, I _________ (be) grateful. 
12. If they won the match, I _________ (be) very happy. 
13. If you were really concentrating, you _________ (not disturb) by the noise. 
14. If I were a bird, I _________ (fly). 
15. If she had fallen, she _________ (hurt) seriously. 
16. She _________ (win) if she played well. 
17. If I had enough money, I _________ (donate) it to your school. 
18. What would you do, if there _________ (be) a strike tomorrow? 
19. Stop driving if you _________ (feel) sleepy. 
20. The teacher certainly _________ (not give) you leave, unless you bring a letter. 
21. Unless you have an entry pass you _________ (not get) in. 
22. You must get ‘A’ grade otherwise you _________ (not continue) in the course. 
23. You had better consult a doctor, otherwise your condition _________ (become) worse. 
24. I _________ (book) by the traffic police, if I violated the traffic rule. 
25. If I had something stolen from me, I _________ (report) the matter to the police. 
26. If I had not been there, I _________ (not prevent) it. 
27. He _________ (return) tonight, if he has completed his work. 
28. If I _________ (be) you, I would do it. 
29. The police _________ (arrest) him, if they see him. 
30. Please take an umbrella with you in case it _________ (rain). 
31. If you work hard you _________ (pass) in the examination. 
32. Had it not rained, we _________ (go) to the theatre. 
33. If he passes the exam this year, he _________ (give) a present. 
34. I _________ (help) you, if you had informed me earlier. 
35. I _________ (give) them money, if I had more. 
36. What can I do about it, if he _________ (refuse) to listen. 
37. The principal _________ (punish) you, if you do not submit your assignment today. 
38. If ice melts, it _________ (become) water. 
39. Unless the parents are satisfied with the reputation of the school, they _________ (not admit) their 

children in that school. 
40. Provided that you _________ (pass) in the preliminary, you can appear for the finals. 
41. I _________ (call) on you if I had known you were ill. 
42. I _________ (teach) him if I had time. 
43. If I _________ (visit) Agra, I shall see the Taj Mahal. 
44. If you worked hard, you _________ (pass). 
45. If you had left the wasp alone, it _________ (not sting) you. 
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46. You may have this book on condition that you _________ (return) it within a week. 
47. Had you _________ (be) more careful such a calamity would not have befallen us. 
48. Tell him to ring me up, if you _________ (see) him. 
49. Had he moved his head, he _________ (not be killed). 
50. Supposing we _________ (start) early we can reach on time. 
51. If the non-violence _________ (be) the law of our being, the future is with women. 
52. If the fight came, I _________ (approach) it with much confidence. 
53. If I _________ (be) the principal of my school, I would abolish examinations. 
54. Unless you _________ (work) hard, you will not make it. 
55. If he works hard, he __________ (pass). 
56. If I __________ (go) to Chennai, I shall visit the museum. 
57. If he plays well, he __________ (become) a district champion. 
58. Had I known of your illness, I __________ (call) on you. 
59. If I had time, I __________ (teach) him. 
60. They would allow them if they __________ (pay) the fees. 
61. I would give them money, if I __________ (have) plenty. 
62. If I had known you were at Delhi, I __________ (visit) you. 
63. If they __________ (work) hard, they would score more marks. 
64. If you perform well, you __________ (win) the prize. 
65. I __________ (carry) on with my plan, if she had informed me. 
66. If you attend the interview, you __________ (get) a job. 
67. If I were a king, I __________ (be) happy. 
68. If he __________ (play) well, he would have got the prize. 
69. If she had practiced well, she __________ (win) the match. 
70. If you play well, you __________ (include) in the school team. 
71. If you __________ (take) my advice, you would not have lost the money. 
72. If I __________(study) computer, I would have gone to U.S.A. 

 
Which of the options given below will suit the following sentence?  
1. If you study well __________________ 

a) you would surely get good marks.   b) you will surely get good marks.  
c) you would have get good marks.   d) you will not get good marks. 

2. If you called me I   __________________     
a) I would have come   b) I would come. c) I will come   d) I come. 

3. If I had studied diligently  _________________ the examination.    
a) I would pass.       b) I will pass.   c) I would have passed.  d) I had passed. 

4. If he were patient __________________    
a) he would have won the argument.   b) he will win the argument.   
c) he would win the argument.   d) he wins the argument 

5. If I met him, __________________     
a) I speak to him   b) I would have spoken to him.   b) I would speak to him.     c) I will speak to him.  

6.  If the driver had been alert __________________  
a) the accident can be avoided.             b) the accident could be avoided.   
c) the accident could not be avoided  d) the accident could have been avoided. 

7.  If you boil the water __________________     
a) it will evaporate.      b) it would evaporate.     c) it won’t evaporate  d) it evaporates.  

8. If you heat ice __________________      
a) it would melt. b) it would have melted c) it melts.     d) it will melt.  
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9.  If I were a bird __________________     
a) I will fly in the sky       b) I would have flown in the sky.     
c) I flew in the sky  d)  I would fly in the sky.   

10.  If I were a rich man __________________     
a) I can’t help the poor   b) I shall help the poor people.   
c) I would have helped the poor people.  d) I would help the poor people. 

11.  If you write fast  __________________     
a) you would finish in time.       b) you would have finished in time.   
c) you finish on time   d) you will finish in time.  

12.  If she had worked hard  __________________    
a) she will get the first rank.              b) she will not get the first rank. 
c) she would have got the first rank.  d) she would get the first rank.  

13.  If you do not study well  __________________  
a) you would feel sorry.        b) you will feel sorry.  
c) you would have felt sorry.  d) you feel sorry. 

14.  If she had made arrangements for a party _______________   
a) I will attend with my friend.         b) I would attend with my friend.   
c) I would not attend with my friend  d) I would have attended with my friend.  

15.  If he had two pens __________________  
a) he would lend her one.          b) he will lend her one.        
c) he would have lent her.   d) he lends her. 

17.  If she had passed her IAS examination _______________   
a) she would become a collector.    b) she would have become a collector.   
c) she can become a collector  d) she will become a collector.  

18.  If it rains __________________  
a) we shall not go out.       b) we should not go out.    
c) we should not have gone out.  d) we would not have gone out. 

19.  If he had got the news  __________________  
a) he will leave already.    b) he will not leave.  
c) he would have left already. d) he would leave already. 

20. If I were a fish ____________________  
 a) I will swim in the sea   b) I would swim in the sea   
c) I swim in the sea  d) I would have swum in the sea  

21.  If I had worked harder _________________         
a) I would succeed.  b) I would have succeeded.  c) I will succeed  d) I won’t succeed. 

22. If I have money ______________          
a) I help you  b) I shall help you   c) I would have helped you  d) I would help you 

23. _______________    if the leader arrives     
    a) A lot of people attended the meeting       b) A lot of people will attend the meeting  
    c) A lot of people would attended the meeting  d) A lot of people would have attended the meeting  
24. ____________________ , he would have paid the fee. 

 a) If he had money  b) If he has money   
c) If he had had money d) If he has not money  
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MODALS 
Fill in the blanks by using the suitable Modals: 

1. Eve-teasers __________ be severely punished. 
2. A good teacher __________ make even boring lessons interesting. 
3. In the army, soldiers __________ obey their officers. 
4. The sky is overcast. It __________ rain, but I don’t think it __________. 
5. The patient is very critical, but who knows he __________ recover. 
6. The world __________ avoid war, in the larger interest of the human race as a whole. 
7. I __________ smell something burning in the kitchen. It __________ be the meat in the oven. 
8. __________ I come in? Yes, of course, you __________. 
9. One __________ always keep one’s promises. 
10. All citizens __________ obey the laws of the land. 
11. He asked his boss, “__________ I ask you for a favour?” 
12. I wish you __________ tell me the truth. 
13. During my teens, I __________ always sit for hours together before the TV. 
14. Visit us tomorrow. My mother __________ be happy to see you. 
15. If you worked hard, you __________ pass. 
16. Don’t worry. This __________ happen to anyone. 
17. __________ God bless you. 
18. I __________ gladly do it for you. 
19. Soldiers sacrifice their lives that others __________ be happy. 
20. During our trip to the States __________ we visit the Nigra falls? 
21. Even if you ask me not to go, I __________. 
22. Caesar’s wife __________ be above suspicion. 
23. People who live in glass houses __________ not throw stones. 
24. Give me a fish I __________ live for a day. Teach me to fish I __________ live for a lifetime. 
25. No man __________ call back yesterday. 
26. God __________ not be everywhere, so He made mothers. 
27. He who pays the piper __________ call the tune. 
28. It ___________ make a man scratch where he doth not itch to see a man live poor to die rich. 
29. Thou ___________ not steal. 
30. One never knows what the future ___________ bring. 
31. Law makers ___________ not be law breakers. 
32. I hope he ___________ succeed. 
33. ___________ I use your telephone? 
34. How ___________ you speak so rudely to me? 
35. I ___________ definitely help you. 
36. The medicine ___________ be kept in the refrigerator. 
37. He ___________ lift heavy weights. 
38. My father said, “you ___________ go and play”. 
39. His father was very doubtful about the possibility of his passing the exam. So he said, “He 

___________ pass”. 
40. They ___________ rather die than surrender. 
41. You ___________ maintain silence in the classroom. 
42. India ___________ win the match. 
43. She ___________ play chess very well. 
44. ___________ you show me the way to the station? 
45. You ___________ not light a match, the room is full of gas. 

www.nammakalvi.org
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46. ___________ you like another cup of coffee? 
47. ___________ I carry he box into the house for you? 
48. I ___________ swim across the river. 
49. He ___________ come, but I should be surprised. 
50. You ___________ be punctual. 
51. We ___________ obey the rules of the road. 
52. Men ___________ come and go but I go forever. 
53. If you don’t mind, ___________ I make a call. 
54. I ___________ like to hear you play the flute. 
55. We ___________ keep the rules of the road. 
56. Priya said that she ___________ do it. 
57. It is cloudy and it ___________ rain. 
58. You ___________ be 18 to become a voter. 
59. You ___________ not smoke in public. 
60. I ___________ visit my friend in the hospital. 
61. You ___________ have a passport to visit a foreign country. 
62. He ___________ arrive exactly at 6.00 pm.  
63. He ___________ swim but he can’t drive. 
64. You ___________ not write on the wall. 
65. As you keep scoring low marks, you ___________ work hard. 
66. They ___________ allow them if they paid the fees. 
67. We ___________ help you, if you remain honest. 
68. Students ___________ not bring calculators to the examination hall. 
69. ___________ you speak Hindi? 
70. We ___________ help the needy. 
71. I ___________ definitely stand by you in your troubles. 
72. If you perform well, you ___________ win the prize. 
73. We ___________ obey the laws of our country. 

 
Choose the suitable modals for the following sentences:  
1.     India  _____________________ win the finals.  
  a) should   b) may   c) might   d) can                                                
2. You _____________________ keep the vegetables in the fridge. 

a) must   b) can    c) shall   d) might                                                                  
3.     You _______________________ do it if you tried hard.  

a) can    b) will   c) would   d) should               
4.     I _____________________ meet you at 10 A. M.               

a) shall    b) will   c) can    d) could   
5.     ____________________ you have some tea? 

a) shall  b) will    c) may   d) would   
6.     I ____________________not go to him.               

a) shall   b) should   c) may   d) will  
7.     ____________________ you get me some water?              

a) will   b) shall   c) should   d) may         
8.     He _________________ sit for hours before the T.V.      

a) would  b) will   c) shall   d) should  
9.     ____________________ you please pass the salt.  

a) could   b) would   c) should   d) might                    
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10.     He ________________ wait for me at the bus stop.              
a) shall   b) will   c) would     d) could         

11.      _______________ you pass the salt.           
a) would    b) could   c) should    d) must  

12.     He _______________ have done it.             
a) may   b) might   c) could   d) should  

13.     When I was young I _______________ walk faster.              
a) would   b) could   c) should   d) may  

14.     _____________you help me?  
           a) can    b) shall   c) would   d) might  
 
 

SEMI MODALS 

1. We have been here for more than an hour. ___________ we wait any longer? 

2. You ___________ feel sorry for what you have done. 

3. When I was in the army we ___________ undergo a rigorous and punishing schedule. 

4. How ___________ you ask me such a question? 

5. As his class mates, we ___________ stand by him through his crisis. 

6. I ___________ wake up at 5 O’clock in the morning when I was a young boy. 

7. She ___________ not play with pets. 

8. You ___________ not read every chapter. 

9. He ___________ play football in his college days. 

10. My marks are so poor that I ___________ not show my progress report to my father. 

11. You ___________ not submit your assignment today. 

12. The firefighter ____________ to brave the raging fire. 

13. You ____________ not buy me a new dress. I already have one. 

14. You ____________ see the boss immediately. It is very urgent. 

15. When my grandfather was young, he ____________ go for a long walk. 

16. India ____________ win the match. 

17. We ____________ help the needy. 

18. I ____________ swim in this river against the current. 

19. You ____________ pay your debts. 

20. I ____________ be an atheist but now I believe in God. 

21. I don’t ____________ your advice. 

22. How ____________ you contradict me? 

23. He is so timid that he ____________ not go out in the dark. 

24. How ____________ you oppose the leader. 

25. He ____________ be ashamed of his conduct. 

26. Students ____________ submit the record note books on time. 
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27. He ____________ play cricket before his marriage. 

28. You ____________ not trouble yourself. 

29. He ____________ read many books during school days. 

30. You ____________ not come tomorrow. 

31. ____________ he beat the boy for this small mistake? 

32. He ____________ not take the risk. 

33. “He doesn’t ____________ to work so late, does he? 

34. I ____________ swim in the river everyday when I was young. 

35. She ____________ not swim in the river against the current. 

36. We ____________ go for walking, when we were in Chennai. 

37. I ____________ to buy a carton of milk. 

38. He ____________ play football in his college days. 

39. You ____________ be ashamed of his conduct. 

40. My father ____________ play football in his college days. 

41. Children ____________ take care of their parents during their old age. 

 

Choose the suitable semi/quasi - modals for the following sentences: 

1. You______________ not read every chapter.   a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to  

2.  I  _______________to buy a carton of milk  a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to    

3. How _____________you oppose the leader?  a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

4. We ______________help the needy.    a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to    

5. I _______ swim in the river everyday when I was young.  a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to 

6. Students  ________ submit the record note books on time.     a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to          

8. He/My father  ________ play football in his college days.  a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to    

9. He ___________ read many books during his school days.    a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

10. You  _____________ not read every chapter.          a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

11. You __________be ashamed of his conduct.    a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

12. I ______wake up at 5 o' clock when I was a young boy.    a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to    

13. If he plays well, he ______ (become) the district champion.     a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

14. Children _______take care of their parents during their old age.a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to    

15. My grandmother  ____tell me stories when I was young.    a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

16. How__________ you call me names?         a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to   

19.  How _________you ask me such a question?     a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to  

20.  Gowri _______ not show her progress card to her father.  a) ought to  b) need  c) dare  d) used to 
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XVIII: Verb and its appropriate prepositions: 

Verb Preposition 

A        

Absorb In 

account for 

Add to 

Adjust to 

Admit to 

agree  with  

apply  for  

appeal  to  

Argue with  

argue  about 

arrange  for  

arrive  in / at  

apologize for 

approve  of  

Ask for 

accuse smb  of smt 

arrest smb  for smt 

B        

base  on  

Beg for 

Begin with  

benefit  from 

believe  in  

belong  to  

boast  about  

borrow from 

blame smb  for smt 

blame smt on smb 

C        

care  for / about  

Cater for  

choose  between  

comment on  

collide with  

communicate  with 

compare  with / to  

compete with 

complain  about 

compose  of 

concern  about / 

with 

concentrate  on  

confess  to 

confuse with  

congratulate on 

consist of 

contribute  to  

cope with  

correspond  with 

count on 

cover with 

crash  into 

charge smb  with smt  

charge smb for smt  

convict smb  of smt  

convince smb  of smt  

cure smb  of smt 

D        

decide  on / against 

dedicate  to 

depend  on  

despair of  

deter  from 

differ  from  

disagree with  

disapprove  of 

discuss  with 

devote  to 

dream  of / about  

dress  in 

drink  to 

demand smt  from smb 

derive smt  from smt 

discourage 

smb  

from smt  

distinguish 

smb/smt  

from/ 

between 

smb/smt  

distract smb  from smt 

E        

elaborate  on 

emerge from 

escape from 

experiment  on 

excuse smb  for smt 

exchange smt  for smt  

exclude smt  from smt 

expel smb  from smt  

explain smt  to smb 

F        

face  with  

feel  like 

feel about  

fight  against/wit

h/for  

forget  about  

forgive 

someone  

for 

something 

G        

guess  at  

get married  to  

get rid  of  

get tired  of  

grumble  about  

H        

hear of / about 
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hide  from 

hope  of / for 

help smb with smt 

hinder smb/smt from smt 

I        

impress on 

Insist on 

Insure against 

interfere with / in 

Invest in 

involve 

smb/smt 

in smb/smt 

J        

Joke about 

K        

Know about 

L        

Laugh at/about 

Listen to  

Long for 

lend smt to smb 

M        

Meet with 

mistake for 

get married to 

O        

Object to 

operate on 

P        

participate in 

Pay for 

Persist in 

Pray for 

prepare for 

prohibit from 

praise smb  for smt  

present smb with smt 

prevent smb from smt 

provide smb with smt  

provide smt for smb 

punish smb  for smb 

Q        

quarrel  about smt  

quarrel  with smb  

R        

react  against / to 

recon on 

recover from  

refer to  

rely  on  

reply  to  

resign  from  

respond  to 

result  in 

retire  from 

room  for  

remind smb  of smt  

rob smb of smt  

S        

search for 

see  to  

shout  at 

smile  at 

specialise in 

speak to  

stand  for  

stare  at 

stem  from 

subscribe to  

substitute  for  

succeed  in  

suffer  from 

save smb  from smt  

sentence smb to smt 

share smt  with smb  

subject smb  to smt 

suspect smb  of smt  

T        

talk to  

talk  about  

think  of/about  

turn  to 

tell smb about smt  

thank smb  for smt 

translate smt  into smt 

trust smb  with smt  

U        

use  for  

V        

vote  for  

W      

wait  for  

wonder at 

work  on  

worry  about  

write  to / about  

warn smb  about/again

st  
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XIX. TENSES: 
Tenses Usage: 
Simple Present Tense 

 for habitual action 

o I get up early in the morning. 

 for instantaneous present(Commentaries, demonstration) 

o Dhoni hits a sixer. 

 future expressed with certainty 

o My dad arrives from England nest week. 

 to indicate possession 

o I have an Audi car. 

 in proverbs 

o Slow steady wins the race. 

 Universal truths 

o The sun rises in the east. 

 Scientific facts 

o Water boils at 100oC. 

 conditional Clause – I 

o If you study well, you will pass. 

Present continuous Tense 

 To refer to an action in progress at the moment of speaking. 

o They are playing tennis now. 

 An action which is planned to take place in near future. 

o Mr. Obama is visiting India next week. 

Present perfect tense 

 To refer to an action which has just completed. 

o He has just finished his work. 

 to refer to a past action recollected at the present time. 

o I have seen all his films. 

 to refer to a past action whose effect is even at present. 

o It has rained all through the night. 

Present perfect continuous tense 

 to refer to an action that began in the past and is still in progress. 

o He has been studying since morning. 

Simple Past Tense 

 to refer to past events 

o I met her last week. 
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 in condition clause II 

o I were a bird, I would fly. 

 in reported speech 

o He told me that he was a good boy. 

 to show politeness. 

o Could you please lend me your pen? 

Past continuous Tense 

 action in progress in the past. 

o Raja was searching for good job, when he was in Mumbai. 

 an action which started before the action in the simple past. 

o When I went to his house, he was watching TV. 

Past perfect tense 

 to refer to the earlier of the two past actions. 

o The train had already left before we reached the station. 

 in condition clause III 

o If I had known of your arrival, I would have received you. 

Past perfect continuous tense 

 action which began in the past and continued in the past. 

o The workers had been demanding a hike in the salary throughout last year. 

Simple Future Tense 

 to refer to future events with certainty.(Simple Present) 

o They will visit us tomorrow. 

Future continuous Tense 

 action going on some time in the future. 

o You will be writing your public examinations next year. 

Future perfect tense 

 action extending upto a definite point in the future. 

o They will have reached Chennai at 4.00pm tomorrow. 

Future perfect continuous tense 

 action being in progress and may be completed in future. 

o By the end of next month, Shankar will have been shooting his next film. 

 
Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb: 

1. Last year, the Green-India scheme _____________ (announce) by the Government. 

2. Rare plants ___________________ (find) in silent valley. 

3. Water _________________ (collect) in the tank. 

4. A wide variety of liquids ____________________ (use) in chemical plants. 
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5. Technology ______________ (describe) as the application of scientific knowledge. 

6. In primitive times, stone implements _____________ (employ) to kill animals. 

7. In the last meeting, the blueprint of the proposed holiday home _________ (show). 

8. One thousand internet connections ________ (give) in Pollachi by the end of next year. 

9. The experiment had to ______________ (stop) because of power failure. 

10. English ________________ (speak) all over the world by millions of people. 
11. Picture __________ continually __________ (take) to monitor planetary positions. 
12. Metals _________________ (replace) by plastics. 
13. The police men _________________ (stop) every car at this junction. 
14. Gopi ______________________ (write) a poem just now. 
15. Ram ________________ (drive) the car at that time. 
16. My friend ________________ (show) the photographs tomorrow. 
17. Balu ________________ (read) this book since morning. 
18. Praveen ________________ (exercise) every morning. 
19. I ________________ (prepare) for the examination at present. 
20. My sister will attend to this business as soon as she ________ (finish) her letter. 
21. We ________________ (go) there next week. 
22. Slow and steady ________________ (win) the race. 
23. She ________________ (have) a new bike now. 
24. Rani ________________ (sing) well of the competition yesterday. 
25. The President ________________ (leave) for Japan next Friday. 
26. The teacher ________________ (ask) me why I was late. 
27. Here ________________ (come) Hamlet. 
28. Dravid ________________ (bat) since the match started this morning. 
29. Sobana ______________ always ________________ (play) loud music. 
30. Tomorrow by now, she ________________ (perform) on the stage. 
31. Sara ________________ (finish) her homework. 
32. Ravi ________________ (ask) his boss for a hike last year. 
33. I ________________ (talk) to my mother, when the guests arrived. 
34. The news ________________ (reach) them, when he came home. 
35. Sudhakar ____________ (tour) all over the world in these ten years. 
36. Amutha ________________ (sleep) when I knocked at the door. 
37. Santra ________________ (complete) the project next week. 
38. We ________________ (watch) the serial for three years. 
39. My brothers ________________ (watch) the TV now. 
40. My friend ________________ (return) soon from Singapore. 
41. Munsiyari ____________ (be) once a bustling entrepot of trade. 
42. The shops remain ________________ (close) due to strike. 
43. The match ________________ (start) at 9 O’clock. 
44. He ________________ (be) ill since last week. 
45. I met him in New Delhi in 1996, I _________ (see) him last five years before. 
46. The soup ________________ (taste) good. 
47. I ________________ (do) a lot of work today. 
48. I ________________ (live) in this house since 2005. 
49. I ________________ (wait) till you finish your lunch. 
50. Empty vessels ________________ (make) much noise. 
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51. Gobi ________________ (read) a poem last night. 
52. She ___________ (submit) her form, so she can participate. 
53. I ________________ (exercise) every morning. 
54. Water ________________ (boil) at 100o centigrade. 
55. She ________________ (play) guitar, when I called on her. 
56. The baby ________________ (demand) everyone’s attention. 
57. While they _________ (play) there was a sudden downpour. 

58. He ________________ (drink) tea every morning. 

59. Here ________________ (come) the bus! 

60. When I saw him he ________________ (play) chess. 

61. He ________________ (drive fast when the accident happened. 

62. He ________________ (work) here for the last five years. 

63. After he ________________ (complete) his degree he went abroad. 

64. She ________________ (go) to church every Sunday. 

65. A stitch in time ________________ (save) nine. 

66. He ________________ (go) for walking daily at 6.00a.m 

67. Before he built a house in the city he __________ (buy) plot. 

68. Before he reached the bus station, the bus _______ (leave) the place. 

69. When I entered the examination hall, the answer paper ______ already ____ (give). 

70. The boy _____________ (become) unconscious before the doctor came. 

71. One never knows what the future_________ (bring). 

72. The children ________________ (burst) into peals of laughter. 

73. Teach me to fish, I________________ (live) for a life time. 

74. All that ________________ (glitter) is not gold. 

75. The milkman _________ (knock) at the door at six o” clock every morning. 

76. She ________________ (take) her bath everyday in the morning. 

77. The scientists ________________ (achieve) the chain reaction. 

78. One never ________________ (know) what the future will bring. 

79. Rahim _______________ (read) a poem last night. 

80. He ______________ (submit) his form, so he can participate. 

81. We ______________ (live) in his house since 1995. 

82. He usually ______________ (go) to school at 8.30am. 

83. He ______________ (read) his lesson now. 

84. Rithanya ______________ (go) to temple every Friday. 

85. She ______________ (get) up at 5 O’clock every day. 

86. Before he came to our city, he _________ (work) as a reporter. 

87. God ______________ (love) every one. 

88. He ______________ (live) in this house since 1987.  
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RELATIVE PRONOUN 
1. This is the boy _________ won the race. 

2. Show me the book _________ you bought yesterday. 

3. Is there any one _________ can help me do this homework? 

4. That is the house _________ I was born. 

5. The wrong deeds _________ we do are more often remembered than our good ones. 

6. My friend _________ father works in Agra has made a clay model of the Taj Mahal. 

7. Most of the friends _________ she had invited came for her wedding. 

8. The film is about a leader _________ led the freedom struggle of his country. 

9. Kumar _________ house I live in owns most of the mills in his town. 

10. Shakespeare, _________ lived in the 16th century is considered to be the greatest dramatist. 

11. Gunga Ram picked up wasps _________ the boys had battered with their badminton rockets. 

12. They were a set of four brothers, _________ were known for their toughness, _________ they had 

proved it again. 

13. The children of the household _________ never read the scriptures, constantly belittled Gunga Ram. 

14. Students _________ speak English fluently will easily get jobs. 

15. People _________ walk a few miles in the morning enjoy good health. 

16. He is an honourable man _________ you can trust. 

17. This is _________ I heard about him. 

18. Tell me the address of the boy _________ you want to meet. 

19. The tallest building _________ has a restaurant on the thirteenth floor was on the fire. 

20. Rameshwaram is the place _________ Dr. Abdul Kalam was born. 

21. This is the bag _________ I bought yesterday. 

22. Mrs. Benita _________ teaches us English, is our class teacher. 

23. He is the man _________ bike was stolen. 

24. A dream _________ I never dream. 

25. I know _________ you mean. 

26. A person _________ habitually tells lies is called a liar. 

27. This fountain pen, _________ I bought only a week ago, leaks badly. 

28. A member _________ car breaks down can ring this number. 

29. The people _________ live next door are very helpful. 

30. I got the book _________ was lost yesterday. 

31. This is the pen _________ I bought yesterday. 

32. My brother _________ is in X std is a fan of Dhoni. 

33. He is the person ________ murdered her cruelly. 

34. Among forty flats ________ one attracts you? 
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35. My friend ________ father works in Agra, has written about the Taj Mahal. 

36. Raju ________ office I work in, owns an expensive car. 

37. The good deeds ________ we do are often interred with our bones. 

38. This is the book ________ bought yesterday. 

39. The boy ________ mother you saw is very simple. 

40. He listened ________ I said. 

41. Jack ________ house I live in, has undergone a surgery. 

 

Fill in the blanks with suitable relative pronouns:  

1. I met your friend __________ credit card was stolen.    

a) who     b) whose   c) whom   d) which  

2.  She visited the place ___ she worked before her marriage.  

a) when    b) where   c) who     d) whom  

3. Please give this food to some one __________ really needs it.     

a) whom   b) who     c) whose   d) where     

4. Let us talk to the parents ______ financial condition is week.  

a) whose   b) whom   c) who    d) which  

5. They shot down the man-eater ___ killed a number of villagers.  

a) who   b) whom   c) that   d) which  

6. I like people __________ work very hard.               

a) that   b) which   c) who   d) whose  

7. She took the boy to hospital ___ leg was injured in the accident.   

a) whose   b) where  c) when   d) which  

8. William James, ______ was a famous psychologist advised people to find themselves. 

a) who   b) which   c) that   d) what  

9. Men _____ possess an optimist outlook take problems in their stride.  

a) who   b)  which   c) what   d) whom  

10. There are people __________ keep on grumbling and complaining.            

a) who   b)  which   c) what   d) whom   

11. The car __________ crashed into a queue of people killed four of them.            

a) who   b)  which   c) what   d) whom   

12. Show me the book  __________ you bought yesterday.            

a) who   b)  which   c) what   d) whom   

13. Shakespeare __________ lived in the 16th century is a great dramatist.            

a) who   b)  which   c) what   d) whom  
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PHRASE / PREPOSITION 
 

1. The continued the match __________ the rain. 
2. He continued to bowl __________ his shoulder injury. 
3. One stationed at Iwo Jima was ready to take __________ the bomb. 
4. Colonel Paul W. Tibbets, U.S.A. Air force took __________ at a quarter to three. 
5. The little people went __________ their daily tasks. 
6. The sun went __________. 
7. Yet still wearily, drearily, savagely, the war in the east went __________. 

8. __________ his blindness, he worked his way to great academic achievement. 

9. __________ being poor, she always helped others. 

10. __________ the differences, the two leaders shook hands and smiled at each other. 

11. __________ working hard, she succeeded in her exams. 

12. He took __________ his tie and relaxed on the sofa. 

13. After the sweltering heat, I think that the weather is going to take __________ at last. 

14. The new manager will take __________ from me, next week. 

15. The child took __________ her teacher from the moment they met. 

16. He will take __________ the added responsibility of supervision along with finance and 

administration. 

17. Your daughter is exactly like you. She has perhaps taken __________ you. 
18. The fighting had gone __________ the night. 
19. You must not go __________ the advice of your parents. 
20. The school has decided to go __________ with the preparation for the sports day __________ the 

inclement weather. 
21. The principal doesn’t show favour to anyone. She always goes __________ the rules. 
22. I have gone __________ all the shelves in the library but I couldn’t find a Thesaurus. 
23. __________ his poverty, he is honest. 
24. He came to school __________ his illness. 
25. __________ the warning, he made a mistake. 
26. Sundar kept on speaking __________ the disturbance. 
27. The meeting went on __________ the strike. 
28. __________ my advice, she has given her commitment. 
29. Sheela missed the bus __________ starting early. 
30. __________ irregular monsoon rains, the crops failed. 
31. __________ his hard work he did not succeed. 
32. She was happy __________ her poverty. 
33. __________ your playing well, you will win the match. 
34. The people did not leave their village __________ the heavy floods. 
35. Sachin rose to the top __________ his commitment and hard work. 
36. We reached there __________ train. 
37. __________ his richness, he is humble. 
38. Anne was happy __________ her poverty. 
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KINDS OF PASSIVE VOICE 
 

1. Last year the Green-India scheme was announced by the Government. _________________ 

2. Rare plants are found in the Silent valley. _________________ 

3. Water is collected in the tank. _________________ 

4. A wide variety of liquids is used in chemical plants. _________________ 

5. Technology is described as the application of scientific knowledge. _________________ 

6. In primitive times, stone implements were employed to kill animals. _________________ 

7. In the last meeting, the blueprint of the proposed holiday-home was shown. ________________ 

8. One thousand internet connections will have been given to Pollachi by the end of December. ______  

9. The experiment had to be stopped due to power failure. _________________ 

10. English is spoken all over the world by millions of people. _________________ 

11. Pictures are continually taken to monitor planetary positions. _________________ 

12. Metals have been replaced by plastics. _________________ 

13. This dam was built in 1960. _________________ 

14. Elders should not be insulted. _________________ 

15. One hundred neem trees are planted. _________________ 

16. This novel was written by Premchand. _________________ 

17. Gas stoves were given to the people. _________________ 

18. The eggs were hatched by the hen. _________________ 

19. Gandhi was assassinated by Gotse. _________________ 

20. The bridge will have been built by the end of 2020. _________________ 

21. English is spoken all over the world. _________________ 

22. They may be invited for the function. _________________ 

23. A gas plant was set up for use in the school. _________________ 

24. The liquid is transferred into the beaker. _________________ 

25. “The clerk is transferred to Trichy.” _________________ 

26. Nano technology is explained to the students. _________________ 

27. This novel was written by O’ Henry. _________________ 

28. This play was written by Shakespeare. _________________ 

29. This dam was built in 1960 by Kamarajar. _________________ 
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LINKERS 
 

1. ________ he looked happy, there was something unusual about him. 

2. ________ his mother tongue is Tamil, he always speaks in English. 

3. ________ I was shocked at his behavior. I still could not believe it. 

4. We enjoyed our outing ________ the weather was terrible. 

5. His lecture was very boring ________ his English was good. 

6. ________ we started early, we reached late. 

7. You resemble your father ________ you are not as tall as him. 

8. ________ the cat is away, the mice are at play. 

9. I’ll help you ________ I’m tired. 

10. ________ he had my phone number, he did not contact me. 

11. I reached on time ________ I missed the train. 

12. Man proposes ________ God disposes. 

13. The family can move into the new flat ________ the walls are painted. 

14. ________ you have an entry pass, you can’t get in. 

15. Hurry up ________ you will be late. 

16. ________ he was lazy, he could not succeed. 

17. He asked me to wait ________ he returns. 

18. He is intelligent ________ lazy. 

19. Men will reap ________ they sow. 

20. Ramesh was so intelligent ________ he won the first prize. 

21. We eat ________ we may live. 

22. You will pass ________ you work hard. 

23. ________ I was younger I thought so. 

24. They say ________ he is better. 

25. Make hay ________ the sun shines. 

26. He is honest ________ he is poor. 

27. He is poor ________ he is honest. 

28. Wise men love virtue ________ fools shun it. 

29. You would be pardoned ________ you confess. 

30. ________ I reached on time, I was not permitted. 

31. ________ it was snowing all day, they went on with their tour. 

32. Stop talking ________ you will be sent out. 

33. ________ there is a will, there is way. 

34. ________ he is rich, he is humble. 

35. ________ Venkat had only one sandwich, he shared it with his friend. 

36. ________ we started early, we reached the destination late. 

37. Wait here ________ I come back. 

38. She is rich ________ she is humble. 
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XX. REPORTING, SIMPLE, COMPLEX & COMPOUND SENTENCES 

 
REPORTING THE DIALOGUE 

Prerequisites: 
Kinds of sentences: 

 Assertive / Statement. 
 Interrogative. 

o Yes / No type questions. 
o W/ H questions. 

 Imperative. 
o Command. 
o Request. 

 Exclamatory. 
Points to remember: 

 Change of Tense. 
 Change of words expressing nearness to distance. 
 Change of pronoun. 
 Use of conjunctions. 

 
Report the dialogue: 

1. Stranger  : Can you please direct me to the Indian Bank? 
A Man  : Why not? Turn left and go straight. It is right behind the Head post office. 
Stranger : Thank you. 
 

2. Tourist  : How can I reach Mahabalipuram? 
Tourist Guide : You can drive along the East Coast Road. The Road is smooth and free from traffic  

  jams and in about 90 minutes you will reach Mahabalipuram. 
 Tourist  : Oh, that’s fine. Thank you. 
 

3. Teacher : Mani, why were you absent yesterday? 
Mani  : Yesterday I had cold and fever, sir. I couldn’t inform you beforehand. 
Teacher : That’s okay. Take care of your health. 
 

4. Passenger : Please give me two tickets to Ambattur. How much is it? 
Conductor : Five rupees a ticket. 
Passenger : Okay. Here’s ten rupees. 
 

5. Tourist  : Hi, I’m Sydney Carton and I’m from Australia, I’d like to know something about  
  Mahabalipuram from a tourist point of view. 

 Guide  : With pleasure, Mr. Sydney, the Pallava kings erected the Five Rathas and it is worth- 
   seeing. 

6. Anil : Hello Atul, how are you? 
Atul : Fine Anil, what brings yu here? 
Anil : I have just come to see you. It is long since we’ve met. 
Atul : Thank you, let us have tea. 
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7. Gopal  : Good morning sir, I am Gopal, a former student this school. I want my T.C. sir. 
Head Master : Give me your application. Please come tomorrow and collect your T.C. 
Gopal  : Can’t I get it today sir? 
Head Master : I am sorry. It is not possible. The clerk is on leave today. 
 

8. Latha : What are you looking for? 
Mala : I have lost my purse. 
Latha : Where did you keep it? 
Mala : I remember keeping it in the shelf. 
Latha : Don’t worry. We will find it soon. 
 

9. Bank Manager : Tell me, what can I do for you? 
Student : I am a student. Could I open an account here? 
Bank Manager : Sure. Get the application form and fill it up. 
 

10. Student : Sir, when can I meet the Principal? 
Clerk  : During lunch break or after 4.30 P.M. 
Student : Thank you, sir. 
 

11. Old student : Good morning, sir, I am Raju, an old student of this school. I want my T.C. sir. 
Head Master : Give me your application. Today is Monday. Please come on Wednesday and get  

  your T.C. 
 

12. Ravi : What are your plans for summer holidays? 
Rajan : I have no special plans. 
Ravi : Do you like the idea of going to Kodaikanal? 
Rajan : Yes, that’s a good idea. We shall make arrangements for that. 
 

13. Shopkeeper : Why did you bring back this book? 
Student : I want to exchange it. 
Shopkeeper : Please give me the bill. I will definitely exchange it with a fresh copy. 
 

14.  Shopkeeper : Why did you bring this book? 
Student : Five pages are missing in this book. 
Shopkeeper : Please bring the bill. I will definitely exchange it with a fresh copy 
 

15. Rekha : What would you like to have? A hot coffee or juice? 
Preethi : I prefer coffee. 
 

16. Conductor : Where are you going? 
Passenger : I am going to Bangalore. 
Conductor : Have you booked the ticket? 
Passenger : I have already reserved my ticket. 
 

17. Rajesh   : Where are you going now? 
Prakash : I am going to the library. 
Rajesh  : Will you please return this book to the library? 
Prakash  : Why not? I shall do it for you. 
 

18. Mahthan : Hello Rahul, how are you? 
Rahul  : Fine Mathan, what brings you here? 
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Mathan : I have just come to see you. It is long since we’ve met. 
Rahul  : Thjank you. Let us have coffee. 
 

19. Teacher : Have you done your home work? 
Raj  : Yes mam. I have done my home work. 
Teacher : Bring your notebook. 
Raj  : Sorry mam, I didn’t bring it. 
  

20. Teacher : Where is your notebook? 
Ravi  : I lost my notebook yesterday. 
Teacher : You will have to buy a new one notebook and complete your work. 
Ravi  : Yes sir, I will submit my notebook tomorrow. 
 

21. Father : Don’t watch T.V. during examination time. 
Varun : Sorry daddy. Today, they are telecasting our school programme. 
Father : O.K. I’ll watch the programme with you. 
 

22. Lawyer : Do you have sisters? 
Client  : No sir, we’re two brothers only. 
Lawyer : Then it has to be shared equally between you two. 
 

23. Nithya  : Can you tell me where Mr.Kailash is admitted? 
Receptionist : He is in ward number -10. 
Nithya  : Where is the ward number-10? 
Receptionist : It is in the second floor. You can use the lift. 

 
Rewrite this sentence in Direct / Indirect speech:  

1. I exclaimed with regret that I had forgotten to bring my pen. 
2. Mother asked son how he had written the test.          
3. Our Prime Minister said that he was determined to abolish corruption. 
4. The watchman asked him who he was and told him that he had not seen him earlier.     
5. The Headmaster advised us to switch off the fans when we left the class.      
6. The old man requested the students to help him to cross the street.      
7. Sudha said to Preetha, “Where are you going now?”      
8. The teacher asked me whether I was going to join the Medical course or the Engineering course.          
9. The teacher instructed the students not to write on both sides of the paper     
10. Guru requested Suresh to lend him a pen.  
11. The teacher said to the students, "We are going on an excursion to Kerala next week".   
12. Praveen said, “I don’t go to movies often, and my mother will not allow it.”   
13. “What a beautiful view it is!” said my friend.  
14. The teacher said to the boy, "I have often warned you to concentrate on your studies".   
15. Bassanio requested Antonio to help him.  
16. The officer said to the clerk, "Have you gone through the file"?  
17. The Policeman asked the driver, "Do you have a licence?"  
18. Raju asked the receptionist if he could meet the manager.  
19. The Science teacher asked Jesi why had had not done his homework.  
20. Sarala requested  Padmini to wait for her near the post office.   
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SIMPLE, COMPLEX & COMPOUND SENTENCES 
 

S. 
No 

Simple Complex Compound 

1 
In spite of + noun /  
Verb + ing 
Despite + noun 

Though / Although 
Eventhough 

but / yet 
still 

2 
In the event of 
In case of 
 

If…..can / will 
Unless …. Can not 

or…not 
and 
and / at once 

3 
In the event of..not.. 
In case of…not.. 

Unless.. 
…must/should… 
+ or/orelse/otherwise 

4 On + Verb + ing 
When / As soon as 
No sooner did…than.. 

…and at once…/ …and 

immediately… 

5 
Having + past participle 
After + present participle 

After+subject+had+verb3 …and then… 

6 Being / …for… As And so 

7 
As a result of / by dint of  
On account of / Because of 
Due to / Owing to/ being 

Since / As / Because 
And therefore 
And so 

8 too….to 
So…that+subj+can not / 

could not 
Very…and so+subj+can 
not/could not 

9 
In order…to/ …to…/ 
So as to 

So that +subj+can/could …very…and so… 

10 …must..to+infinitive.. …so that…can… 
…then only…can.. 
/ ..or else…cannot… 

11 
Besides being…/ 

besides+Verb + ing 
--- …not only…but also 

12 Subject+verb+to+infinitive 
Subject+verb+that 
Subject+ will/would+verb 

Subject+will / 
would+verb and+it is 

13 Subj+verb+obj 
Subj+verb+obj+ 
Rel.pronoun+Sub Clause 

Subj+verb+obj 
-and+it is... 

14 
Subj+verb+Complement 
/ Subj+verb+object 

Subj+who / which+sub 
-clause+verb+object 
/verb+comp 

Clause1+and+clause2 

15 Subj+verb+obj+clause… Subj+verb+that+sub 

Clause 1 (Sub.clause in 
complex sentence)+and+ 
Clause2(main clause in 
complex sentence) 

16 Without Unless 
Must + or 
Must + otherwise 

17 Noun 
Relative pronoun (who, 
whom, that, which & etc.) 

pronoun (it) 
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SIM P LE,  COM P L EX &  CO M POU ND SEN TE NCE S  
1. Simple  : Having completed my homework, I set out to play. 

Complex     : After I had completed my home work, I set out to play. 
Compound  : I completed my home work and then I set out to play 
 

2. Simple : In spite of his illness at the time of the exam, he obtained a high score in the subject. 
Complex : Though he was ill at the time of the exam, he obtained a high score in the subject. 
Compound : He was ill at the time of the exam but he obtained a high score in the subject. 
 

3. Simple : Because of the strike of the transport workers, I had to walk back home. 
Complex : As the transport workers were on strike, I had to walk back home. 
 : I had to walk back home as the transport workers were on strike. 
Compound : The transport workers were on strike and so I had to walk back home. 
 

4. Simple : Because of no rains that year, the villagers moved out of their village. 
Complex : The villagers moved out of their village as they had no rains that year. 
Compound : The villagers had no rains that year, and so they moved out of their village. 
 

5. Simple : Being the cat away, the mice are at play. 
 : Because of the cat being away, the mice are at play. 
 : At the time of the cat being away, the mice are at play. 
 : In the absence of the cat, the mice are at play. 
Complex : When /As/ As soon as the cat is away, the mice are at play. 
Compound : The cat is away and so the mice are at play. 
 

6. Simple : On seeing the dog the thief ran away. 
Complex : When / As soon as the thief saw the dog, he ran away. 
Compound : The thief saw the dog and at once he ran away. 
 : The thief saw the dog and immediately he ran away. 
 : The thief saw the dog and he ran away. 
 : The thief saw the dog, he ran away.* 

           The commuters boarded the bus. Then it left the bus-stand. (Use only after) 
7. Simple : After the commuters boarding the bus, it left the bus-stand. 

Complex : Only after the commuters had boarded the bus, it left the bus-stand. 
 : After the commuters had boarded the bus, it left the bus-stand. 
Compound : The commuters boarded the bus and then it left the bus-stand. 
 

8. Simple : After getting the ticket, he ran towards the train. 
Complex : After he had got the ticket, he ran towards the train. 
Compound : He got the ticket and then he ran towards the train. 

           She was poor, she was always happy. (Use ‘in spite of’) 
 

9. Simple : In spite of her poverty, she was always happy. 
 : In spite of being poor, she was always happy. 
 : Despite her poverty, she was always happy. 
Complex : Though she was poor, she was happy. 
Compound : She was poor but she was happy. 
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10. Simple : In spite of his poverty, he helps others.  
 : In spite of his being poor, he helps others. 
 : Despite his poverty, he helps others. 
Complex : Though he is poor, he helps others. 
Compound : He is poor but he helps others. 
 

11. Simple : Incase of missing the bus, take a taxi. 
Complex : If you miss the bus, (you can) take a taxi. 
Compound : You must not miss the bus or else (or, otherwise) you must take a taxi. 
 

12. Simple : We must eat to live. 
Complex : We must eat so that we can live. 
Compound : We must eat or (or else, otherwise) we cannot live. 
 : We must eat and so we can/may live. 
 

13. Simple : He worked hard in order to get more marks. 
Complex : He worked hard so that he could get more marks. 
Compound : He worked very hard and so he could get more marks. 

            
This is a mango from my garden. It is sweet. 

14. Simple : This mango from my garden is sweet. 
 : This sweet mango is from my garden. 
Complex : The mango which is sweet is from my garden. 
Compound : The mango is sweet and it is from my garden  

15. Simple : They sell pure milk. 
Complex : They sell milk which is pure. 
Compound : They sell milk and it is pure. 
 

16. Simple : He confessed his guilt. 
Complex : He confessed that he was guilty. 
Compound : He was guilty and he confessed it. 
 

17. Simple : He killed a mad dog. 
Complex : He killed a dog which was mad. 
Compound : The dog was mad and he killed it. 
   He killed a dog and it was mad. 
 

           Priya has recovered after the accident. Her fractured arm is still in a cast. 
18. Simple : In spite of having recovered after the accident, Priya’s fractured arm is still in a cast. 

Complex : Though Priya has recovered after the accident, her fractured arm is still in a cast. 
Compound : Priya has recovered after the accident yet her fractured arm is still in a cast. 

           You run three miles every day. You burn up 500 calories. You do it three times a week. 
           You will lose one and a half kilos per week. 

19. Simple : In case of running three miles every day by burning up 500 calories and doing it three 
   times a week, you will lose one and a half kilos a week. 
Complex : If you run three miles every day by burning up 500 calories and doing it three times a 
   week, you will lose one and a half kilos a week. 
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Compound : Run three miles every day by burning up 500 calories and doing it three times a week 
   and you will lose one and a half kilos a week. 

            
 More building and roads are constructed. The natural habitat of animals is shrinking. 

20. Simple : Due to the construction of more building and roads, the natural habitat of animals is  
   shrinking. 
Complex : As more building and roads are constructed, the natural habitat of animals is shrinking. 
Compound : More buildings and roads are constructed and so the natural habitat of animals is 
shrinking. 

           We still do not know, Prakash decided to make England his home. 
21. Simple : The reason for Prakash’s decision to make England his home is not known to us still. 

Complex : We still do not know why Prakash decided to make England his home. 
Compound : Prakash decided to make England his home and we still do not know the reason. 

           Papa stayed in the US for five years. She taught Indian Classical dance. 
22. Simple : Staying in the US for five years Papa taught Indian Classical dance. 

   During her stay in the US for five years, Papa taught Indian Classical dance. 
Complex : When Papa stayed in the US for five years, she taught Indian Classical dance. 
Compound : Papa stayed in the US for five years and she taught Indian Classical dance. 

           I wanted to buy a house somewhere. There is greenery and fresh air. 
23. Simple : I wanted to buy a house somewhere in the place of greenery and fresh air. 

Complex : I wanted to buy a house somewhere, where there is greenery and fresh air. 
Compound : I wanted to buy a house somewhere and the place should be with greenery and fresh air. 

           I like tea. I prefer coffee. 
24. Simple : In spite of liking tea, I prefer coffee. 

Complex : Though I like tea I prefer coffee. 
Compound : I like tea but I prefer coffee. 

           Thara types quickly. Thara types correctly. 
25. Simple : Thara types quickly and correctly. 

   Besides typing quickly, Thara types correctly. 
Complex : Thara types quickly as well as she types correctly. 
Compound : Not only Thara types quickly but also she types correctly. 
 

26. Simple : Besides being singer, he is also an actor. 
Complex : He is a singer as well as an actor. * 
Compound : He is not only a singer but also he is an actor. 

        Ram lost the match. He decided to resign as captain. 
27. Simple : Having lost the match, Ram decided to resign as captain. 

   On account of / After / Because of losing the match, Ram decided to resign as captain. 
Complex : After Ram had lost the match, he decided to resign as captain. 
   As Ram lost the match, he decided to resign as captain. 
Compound : Ram lost the match and then he decided to resign as captain. 
   Ram lost the match and so he decided to resign as captain. 
 

28. Simple : The sum is too difficult for me to understand. 
Complex : The sum is so difficult for me that I cannot understand it. 
Compound : The sum is very difficult and so I cannot understand it. 
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           Bharath is very arrogant. He will not apologise. 
29. Simple : Being very arrogant, Bhrath will not apologise. 

   Bharath is too arrogant to apologise. 
Complex : As Bharath is very arrogant, he will not apologise. 
   Bharath is so arrogant that he will not apologise. 
Compound : Bharath is very arrogant and so he will not apologise. 

           All citizens have civic responsibilities. They must discharge them. 
30. Simple : All citizens have civic responsibilities to discharge. 

   All citizens must discharge their civic responsibilities. 
Complex : As all citizens have civic responsibilities, they must discharge them. 
Compound : All citizens have civic responsibilities and they must discharge them. 
 

31. Simple : In spite of being poor and ill, Anne Mansfield Sullivan taught Keller with a passion. 
   Despite being poor and ill, Anne Mansfield Sullivan taught Keller with a passion. 
Complex : Though/Although... Anne Mansfield Sullivan was poor and ill, she taught Keller with a 
passion. 
Compound : Anne Mansfield Sullivan was poor and ill but/yet/still she taught Keller with a passion. 
 
The hunter took his rifle. He took aim. He shot the man eater. 

32. Simple : Taking his rifle and aiming at the man eater, the hunter shot it. 
      Having taken his rifle and aiming at the man eater, the hunter shot it. 
Complex : After the hunter had taken aim with his rifle, he shot the man eater. 
Compound : The hunter took his rifle and aimed at the man eater and then he shot it. 
The day broke. Birds came out of their nests. 

33. Simple : At the time of day break, birds came out of their nests. 
Complex : When the day broke, birds came out of their nests. 
   As the day broke the birds came out of their nests.* 
Compound : The day broke and at once birds came out of their nests. 
   The day broke and immediately birds came out of their nests. 
I stand for justice and fair play. The whole world knows about it. 

34. Simple : My stand for justice and fair play is known to the whole world. 
   The whole world knows my stand for justice and fair play. 
Complex : The whole world knows that I stand for justice and fair play. 
Compound : I stand for justice and fair play and the whole world knows it. 
The rain stopped. The play resumed. 

35. Simple : The rain having stopped the play resumed. 
Complex : As the rain stopped, the play resumed. 
   When the rain stopped, the play resumed. 
   After the rain had stopped, the play resumed. 
Compound : The rain stopped and so the play resumed. 
   The rain stopped and then the play resumed. 
 
The man is notorious criminal. I saw him in the court. 

36. Simple : I saw a notorious criminal in the court. 
Complex : The man whom I saw in the court is a notorious criminal. 
Compound : The man is a notorious criminal and I saw him in the court. 
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The doctor was not there. I was disappointed. I had to come back. 
37. Simple : Because of the doctor not being there, I had to come back disappointed. 

 : Being the doctor not present, I had to come back disappointed 
Complex : As/Since/Because the doctor was not there, I had to come back disappointed. 
Compound : The doctor was not there and so I had to come back disappointed. 
 

38. Simple : Because of my friend not being there, I had to come back disappointed. 
 : Being my friend not present, I had to come back disappointed. 
Complex : As my friend was not there, I had to come back disappointed. 
Compound : My friend was not there and so I had to come back disappointed. 
 

39. Simple : The police having not arrested him is a real surprise. 
Complex : It is really surprising that he has not been arrested by the police. 
Compound : He has not been arrested by the police and it is really surprising. 
 

40. Simple : In case of /In the event of not working hard, you will not clear the semester. 
Complex : Unless you work hard, you will not clear the semester. 
Compound : You must work hard or/or else/ otherwise you will not clear the semester. 
 

41. Simple : Because of uncle’s unwillingness to help me, I had to apply for a loan from the bank. 
Complex : As/Since/Because my uncle was not willing to help me, I had to apply for a loan from  
    the bank. 
Compound : My uncle was not willing to help me and so I had to apply for a loan from the bank. 
 

42. Simple : In the event of looking at the signature carefully you will know that it is forged. 
Complex : If you look at the signature carefully you will know that it is forged. 
Compound : Look at the signature carefully and you will know that it is forged. 
 

43. Simple : In spite of/ Despite studying very hard, I failed. 
Complex : Though/Although/Even though I studied very hard, I failed. 
Compound : I studied very hard but/yet/still I failed. 
 

44. Simple : On seeing the policeman the pickpocket ran away. 
Complex : As soon as the pickpocket saw the police man he ran away. 
   When the pickpocket saw the police man he ran away. 
   No sooner the pickpocket did see the police man he ran away. 
Compound : The pickpocket saw the policeman and/ and immediately/and at once He ran away. 
 

45. Simple : The appointed engineer is my brother. 
Complex : The engineer who is appointed is my brother. 
Compound : My brother is appointed and he is an engineer. 
 

46. Simple  : He is an intelligent boy. 
Complex : He is a boy who is intelligent. 
Compound : He is a boy and he is intelligent. 
 

www.nammakalvi.org
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Members are elected to parliament by the voters. Members who are known as MPs come from 
all parts of the country. 

47. Simple : Elected members to the parliament by the voters, known as MPs come from all parts of  
    the country. 
Complex : MPs who are elected to parliament by the voters come from all parts of the country. 
Compound : MPs are elected to parliament by the voters and they come from all parts of the country 
 

Debates are under the control of the speaker. He has to be impartial, sometimes the debates are 
acrimonious. 

48. Simple : Sometimes acrimonious debates being also under the control of the speaker he has to be  
   impartial. 
Complex : Sometimes acrimonious debates are also under the control of the speaker who has to be  
   impartial. 
Compound : Sometimes acrimonious debates are also under the control of the speaker and he has to  
    be impartial. 
 

49. Simple : At the time of deciding the policy of the government, the P.M. is helped by the cabinet  
   responsible for the department.  
Complex : The policy of the government is decided by the P.M. who is helped by the cabinet which  
   is responsible for the department. 
Compound : The policy of the government is decided by the P.M. and he is helped by the cabinet  
   responsible for the department. 
 

50. Simple : In spite of/Despite/ Unmindful of having only one sandwich, Venkat shared his lunch  
 with the boy. 

Complex : Though/Although/Even though Venkat had only one sandwich, he shared his lunch with  
 the boy. 
Compound : Venkat had only one sandwich but/yet/still he shared his lunch with the boy. 
 

51. Simple : In the event/In case of your running fast, you can catch the bus. 
   In the event of your not running fast you cannot catch the bus. 
Complex : If you run fast, you can catch the bus. 
 : Unless you run fast, you cannot catch the bus. 
Compound : You must run fast or/or else/otherwise you cannot catch the bus. 
   You run fast and you can catch the bus. 
 

52. Simple : Being sick, my brother did not attend the class. 
 : On account of / Due to / Owing to his sickness, my brother did not attend the class. 
Complex : As/Since/ my brother was sick, he did not attend the class. 
   Because of his illness, my brother did not attend the class.* 
Compound : My brother was sick and so he did not attend the class. 
 

53. Simple : I know her native place. 
Complex : I know the place where she was born. 
 

54. Simple : He hopes to win the match. 
Complex : He hopes that he will win the match. 
Compound : He will win the match and it is his hope. 
 

55. Simple : The reason for his absence is not clear. 
Complex : The reason why he is absent is not clear. 
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March 2015 
Rahul lost the match. He decided to resign as captain. 

56. Simple : Having lost the match, Rahul decided to resign as captain. 

   On losing / Losing the match, Rahul decided to resign as captain. 

   On account of / Because of losing the match, Rahul decided to resign as captain. 

57. Simple : Barking dogs seldom bite. 

Complex : The dog which barks does not bite. 

58. Simple : Inspite of being wealthy (her wealth), Sujatha is not generous. 

 : Despite her wealth, Sujatha is not generous. 

Complex : Though/Although/Eventhough Sujatha is wealthy, she is not generous. 

   Sujatha is not generous, though/although/eventhough she is wealthy. 

Compound : Sujatha is wealthy but she is not generous. 

 

March 2016 

Ravi saw the snake. He ran away in fear. (Combine with ‘when’) 

Complex:  Ravi Saw the snake, he ran away in fear. 

 Ravi ran away in fear, when he saw the snake. 

As my brother was out of station, he could not attend the function. (into a compound sentence) 

Compound: My brother was out of station and so/ so / and / therefore / hence he could not attend 

 the function. 

Dev tried his best. He could not climb the mountain. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’) 

Complex: Though Dev tried his best, he cold not climb the mountain. 

 Dev could not climb the mountain though he tried his best. 

 
March 2017 
               Rekha stayed in the US for five years. She taught Indian classical dance.  

 (Combine into a simple sentence) 

Simple: Having stayed/Staying/On staying/After staying/During her stay in the US for five years  

 Rekha taught Indian classical dance. 

(or) 
 Rekha stayed in the US for five years to teach/teaching Indian classical dance. 
  
I wanted to buy a house somewhere. There is greenery and fresh air. (Form a complex sentence  
        using ‘Where’) 
Complex: I wanted to buy a house somewhere/where there is greenery and fresh air. 
Though she was poor, she was happy. (Change into a compound sentence) 
Compound:  She was poor but/ yet/ still she was happy. 
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Synthesis 

 By using Present Participle (Verb + ing) 

 When all the simple sentences have the same subject. 

 When the actions happen at the same time. 

 He opened the door. He came in. 

 Opening the door he came in. 
 

 By using Past Participle (Having + V3) 

 When all the simple sentences have the same subject. 

 When the actions happen one after another. 

 I typed the letter. I posted it. 

 Having typed the letter I posted it. 
 

 By Using Nominative Absolute Phrase (Sub+having/been+V3) 

 It is a subject. It doesn’t affect the number or the person of a verb in a sentence. 

 When all the simple sentences have different subjects. 

 There should be causal relation between the sentences. 

 The sun rose. The fog disappeared. 

 The sun having risen the fog disappeared. Simple 

 After the sun had risen the fog disappeared. Complex 

 The sun rose and then the fog disappeared. Compound 

 The treaty was signed. All were happy. 

 The treaty having been signed all were happy. Simple 
 

 By using an Infinitive 

 When a sentence expresses a purpose. 

 When a sentence expresses a cause. 

 She wants to rise high in her life. She is studying well. 

 She is studying well to rise high in her life. 

 All the citizens have their civic….They must discharge them. 

 He heard the good news. He was happy. 

 He was happy to hear the good news. 
 

 By using a Noun or Phrase in apposition (, Comma) 

 By using a phrase or noun in opposition to the Subject. 

 This is Mary. She is my friend. 

 This is Mary, my friend. 
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Transform the following as instructed: 
1. If an angel were to tell me such a thing of her I would not believe it. (Begin with ‘Were’) 
2. If I had known you were ill, I would have called on you. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
3. If it were not for the expenses involved I would go by air. (Begin with ‘Were’)  
4. If you should need to meet me, you can call this number. (Begin with ‘Should’) 
5. If he had told them the truth, he would not have been punished. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
6. If I were a monkey, I would hop from tree to tree. (Begin with ‘Were’) 
7. If you should be late once again, you will lose your job. (Begin with ‘Should’) 
8. If you should need my help again, just give me a call/ring. (Begin with ‘Should’) 
9. If I were a bird, I would fly. (Begin with ‘Were’) 
10. If he had known the impending danger, he would have stayed at home. (Begin with ‘Had’)  
11. If it had not rained, we would have gone to the theatre. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
12. If he had explained the problem, I would have helped him. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
13. If I had enough money, I would donate it to your school. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
14. If he had run fast, he would have won the race. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
15. He did not lock the cycle. It was stolen. (Rewrite using ‘if’ clause) 
16. If he had worked hard, he would have passed. (Begin with ‘Had’) 
17. If I had known you were here, I would have come to meet you. (Begin with ‘Had’) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
18. As there was heavy rain, the match was delayed. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
19. Malar had only one pen. She helped Malli. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’) 
20. As my uncle was not willing to help me, I had to apply for a loan from the bank. (Rewrite as 

compound sentence) 
21. I stand for justice and fair play. The whole world knows about it. (Combine using ‘that’)  
22. I stand for justice and fair play. The whole world knows about it. (Combine the sentences into a 

simple sentence.) 
23. I stand for justice and fair play. The whole world knows about it. (Combine the sentences into a 

compound sentence.) 
24. It is really surprising that he has not been arrested by the police. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
25. He was ill at the time of the examination. He obtained a high score in the subject. (Combine the 

sentences using ‘though’) 
26. I like tea. I prefer coffee. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’) 
27. As my friend was not there, I had to come back disappointed. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
28. It started drizzling. The cricket match did not stop. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’) 
29. Unless you work hard, you will not pass. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
30. Unless you study well, you will not score high marks. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
31. When the cat is away, the mice are at play. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
32. The transport workers were on strike. I had to walk back home. (Combine the sentences using ‘as’)  
33. The sum is too difficult for me to understand. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
34. He tried his best. He could not open the box. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’) 
35. As my brother was sick, he could not attend the class. (Rewrite as a compound sentence) 
36. I hurried to the railway station. I could not catch the train. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’)  
37. It was raining heavily. The farmers went on with their work. (Combine the sentences using ‘though’)  
38. Ram lost the match. He decided to resign as captain. (Combine the sentences into a simple sentence) 
39. Priya has recovered after the accident. Her fracture arm is still in a cast. (Form a compound sentence) 
40. Run three miles every day. You will lose one and a half kilos a week. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
41. The questions being easy, all the students passed. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
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42. As the traffic was heavy, we could not reach the place in time. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
43. Inspite of being old, he walks quickly. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
44. Karthi is intelligent. He will get a job. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
45. We must eat to live. (Rewrite as complex sentence)  
46. Take an umbrella. It may rain. (Combine the sentences using ‘in case’) 
47. The day broke. The birds came out of their nests. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
48. On seeing the dog, the thief ran away. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
49. On seeing the dog, the thief ran away. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
50. The rain stopped. They started to play. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
51. Inspite of her best performance she was not given the prize. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
52. The pickpocket saw the policeman and ran away. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
53. She was poor. She was always happy. (Combine the sentences using ‘but’) 
54. The mountain is so steep that I cannot climb it. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
55. As he is old, he cannot walk fast. (Rewrite as compound sentence) 
56. She ran fast. She did not win the race. (Combine the sentences using ‘Though’) 
57. He is rich. He is a miser. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
58. An industrious man is sure to succeed. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
59. He finished his tuition and went home. (Rewrite as complex sentence) 
60. She is a teacher. She is a singer. (Combine the sentences using ‘and’) 

 
Change/ Combine the following sentences into simple sentences: 

61. I forgot my birthday. My teacher remembered it. She greeted me on that day. 

62. Anne Mansfield Sullivan was poor and ill, yet she taught Helen Keller with a passion. 

63. Bharat is very arrogant. He will not apologise. 

64. Ram lost the match. He decided to resign as captain. 

65. The coffee is very hot. I cannot drink it. 

66. We must eat. We cannot live. 

67. She told me a story. It was about a giant. 

68. I like tea. I prefer coffee. 

69. The hunter took his riffle. He shot the man-eater. 

70. A man who is industrious is sure to succeed. 

71. I completed my homework. I set out to play. 

72. This is a mango from my garden. It is sweet. 

73. He told me a story. It was about a hermit. 

74. Though she was poor, she was always happy. 

75. Though I studied day and night, I got less marks. 

76. Though he was poor, he remained honest. 

77. They sell milk and it is pure. 

78. Ananthi types quickly. Ananthi types correctly. 
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XXI: Question Tag 
A question tag is a short question added at the end of a statement. It is generally used when asking 

for agreement or confirmation.  
 The tag is formed with the auxiliary verb in the statement and the subject.  
 A positive statement takes a negative tag.  
 A negative statement takes a positive tag.  
 The sentence ends with a comma, followed by a tag which ends with a question mark.  

 

Tips to stick to: 

am + not  = aren’t / ain’t  any body   

 

All these carry the pronoun 

They. 

 

Eg: Nobody attended the 
function, did they? 

is + not  = isn’t  All  

are + not  = aren’t  None / no body 

was + not  = wasn’t  some body  

were + not  = weren’t  Some  

have + not  = haven’t  very few  

has + not  = hasn’t  a very few  

had + not  = hadn’t  Few / a few 

 
can + not  can’t  no body   

 

 

 

No negatives in tags. 

 

Eg: Rarely I meet my friends, 

do I? 

could + not  couldn’t  Barely  

shall + not  shan’t  Rarely  

will + not  won’t  Seldom  

should + not  shouldn’t  None  

would + not  wouldn’t  No  

may + not  mayn’t  Not  

might + not  mightn’t  Hardly  

must + not  mustn’t  very few  

ought + not  oughtn’t  Few  

need + not  needn’t   

dare + not  daren’t  

do + not  don’t 1. I am a teacher, aren’t I? / ain’t I?  

2. I am not a cashier, am I?  

3. I have a book, havn’t I?  

(havn’t, because ‘book’ is a concrete noun) 

4. Raman has a book, hasn’t he?  

5. Ramani has experience, doesn’t she?  

(doesn’t, because ‘experience’ is an abstract noun)  

does + not  doesn’t  

did + not  didn’t  

write  do + not = don’t 

Writes  does + not = doesn’t 

Wrote  did + not = didn’t 
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XXII: ENGLISH PROVERBS 
01. A bad beginning makes a bad ending. 
02. A bad corn promise is better than a good lawsuit.  
03. 04. A bargain is a bargain. 
05. A beggar can never be bankrupt. 
06. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 
07. A bird may be known by its song. 
08. A black hen lays a white egg.  
09. A blind leader of the blind.  
10. A blind man would be glad to see. 
11. A broken friendship may be soldered, but will 
never be sound. 
12. A burden of one's own choice is not felt. 
13. A burnt child dreads the fire.  
14. A cat in gloves catches no mice.  
15. A city that parleys is half gotten. 
16. A civil denial is better than a rude grant. 
17. A clean fast is better than a dirty breakfast. 
18. A clean hand wants no washing.  
19. A clear conscience laughs at false accusations.  
20. A close mouth catches no flies. 
21. A cock is valiant on his own dunghill. 
22. A cracked bell can never sound well. 
23. A creaking door hangs long on its hinges.  
24. A cursed cow has short horns. 
25. A danger foreseen is half avoided.  
26. A drop in the bucket. 
27. A drowning man will catch at a straw.  
28. A fair face may hide a foul heart. 
29. A fault confessed is half redressed.  
30. A fly in the ointment. 
31. A fool always rushes to the fore.  
32. A fool and his money are soon parted. 
33. A fool at forty is a fool indeed. 
34. A fool may ask more questions in an hour than a 
wise man can answer in seven years.  
35. A fool may throw a stone into a well which a 
hundred wise men cannot pull out.  
36. A fool's tongue runs before his wit. 
37. A forced kindness deserves no thanks. 
38. A foul morn may turn to a fair day. 
39. A fox is not taken twice in the same snare. 
40. A friend in need is a friend indeed.  
43. A friend is never known till needed. 
42. A friend to all is a friend to none. 
43. A friend's frown is better than a foe's smile.  
44. A good anvil does not fear the hammer. 

45. A good beginning is half the battle.  
46. A good beginning makes a good ending. 
47. A good deed is never lost. 
48. A good dog deserves a good bone. 
49. A good example is the best sermon.  
50. A good face is a letter of recommendation. 
51. A good Jack makes a good Jill.  
52. A good marksman may miss. 
53. A good name is better than riches. 
54. A good name is sooner lost than won. 
55. A good name keeps its luster in the dark.  
56. A good wife makes a good husband. 
57. A great dowry is a bed full of brambles.  
58. A great fortune is a great slavery. 
59. A great ship asks deep waters. 
60. A guilty conscience needs no accuser. 
61. A hard nut to crack.  
62. A heavy purse makes a light heart. 
63. A hedge between keeps friendship green.  
64. A honey tongue, a heart of gall. 
65. A hungry belly has no ears. 
66. A hungry man is an angry man. 
67. A Jack of all trades is master of none. 
68. A Joke never gains an enemy but often loses a 
friend.  
69. A lawyer never goes to law himself. 
70. A lazy sheep thinks its wool heavy. 
71. A liar is not believed when he speaks the truth. 
72. A lie begets a lie.  
73. A light purse is a heavy curse. 
74. A light purse makes a heavy heart.  
75. A little body often harbors a great soul. 
76. A little fire is quickly trodden out. 
77. A man can die but once. 
78. A man can do no more than he can.  
79. A man is known by the company he keeps. 
80. A man of words and not of deeds is like a garden 
full of weeds.  
81. A miserly father makes a prodigal son. 
82. A miss is as good as a mile. 
83. A new broom sweeps clean.  
84. A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a fool. 
85. A penny saved is a penny gained. 
86. A penny soul never came to two pence.  
87. A quiet conscience sleeps in thunder. 
88. A rolling stone gathers no moss.  
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89. A round peg in a square hole. 
90. A shy cat makes a proud mouse. 
91. A silent fool is counted wise. 
92. A small leak will sink a great ship.  
93. A soft answer turns away wrath. 
94. A sound mind in a sound body.  
95. A stitch in time saves nine. 
96. A storm in a teacup. 
97. A tattler is worse than a thief. 
98. A thief knows a thief as a wolf knows a wolf.  
99. A thief passes for a gentleman when stealing has 
made him rich.  
100. A threatened blow is seldom given. 
101. A tree is known by its fruit. 
102. A wager is a fool's argument. 
103. A watched pot never boils.  
104. A wise man changes his mind, a fool never will. 
105. A wolf in sheep's clothing.  
106. A wonder lasts but nine days. 
107. A word is enough to the wise. 
108. A word spoken is past recalling. 
109. Actions speak louder than words.  
110. Adversity is a great schoolmaster. 
111. Adversity makes strange bedfellows.  
112. After a storm comes calm. 
113. After dinner comes the reckoning. 
114. After dinner sit (sleep) a while, after supper walk 
a mile.  
115. After rain comes fair weather. 
116. After us the deluge. 
117. Agnes come on horseback, but go away on foot.  
118. All are good lasses, but whence come the bad 
wives? 
119. All are not friends that speak us fair.  
120. All are not hunters that blow the horn. 
121. All are not merry that dance lightly. 
122. All are not saints that go to church.  
123. All asses wag their ears. 
124. All bread is not baked in one oven. 
125. All cats are grey in the dark (in the night). 
126. All covet, all lose. 
127. All doors open to courtesy. 
128. All is fish that comes to his net.  
129. All is not lost that is in peril. 
130. All is well that ends well.  

131. All lay load on the willing horse. 
132. All men can't be first. 
133. All men can't be masters. 
134. All promises are either broken or kept.  
135. All roads lead to Rome. 
136. All sugar and honey. 
137. All that glitters is not gold. 
138. All things are difficult before they are easy. 
139. All truths are not to be told.  
140. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.  
141. "Almost" never killed a fly (was never hanged).  
142. Among the blind the one-eyed man is king. 
143. An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 
144. An hole in a lion's skin.  
145. An hole is but an hole, though laden with gold.  
146. An hole loaded with gold climbs to the top of the 
castle.  
147. An empty hand is no lure for a hawk. 
148. An empty sack cannot stand upright. 
149. An empty vessel gives a greater sound than a full 
barrel.  
150. An evil chance seldom comes alone. 
151. An honest tale speeds best, being plainly told.  
152. An hour in the morning is worth two in the 
evening. 
153. An idle brain is the devil's workshop. 
154. An ill wound is cured, not an ill name.  
155. An oak is not felled at one stroke. 
156. An old dog barks not in vain.  
157. An open door may tempt a saint. 
158. An ounce of discretion is worth a pound of 
learning. 
159. An ox is taken by the horns and a man by the 
tongue.  
160. An unfortunate man would be drowned in a 
teacup.  
161. Anger and haste hinder good counsel. 
162. Any port in a storm. 
163. Appearances are deceitful. 
164. Appetite comes with eating. 
165. As drunk as a lord.  
166. As innocent as a babe unborn. 
167. As like as an apple to an oyster.  
168. As like as two peas. 
169. As old as the hills. 
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170. As plain as the nose on a man's face. 
171. As plain as two and two make four. 
172. As snug as a bug in a rug. 
173. As sure as eggs is eggs. 
174. As the call, so the echo. 
175. As the fool thinks, so the bell clinks. 
176. As the old cock crows, so does the young. 
177. As the tree falls, so shall it lie. 
178. As the tree, so the fruit. 
179. As welcome as flowers in May. 
180. As welcome as water in one's shoes. 
181. As well be hanged for a sheep as for a lamb. 
182. As you brew, so must you drink. 
183. As you make your bed, so must you lie on it. 
184. As you sow, so shall you reap. 
185. Ask no questions and you will be told no lies. 
186. At the ends of the earth. 
187. Bacchus has drowned more men than Neptune. 
188. Bad news has wings. 
189. Barking does seldom bite.  
190. Be slow to promise and quick to perform.  
191. Be swift to hear, slow to speak.  
192. Beauty is but skin-deep. 
193. Beauty lies in lover's eyes. 
194. Before one can say Jack Robinson. 
195. Before you make a friend eat a bushel of salt with 
him. 
196. Beggars cannot be choosers. 
197. Believe not all that you see nor half what you 
hear. 
198. Best defense is offense. 
199. Better a glorious death than a shameful life. 
200. Better a lean peace than a fat victory.  
201. Better a little fire to warm us, than a great one to 
burn us. 
202. Better an egg today than a hen tomorrow.  
203. Better an open enemy than a false friend. 
204. Better be alone than in bad company. 
205. Better be born lucky than rich.  
206. Better be envied than pitied. 
207. Better be the head of a dog than the tail of a lion.  
208. Better deny at once than promise long. 
209. Better die standing than live kneeling. 
210. Better early than late.  
211. Better give a shilling than lend a half-crown. 

212. Better go to bed supperless than rise in debt.  
213. Better late than never. 
214. Better lose a jest than a friend. 
215. Better one-eyed than stone-blind.  
216. Better the devil you know than the devil you 
don't. 
217. Better the foot slip than the tongue.  
218. Better to do well than to say well. 
219. Better to reign in hell, than serve in heaven. 
220. Better unborn than untaught.  
221. Better untaught than ill-taught. 
222. Between the cup and the lip a morsel may slip.  
223. Between the devil and the deep (blue) sea. 
224. Between two evils 'tis not worth choosing. 
225. Between two stools one goes (falls) to the ground.  
226. Between the upper and nether millstone. 
227. Betwixt and between. 
228. Beware of a silent dog and still water. 
229. Bind the sack before it be full. 
230. Birds of a feather flock together. 
231. Blind men can judge no colours. 
232. Blood is thicker than water. 
233. Borrowed garments never fit well. 
234. Brevity is the soul of wit. 
235. Burn not your house to rid it of the mouse. 
236. Business before pleasure. 
237. By doing nothing we learn to do ill. 
238. By hook or by crook. 
239. By the street of 'by-and-bye' one arrives at the 
house of 'Never'. 
240. Calamity is man's true touchstone. 
241. Care killed the cat. 
242. Catch the bear before you sell his skin.  
243. Caution is the parent of safety. 
244. Charity begins at home. 
245. Cheapest is the dearest. 
246. Cheek brings success. 
247. Children and fools must not play with edged 
tools. 
248. Children are poor men's riches.  
249. Choose an author as you choose a friend. 
250. Christmas comes but once a year, (but when it 
comes it brings good cheer). 
251. Circumstances alter cases. 
252. Claw me, and I will claw thee. 
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253. Cleanliness is next to godliness.  
254. Company in distress makes trouble less. 
255. Confession is the first step to repentance. 
256. Counsel is no command. 
257. Creditors have better memories than debtors. 
258. Cross the stream where it is shallowest.  
259. Crows do not pick crow's eyes. 
260. Curiosity killed a cat. 
261. Curses like chickens come home to roost.  
262. Custom is a second nature. 
263. Custom is the plague of wise men and the idol of 
fools. 
264. Cut your coat according to your cloth. 
265. Death is the grand leveler. 
266. Death pays all debts. 
267. Death when it comes will have no denial.  
268. Debt is the worst poverty. 
269. Deeds, not words. 
270. Delays are dangerous.  
271. Desperate diseases must have desperate remedies. 
272. Diligence is the mother of success (good luck). 
273. Diseases are the interests of pleasures.  
274. Divide and rule. 
275. Do as you would be done by.  
276. Dog does not eat dog. 
277. Dog eats dog. 
278. Dogs that put up many hares kill none. 
279. Doing is better than saying. 
280. Don't count your chickens before they are 
hatched. 
281. Don't cross the bridges before you come to them.  
282. Don't have thy cloak to make when it begins to 
rain. 
283. Don't keep a dog and bark yourself. 
284. Don't look a gift horse in the mouth. 
285. Don't put all your eggs in one basket.  
286. Don't sell the bear's skin before you've caught it.  
287. Don't trouble trouble until trouble troubles you. 
288. Don't whistle (halloo) until you are out of the 
wood. 
289. Dot your i's and cross your t's. 
290. Draw not your bow till your arrow is fixed. 
291. Drive the nail that will go. 
292. Drunken days have all their tomorrow. 
293. Drunkenness reveals what soberness conceals. 

294. Dumb dogs are dangerous.  
295. Each bird loves to hear himself sing. 
296. Early to bed and early to rise makes a man 
healthy, wealthy and wise. 
297. Easier said than done. 
298. East or West? Home is best. 
299. Easy come, easy go. 
300. Eat at pleasure, drink with measure. 
301. Empty vessels make the greatest (the most) 
sound. 
302. Enough is as good as a feast. 
303. Envy shoots at others and wounds herself. 
304. Even reckoning makes long friends. 
305. Every hole loves to hear himself bray. 
345. Feast today and fast tomorrow. 
346. Fine feathers make fine birds. 
347. Fine words butter no parsnips. 
348. First catch your hare. 
349. First come, first served. 
350. First deserve and then desire. 
351. First think, then speak. 
352. Fish and company stink in three days.  
353. Fish begins to stink at the head. 
354. Follow the river and you'll get to the sea.  
355. Fool's haste is no speed. 
356. Fools and madmen speak the truth. 
357. Fools grow without watering. 
358. Fools may sometimes speak to the purpose.  
359. Fools never know when they are well. 
360. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.  
361. For the love of the game. 
362. Forbearance is no acquittance. 
363. Forbidden fruit is sweet. 
364. Forewarned is forearmed. 
365. Fortune favors the brave (the bold). 
366. Fortune is easily found, but hard to be kept. 
367. Four eyes see more (better) than two. 
368. Friends are thieves of time. 
369. From bad to worse. 
370. From pillar to post.  
371. Gentility without ability is worse than plain 
beggary. 
372. Get a name to rise early, and you may lie all day. 
373. Gifts from enemies are dangerous. 
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374. Give a fool rope enough, and he will hang 
himself. 
375. Give every man thy ear, but few thy voice. 
376. Give him an inch and he'll take an ell. 
377.. Give never the wolf the weather to keep.  
378. Gluttony kills more men than the sword. 
379. Go to bed with the lamb and rise with the lark.  
380. Good clothes open all doors. 
381. Good counsel does no harm. 
382. Good health is above wealth. 
383. Good masters make good servants.  
384. Good words and no deeds. 
385. Good words without deeds are rushes and reeds.  
386. Gossiping and lying go hand in hand. 
387. Grasp all, lose all. 
388. Great barkers are no biters. 
389. Great boast, small roast.  
390. Great cry and little wool. 
391. Great spenders are bad lenders. 
392. Great talkers are great liars. 
393. Great talkers are little doers. 
394. Greedy folk have long arms. 
395. Habit cures habit. 
396. Half a loaf is better than no bread. 
397. "Hamlet" without the Prince of Denmark.  
398. Handsome is that handsome does. 
399. Happiness takes no account of time. 
400. Happy is he that is happy in his children. 
401. Hard words break no bones. 
402. Hares may pull dead lions by the beard.  
403. Harm watch, harm catch. 
404. Haste makes waste. 
405. Hasty climbers have sudden falls. 
406. Hate not at the first harm. 
407. Hatred is blind, as well as love. 
408. Hawks will not pick hawks' eyes. 
409. He begins to die that quits his desires.  
410. He cannot speak well that cannot hold his tongue. 
411. He carries fire in one hand and water in the other. 
412. He dances well to whom fortune pipes. 
413. He gives twice who gives in a trice. 
414. He goes long barefoot that waits for dead man's 
shoes.  
415. He is a fool that forgets himself. 

416. He is a good friend that speaks well of us behind 
our backs. 
417. He is happy that thinks himself so. 
418. He is lifeless that is faultless. 
419. He is not fit to command others that cannot 
command himself.  
420. He is not laughed at that laughs at himself first. 
421. He is not poor that has little, but he that desires 
much.  
422. He jests at scars that never felt a wound. 
423. He knows best what good is that has endured evil.  
424. He knows how many beans make five. 
425. He knows much who knows how to hold his 
tongue. 
426. He laughs best who laughs last.  
427. He lives long that lives well. 
428. He must needs swim that is held up by the chin.  
429. He should have a long spoon that sups with the 
devil. 
430. He smells best that smells of nothing. 
431. He that comes first to the hill may sit where he 
will.  
432. He that commits a fault thinks everyone speaks of 
it.  
433. When at Rome, do as the Romans do. 
434. He that fears every bush must never go a-birding. 
435. He that fears you present wiil hate you absent.  
436. He that goes a borrowing, goes a sorrowing.  
437. He that goes barefoot must not plant thorns. 
438. He that has a full purse never wanted a friend. 
439. He that has a great nose thinks everybody is 
speaking of it.  
440. He that has an ill name is half hanged.  
441. He that has no children knows not what love is. 
442. He that has He head needs no hat. 
443. He that has no money needs no purse. 
444. He that is born to be hanged shall never be 
drowned.  
445. He that is full of himself is very empty.  
446. He that is ill to himself will be good to nobody. 
447. He that is warm thinks all so. 
448. He that knows nothing doubts nothing. 
449. He that lies down with dogs must rise up with 
fleas.  
450. He that lives with cripples learns to limp.  
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451. He that mischief hatches, mischief catches. 
452. He that never climbed never fell. 
453. He that once deceives is ever suspected. 
454. He that promises too much means nothing.  
455. He that respects not is not respected.  
456. He that seeks trouble never misses. 
457. He that serves everybody is paid by nobody. 
458. He that serves God for money will serve the devil 
for better wages. 
459. He that spares the bad injures the good.  
460. He that talks much errs much. 
461. He that talks much lies much. 
462. He that will eat the kernel must crack the nut. 
463. He that will not when he may, when he will he 
shall have nay.  
464. He that will steal an egg will steal an ox.  
465. He that will thrive, must rise at five. 
466. He that would eat the fruit must climb the tree. 
467. He that would have eggs must endure the 
cackling of hens.  
468. He who is born a fool is never cured. 
469. He who hesitates is lost. 
470. He who likes borrowing dislikes paying. 
471. He who makes no mistakes, makes nothing. 
472. He who pleased everybody died before he was 
born.  
473. He who says what he likes, shall hear what he 
doesn't like.  
474. He who would catch fish must not mind getting 
wet. 
475. He who would eat the nut must first crack the 
shell. 
476. He who would search for pearls must dive below.  
477. He will never set the Thames on fire.  
478. He works best who knows his trade.  
479. Head cook and bottle-washer. 
480. Health is not valued till sickness comes. 
481. His money burns a hole in his pocket. 
482. Honesty is the best policy. 
483. Honey is not for the hole's mouth.  
484. Honey is sweet, but the bee stings.  
485. Honour and profit lie not in one sack. 
486. Honours change manners. 
487. Hope is a good breakfast, but a bad supper. 
488. Hope is the poor man's bread. 

489. Hunger breaks stone walls.  
490. Hunger finds no fault with cookery.  
491. Hunger is the best sauce. 
492. Hungry bellies have no ears. 
493. Idle folks lack no excuses. 
494. Idleness is the mother of all evil. 
495. Idleness rusts the mind.  
496. If an hole (donkey) bray at you, don't bray at him.  
497. If ifs and ans were pots and pans... 
498. If my aunt had been a man, she'd have been my 
uncle. 
499. If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the 
ditch.  
500. If the sky falls, we shall catch larks.  
501. If there were no clouds, we should not enjoy the 
sun. 
502. If things were to be done twice all would be wise. 
503. If we can't as we would, we must do as we can.  
504. If wishes were horses, beggars might ride.  
505. If you agree to carry the calf, they'll make you 
carry the cow. 
506. If you cannot bite, never show your teeth. 
507. If you cannot have the best, make the best of what 
you have.  
508. If you dance you must pay the fiddler.  
509. If you laugh before breakfast you'll cry before 
supper. 
510. If you run after two hares, you will catch neither. 
511. If you sell the cow, you sell her milk too.  
512. If you throw mud enough, some of it will stick.  
513. If you try to please all you will please none. 
514. If you want a thing well done, do it yourself. 
515. Ill-gotten gains never prosper. 
516. Ill-gotten, ill-spent.  
517. In every beginning think of the end.  
518. In for a penny, in for a pound. 
519. In the country of the blind one-eyed man is a 
king. 
520. In the end things will mend. 
521. In the evening one may praise the day.  
522. Iron hand (fist) in a velvet glove.  
523. It is a good horse that never stumbles. 
524. It is a long lane that has no turning. 
525. It is a poor mouse that has only one hole. 
526. It is an ill bird that fouls its own nest.  
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527. It is an ill wind that blows nobody good.  
528. It is a silly fish, that is caught twice with the same 
bait. 
529. It is easy to swim if another holds up your chin 
(head). 
530. It is enough to make a cat laugh.  
531. It is good fishing in troubled waters.  
532. It is never too late to learn. 
533. It is no use crying over spilt milk. 
534. It is the first step that costs. 
535. It never rains but it pours. 
536. It's as broad as it's long.  
537. It's no use pumping a dry well.  
538. It's one thing to flourish and another to fight. 
539. It takes all sorts to make a world. 
540. Jackdaw in peacock's feathers. 
541. Jest with an hole and he will flap you in the face 
with his tail.  
542. Judge not of men and things at first sight.  
543. Just as the twig is bent, the tree is inclined. 
544. Keep a thing seven years and you will find a use 
for it. 
545. Keep your mouth shut and your ears open.  
546. Keep your mouth shut and your eyes open. 
547. Last, but not least. 
548. Laws catch flies, but let hornets go free. 
549. Learn to creep before you leap. 
550. Learn to say before you sing. 
551. Learn wisdom by the follies of others.  
552. Least said, soonest mended.  
553. Leaves without figs. 
554. Let bygones be bygones. 
555. Let every man praise the bridge he goes over. 
556. Let sleeping dogs lie. 
557. Let well (enough) alone. 
558. Liars need good memories.  
559. Lies have short legs.  
560. Life is but a span. 
561. Life is not a bed of roses. 
562. Life is not all cakes and ale (beer and skittles). 
563. Like a cat on hot bricks. 
564. Like a needle in a haystack.  
565. Like begets like.  
566. Like cures like. 
567. Like father, like son. 

568. Like draws to like.  
569. Like master, like man. 
570. Like mother, like daughter. 
571. Like parents, like children. 
572. Like priest, like people.  
573. Like teacher, like pupil. 
574. Little chips light great fires. 
575. Little knowledge is a dangerous thing. 
576.. Little pigeons can carry great messages. 
577. Little pitchers have long ears. 
578. Little strokes fell great oaks.  
579. Little thieves are hanged, but great ones escape. 
580. Little things amuse little minds. 
581. Live and learn. 
582. Live and let live. 
583. Live not to eat, but eat to live. 
584. Long absent, soon forgotten.  
585. Look before you leap. 
586. Look before you leap, but having leapt never look 
back. 
587. Lookers-on see more than players. 
588. Lord (God, Heaven) helps those (them) who help 
themselves. 
589. Lost time is never found again.  
590. Love cannot be forced. 
591. Love in a cottage. 
592. Love is blind, as well as hatred. 
593. Love me, love my dog. 
594. Love will creep where it may not go. 
595. Make haste slowly. 
596. Make hay while the sun shines.  
597. Make or mar. 
598. Man proposes but God disposes.  
599. Many a fine dish has nothing on it. 
600. Many a good cow has a bad calf. 
601. Many a good father has but a bad son. 
602. Many a little makes a mickle.  
603. Many a true word is spoken in jest. 
604. Many hands make light work. 
605. Many men, many minds. 
606. Many words hurt more than swords. 
607. Many words will not fill a bushel. 
608. Marriages are made in heaven.  
609. Measure for measure. 
610. Measure thrice and cut once. 
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611. Men may meet but mountains never. 
612. Mend or end (end or mend). 
613. Might goes before right. 
614. Misfortunes never come alone (singly).  
615. Misfortunes tell us what fortune is. 
616. Money begets money. 
617. Money has no smell. 
618. Money is a good servant but a bad master. 
619. Money often unmakes the men who make it. 
620. Money spent on the brain is never spent in vain.  
621. More haste, less speed. 
622. Much ado about nothing. 
623. Much will have more. 
624. Muck and money go together. 
625. Murder will out. 
626. My house is my castle. 
627. Name not a rope in his house that was hanged.  
628. Necessity is the mother of invention. 
629. Necessity knows no law. 
630. Neck or nothing. 
631. Need makes the old wife trot. 
632. Needs must when the devil drives. 
633. Neither fish nor flesh. 
634. Neither here nor there.  
635. Neither rhyme nor reason. 
636. Never cackle till your egg is laid. 
637. Never cast dirt into that fountain of which you 
have sometime drunk. 
638. Never do things by halves. 
639. Never fry a fish till it's caught.  
640. Never offer to teach fish to swim. 
641. Never put off till tomorrow what you can do (can 
be done) today. 
642. Never quit certainty for hope. 
643. Never too much of a good thing. 
644. Never try to prove what nobody doubts.  
645. Never write what you dare not sign. 
646. New brooms sweep clean. 
647. New lords, new laws. 
648. Nightingales will not sing in a cage. 
649. No flying from fate. 
650. No garden without its weeds. 
651. No great loss without some small gain. 
652. No herb will cure love. 
653. No joy without alloy. 

654. No living man all things can. 
655. No longer pipe, no longer dance. 
656. No man is wise at all times.  
657. No man loves his fetters, be they made of gold. 
658. No news (is) good news. 
659. No pains, no gains. 
660. No song, no supper. 
661. No sweet without (some) sweat. 
662. No wisdom like silence. 
663. None but the brave deserve the fair.  
664. None so blind as those who won't see. 
665. None so deaf as those that won't hear. 
666. Nothing comes out of the sack but what was in it. 
667. Nothing is impossible to a willing heart. 
668. Nothing must be done hastily but killing of fleas.  
669. Nothing so bad, as not to be good for something. 
670. Nothing succeeds like success. 
671. Nothing venture, nothing have. 
672. Oaks may fall when reeds stand the storm. 
673. Of two evils choose the least.  
674. Old birds are not caught with chaff. 
675. Old friends and old wine are best. 
676. On Shank's mare. 
677. Once bitten, twice shy. 
678. Once is no rule (custom). 
679. One beats the bush, and another catches the bird.  
680. One chick keeps a hen busy. 
681. One drop of poison infects the whole tun of wine. 
682. One fire drives out another. 
683. One good turn deserves another. 
684. One law for the rich, and another for the poor.  
685. One lie makes many. 
686. One link broken, the whole chain is broken. 
687. One man, no man. 
688. One man's meat is another man's poison. 
689. One scabby sheep will mar a whole flock. 
690. One swallow does not make a summer.  
691. One today is worth two tomorrow. 
692. Open not your door when the devil knocks. 
693. Opinions differ. 
694. Opportunity makes the thief. 
695. Out of sight, out of mind. 
696. Out of the frying-pan into the fire.  
697. Packed like herrings. 
698. Patience is a plaster for all sores.  
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699. Penny-wise and pound-foolish. 
700. Pleasure has a sting in its tail. 
701. Plenty is no plague. 
702. Politeness costs little (nothing), but yields much.  
703. Poverty is no sin. 
704. Poverty is not a shame, but the being ashamed of 
it is. 
705. Practice what you preach. 
706. Praise is not pudding. 
707. Pride goes before a fall. 
708. Procrastination is the thief of time.  
709. Promise is debt. 
710. Promise little, but do much. 
711. Prosperity makes friends, and adversity tries 
them.  
712. Put not your hand between the bark and the tree. 
713. Rain at seven, fine at eleven. 
714. Rats desert a sinking ship. 
715. Repentance is good, but innocence is better. 
716. Respect yourself, or no one else will respect you.  
717. Roll my log and I will roll yours. 
718. Rome was not built in a day.  
719. Salt water and absence wash away love.  
720. Saying and doing are two things. 
721. Score twice before you cut once. 
722. Scornful dogs will eat dirty puddings. 
723. Scratch my back and I'll scratch yours.  
724. Self done is soon done. 
725. Self done is well done.  
726. Self is a bad counselor. 
727. Self-praise is no recommendation. 
728. Set a beggar on horseback and he'll ride to the 
devil. 
729. Set a thief to catch a thief.  
730. Shallow streams make most din. 
731. Short debts (accounts) make long friends. 
732. Silence gives consent. 
733. Since Adam was a boy. 
734. Sink or swim! 
735. Six of one and half a dozen of the other.  
736. Slow and steady wins the race. 
737. Slow but sure. 
738. Small rain lays great dust. 
739. So many countries, so many customs. 
740. So many men, so many minds. 

741. Soft fire makes sweet malt. 
742. Something is rotten in the state of Denmark.  
743. Soon learnt, soon forgotten. 
744. Soon ripe, soon rotten.  
745. Speak (talk) of the devil and he will appear (is 
sure to appear). 
746. Speech is silver but silence is gold. 
747. Standers-by see more than gamesters.  
748. Still waters run deep. 
749. Stolen pleasures are sweetest.  
750. Stretch your arm no further than your sleeve will 
reach. 
751. Stretch your legs according to the coverlet. 
752. Strike while the iron is hot.  
753. Stuff today and starve tomorrow. 
754. Success is never blamed.  
755. Such carpenters, such chips. 
756. Sweep before your own door. 
757. Take care of the pence and the pounds will take 
care of themselves.  
758. Take us as you find us. 
759. Tarred with the same brush. 
760. Tastes differ. 
761. Tell that to the marines. 
762. That cock won't fight. 
763. That which one least anticipates soonest comes to 
pass. 
764. That's a horse of another colour. 
765. That's where the shoe pinches! 
766. The beggar may sing before the thief (before a 
footpad). 
767. The best fish smell when they are three days old. 
768. The best fish swim near the bottom.  
769. The best is oftentimes the enemy of the good.  
770. The busiest man finds the most leisure. 
771. The camel going to seek horns lost his ears. 
772. The cap fits. 
773. The cask savours of the first fill.  
774. The cat shuts its eyes when stealing cream. 
775. The cat would eat fish and would not wet her 
paws. 
776. The chain is no stronger than its weakest link. 
777. The cobbler should stick to his last. 
778. The cobbler's wife is the worst shod.  
779. The darkest hour is that before the dawn.  
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780. The darkest place is under the candlestick. 
781. The devil is not so black as he is painted. 
782. The devil knows many things because he is old. 
783. The devil lurks behind the cross.  
784. The devil rebuking sin.  
785. The dogs bark, but the caravan goes on. 
786. The Dutch have taken Holland ! 
787. The early bird catches the worm. 
788. The end crowns the work. 
789. The end justifies the means.  
790. The evils we bring on ourselves are hardest to 
bear. 
791. The exception proves the rule. 
792. The face is the index of the mind.  
793. The falling out of lovers is the renewing of love. 
794. The fat is in the fire.  
795. The first blow is half the battle. 
796. The furthest way about is the nearest way home. 
797. The game is not worth the candle.  
798. The heart that once truly loves never forgets. 
799. The higher the ape goes, the more he shows his 
tail.  
800. The last drop makes the cup run over. 
801. The last straw breaks the camel's back. 
802. The leopard cannot change its spots.  
803. The longest day has an end. 
804. The mill cannot grind with the water that is past.  
805. The moon does not heed the barking of dogs. 
806. The more haste, the less speed. 
807. The more the merrier. 
808. The morning sun never lasts a day. 
809. The mountain has brought forth a mouse. 
810. The nearer the bone, the sweeter the flesh.  
811. The pitcher goes often to the well but is broken at 
last. 
812. The pot calls the kettle black.  
813. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. 
814. The receiver is as bad as the thief. 
815. The remedy is worse than the disease.  
816. The rotten apple injures its neighbours. 
817. The scalded dog fears cold water.  
818. The tailor makes the man. 
819. The tongue of idle persons is never idle. 
820. The voice of one man is the voice of no one.  

821. The way (the road) to hell is paved with good 
intentions. 
822. The wind cannot be caught in a net.  
823. The work shows the workman. 
824. There are lees to every wine. 
825. There are more ways to the wood than one.  
826. There is a place for everything, and everything in 
its place. 
827. There is more than one way to kill a cat.  
828. There is no fire without smoke. 
829. There is no place like home. 
830. There is no rose without a thorn.  
831. There is no rule without an exception. 
832. There is no smoke without fire. 
833. There's many a slip 'tween (between) the cup and 
the lip. 
834. There's no use crying over split milk. 
835. They are hand and glove.  
836. They must hunger in winter that will not work in 
summer. 
837. Things past cannot be recalled. 
838. Think today and speak tomorrow.  
839. Those who live in glass houses should not throw 
stones. 
840. Time and tide wait for no man.  
841. Time cures all things. 
842. Time is money. 
843. Time is the great healer. 
844. Time works wonders. 
845. To add fuel (oil) to the fire (flames). 
846. To angle with a silver hook. 
847. To be born with a silver spoon in one's mouth.  
848. To be head over ears in debt. 
849. To be in one's birthday suit. 
850. To be up to the ears in love.  
851. To be wise behind the hand. 
852. To beat about the bush. 
853. To beat the air. 
854. To bring grist to somebody's mill.  
855. To build a fire under oneself. 
856. To buy a pig in a poke. 
857. To call a spade a spade.  
858. To call off the dogs. 
859. To carry coals to Newcastle. 
860. To cast pearls before swine. 
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861. To cast prudence to the winds.  
862. To come away none the wiser.  
863. To come off cheap. 
864. To come off with a whole skin. 
865. To come off with flying colours. 
866. To come out dry. 
867. To come out with clean hands. 
868. To cook a hare before catching him.  
869. To cry with one eye and laugh with the other.  
870. To cut one's throat with a feather. 
871. To draw (pull) in one's horns.  
872. To drop a bucket into an empty well. 
873. To draw water in a sieve. 
874. To eat the calf in the cow's belly.  
875. To err is human.  
876. To fiddle while Rome is burning. 
877. To fight with one's own shadow. 
878. To find a mare's nest. 
879. To fish in troubled waters. 
880. To fit like a glove.  
881. To flog a dead horse.  
882. To get out of bed on the wrong side.  
883. To give a lark to catch a kite. 
884. To go for wool and come home shorn. 
885. To go through fire and water (through thick and 
thin).  
886. To have a finger in the pie.  
887. To have rats in the attic. 
888. To hit the nail on the head. 
889. To kick against the pricks. 
890. To kill two birds with one stone. 
891. To know everything is to know nothing.  
892. To know on which side one's bread is buttered.  
893. To know what's what.  
894. To lay by for a rainy day. 
895. To live from hand to mouth. 
896. To lock the stable-door after the horse is stolen. 
897. To look for a needle in a haystack.  
898. To love somebody (something) as the devil loves 
holy water.  
899. To make a mountain out of a molehill. 
900. To make both ends meet. 
901. To make the cup run over. 
902. To make (to turn) the air blue.  
903. To measure another man's foot by one's own last. 

904. To measure other people's corn by one's own 
bushel.  
905. To pay one back in one's own coin. 
906. To plough the sand. 
907. To pour water into a sieve.  
908. To pull the chestnuts out of the fire for somebody. 
909. To pull the devil by the tail. 
910. To put a spoke in somebody's wheel.  
911. To put off till Doomsday. 
912. To put (set) the cart before the horse.  
913. To rob one's belly to cover one's back. 
914. To roll in money. 
915. To run with the hare and hunt with the hounds. 
916. To save one's bacon.  
917. To send (carry) owls to Athens. 
918. To set the wolf to keep the sheep. 
919. To stick to somebody like a leech. 
920. To strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. 
921. To take counsel of one's pillow. 
922. To take the bull by the horns.  
923. To teach the dog to bark. 
924. To tell tales out of school. 
925. To throw a stone in one's own garden. 
926. To throw dust in somebody's eyes.  
927. To throw straws against the wind. 
928. To treat somebody with a dose of his own 
medicine.  
929. To use a steam-hammer to crack nuts. 
930. To wash one's dirty linen in public. 
931. To wear one's heart upon one's sleeve.  
932. To weep over an onion. 
933. To work with the left hand. 
934. Tomorrow come never.  
935. Too many cooks spoil the broth. 
936. Too much knowledge makes the head bald. 
937. Too much of a good thing is good for nothing.  
938. Too much water drowned the miller. 
939. Too swift arrives as tardy as too slow.  
940. True blue will never stain. 
941. True coral needs no painter's brush. 
942. When children stand quiet, they have done some 
harm. 
943. Truth is stranger than fiction. 
944. Truth lies at the bottom of a well.  
945. Two blacks do not make a white. 
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946. Two heads are better than one. 
947. Two is company, but three is none. 
948. Velvet paws hide sharp claws.  
949. Virtue is its own reward. 
950. Wait for the cat to jump.  
951. Walls have ears. 
952. Wash your dirty linen at home. 
953. Waste not, want not. 
954. We know not what is good until we have lost it. 
955. We never know the value of water till the well is 
dry. 
956. We shall see what we shall see.  
957. We soon believe what we desire. 
958. Wealth is nothing without health. 
959. Well begun is half done. 

960. What can't be cured, must be endured. 
961. What is bred in the bone will not go out of the 
flesh.  
962. What is done by night appears by day. 
963. What is done cannot be undone. 
964. What is got over the devil's back is spent under 
his belly. 
965. What is lost is lost. 
966. What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the 
gander.  
967. What is worth doing at alt is worth doing well. 
968. What must be, must be. 
969. What the heart thinks the tongue speaks.  
970. What we do willingly is easy. 
971. When angry, count a hundred. 

 
English proverbs and Meanings: 

 A good mind possesses a kingdom.  
o Note: Translated from Latin: Mens bona regnum possidet. 
o Meaning: Material assets are fleeting, but intellectual assets will basically stay with you for 

the rest of your life. Therefore, intellectual assets are much more worth than material ones. 
 A good name is the best of all treas.  
 The apple never falls far from the tree.  

o Meaning: Children are in many regards like their parents. 
 Advice most needed is least heeded.  
 Advisers run no risks.  

o Meaning: It is easy to give advice, but hard to act. 
 All are not thieves that the dogs bark at.  

o Idiomatic translation: "All are not thieves that dogs bark at.” 
 All's fair in love and war.  
 All are not friends that speak us fair.  
 All roads lead to Rome.  
 All things come to those who wait.  
 All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 

o Meaning: Be sure to take breaks from work and do something entertaining. 
 An army marches on its stomach.  
 March winds and April showers bring forth May flowers. 

o Meaning: Sometimes unpleasant things are required to bring good things. 
 As you make your bed, so you must lie on it. 

o Similar to You reap what you sow 
 A hedge between keeps friends green. 

o Meaning: It is best to have some sort of wall towards your neighbours. 
 A verbal contract isn't worth the paper it's written on. 

o Meaning: A verbal contract is completely useless. 
 Absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
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o Meaning: When you're away from something, you miss it more. 
 Actions speak louder than words.  
 A friend in need is a friend indeed.  

o Prove thy friend ere thou have need; but, in-deed 
A friend is never known till a man have need. 

 All cats love fish but hate to get their paws wet.  
o Meaning: Everyone wants success but many lack the self-discipline to become successful. 

 All for one and one for all.  
o It is a translation of the Latin Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno, the motto for Switzerland. 

 All good things must come to an end.  
 All's well that ends well.  
 All that glisters is not gold.  
 A staff is quickly found to beat a dog.  

o Meaning: Someone who wants to be mean will find things to be mean about no matter what. 
 An apple a day keeps the doctor away.  

o And you'll keep the doctor from earning his bread. 
 As the old cock crows, so crows the young.  

o Meaning: Children will become like older generations. 
 Ask me no questions, I'll tell you no lies.  
 A rotten apple injures its neighbors. 
 Bad news travels fast.  
 A bad penny always turns up.  

o Meaning: An unpopular person will always return to the place he came from. 
 A bad settlement is better than a good lawsuit. 
 Be careful what you wish for, you just might get it.  
 Well begun is half done.  
 A bellyful is one of meat, drink, or sorrow.  
 Bend the willow while it is young  

o Definition- influence young people while they are young and impressionable. 
 The best things come in small packages.  
 The best things in life are free.  
 Better an egg today than a hen tomorrow.  
 Better is the enemy of good.  

o Meaning: The aim for perfection or mastery might be in the way of progress. 
 Big thunder, little rain. 
 Better late than never.  
 Better safe than sorry.  
 Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening 

wolves.  
o Meaning: The seemingly most respectable people are quiet often scoundrels; Evil people 

often act innocently. 
 Birds of a feather flock together.  

o Meaning: People with important similarities seek out one another's company, often to the 
exclusion of others. 

 Bitter pills may have blessed effects.  
o Meaning: The remedy might be bitter, but the cure might be wonderful. 

 Blood is thicker than water.  
 Beauty is in the eyes of the beholder  

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Lawsuit
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Egg
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 A bad workman blames his tools.  
 Never hand an ill workman good tools. 
 An ill labourer quarrels with his tools.  

 Barking dogs seldom bite.  
o Meaning: A person who often threatens rarely carries out his threats. 

 Before criticizing a man, walk a mile in his shoes.  
o Variant: Don't criticize someone before you walk a mile in their moccasins. 

 Beggars can't be choosers.  
o Meaning: If you are in a bad situation or do not have much to offer you must be content with 

whatever help you can get. 
 The belly has no ears.  

o This Proverb intimates, that there is no arguing the Matter with Hunger, 
the Mother of Impatience and Anger.  

 Better to be alone than in bad company.  
 Better the devil you know (than the devil you don't).  
 Better to remain silent and be thought a fool, than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.  

o Variant: Better to remain silent and thought a fool, than to speak out and remove all doubt. 
 Beware of Greeks bearing gifts.  

o I fear the Grecians even when they offer gifts. 
 A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.  
 A blow with a word strikes deeper than a blow with a sword.  

o Compare: "The pen is mightier than the sword." 
 Bloom where you are planted.  

o Meaning: It is often better to escalate your commitment rather than starting over with 
something new. Other meaning: Make use of your geographical advantages. 

 Boys will be boys.  
 Brag is a good Dog, but Holdfast is a better.  

o Meaning: A variation of "Talk is cheap". 
 A broken watch is right two times a day.  

o Meaning: A person who is wrong will eventually be right about something. 
 A burnt child dreads the fire.  

o Meaning: You will avoid an activity which has given you a bad experience for the rest of 
your life. 

o Chinese Version: One bitten by a snake for a snap dreads a rope for a decade.  
o Indian Version: The one burnt by hot milk drinks even cold buttermilk with precaution. 

Transliteration: Doodh ka jala chhanchh ko bhi phoonk phoonk ke peeta hai. 
 By hook or by crook.  

o Meaning: A thing to be achieved will be done in a straightforward way, but if it cannot, then 
it will be achieved by any means necessary. 

o Indian Version: By Compromise, By Bribery, By Punishment, By Blackmail one can make 
his job done. Transliteration: Saam Daam Dand Bhedh. 

 The calm (comes) before the storm.  
o Meaning: Turbulent times wait just around the corner when it is calm. 

 A cat may look at a king.  
o Meaning: Mere formal signs of being an authority does not make you one. 
o Variant: The beard were all, the goat might preach. 

 Clothes make the man.  
o Meaning: The more dressed up a man is, the more influential he is. 

www.nammakalvi.org
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 The customer is always right.  
 A candle loses nothing by lighting another candle.  

o You don't lose anything by enlightening others. 
 Catch not a shadow and lose the substance.  

o Meaning: We should not waste time on trivial aspects of a matter and neglect the essential 
matter itself. 

 A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.  
o Variant.: A chain is no stronger than its weakest link. 
o Meaning: A group is not stronger than its weakest member. 

 The child is father to the man.  
o "The child is father of the man" from William Wordsworth's poem.  

 Cometh the hour, cometh the man.  
o Meaning: The biggest challenges in life brings out the best in people, as they rise to face the 

adversity. 
 Common sense is not so common.  
 Confidence begets confidence.  

o Meaning: Confidence spills over to your coworkers. 
 Courage lost, all lost.  
 A coward dies a thousand times before his death. The valiant never taste of death but once.  

o From William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar spoken by Caesar (Act II scene 2). 'Cowards die 
many times before their deaths; the valiant never taste of death but once.' 

 Deal gently with the bird you mean to catch.  
 Deep calls to deep.  

o "Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts: all thy waves and thy billows are 
gone over me." 

 Desperate times call for desperate measures.  
 Different strokes for different folks.  

o Meaning: Different things suit different people. 
 Don't bark if you can't bite.  

o Meaning: Don't do things you haven't got the competence for. 
o Other Meaning: Don't give directions if you are incompetent at the subject at hand. 

 Don't bite off more than you can chew.  
 Don't bite the hand that feeds you.  
 Don't burn the candle at both ends.  

o Meaning: Don't work early in the morning and late into the evening as well. 
 Don't count your chickens before they're hatched.  
 Don't cross a bridge before you come to it.  

o Meaning: Focus on a problem the moment you are facing it, and not earlier. 
 Don't cut off your nose to spite your face.  

o Meaning: Do not take action to spite others that will harm you more than them. 
 Don't fall before you're pushed.  

o Meaning: Don't give up in the face of adversity. 
 Don't have too many irons in the fire.  
 Don't judge a book by its cover.  

o Meaning: Never judge something based on its outward appearance. 
 Don't look a gift horse in the mouth.  

o Meaning: Never criticize gifts. 
 Don't make a mountain out of a molehill.  

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/William_Wordsworth
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/William_Shakespeare
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar_(play)
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o Meaning: Don't make a big deal out of a little thing. 
 Don't make clothes for a not yet born baby.  
 Don't mend what ain't broken.  

o Alternatively: If it ain't broke, don't fix it.   Leave well enough alone. 
 Do not play with edged tools.  
 Doctors make the worst patients.  
 Discretion is the better part of valor.  

o Meaning: Being cautious is better than to merely be courageous. 
 Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.  
 Don't carry coals to Newcastle.  

o Variation: Carrying coals to Newcastle. 
o Meaning: Don't do things in a needlessly laborious way; don't pursue a goal already 

accomplished. 
 Don't go between the tree and the bark.  

o Meaning: Don't interfere when two people are having an argument. 
 Don't put all your eggs in one basket.  
 Don't put the cart before the horse.  
 Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater.  

o Meaning: Don't reject an idea entirely because parts of it are bad.; Someone who is absolutely 
right about parts of an idea, can still be absolutely wrong about another part of it. 

 The door swings both ways.  
o Meaning: What you do to me, I can do to you. 

 Each to his own taste  
o Alternatively: à chacun son goût - "To each his own". 

 The early bird catches the worm. But the second mouse gets the cheese.  
o Meaning: Pioneers will get much. 
o Other meaning: Those who starts working early in the morning will get much done. 
o Other meaning: One person might discover or create something, but the person after him will 

become rich because of it. 
 An empty vessel makes the most noise  

o French equivalent: It is not the cow that moos the most that gives the most milk. 
 An Englishman's home is his castle.  

o Variant of "A man's home is his castle." 
o Meaning: There is no place like home. 

 Every cloud has a silver lining.  
o Meaning: There is nothing bad that does not bring about something good. 

 Every rose has its thorn.  
o Meaning: No one is perfect. 

 The exception proves the rule.  
 Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise.  
 Eat your own dog food.  

o Meaning: Consume your own product in order to recognize its flaws. 
 Education is a progressive discovery of our own ignorance.  
 The ends justify the means.  
 Even a broken clock is right twice a day.  

o Meaning: An incompetent person will be right sometimes. 
 Even a dog can distinguish between being stumbled over and being kicked.  
 Every dog has its day.  

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Eggs
https://en.wikiquote.org/w/index.php?title=Early&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Bird
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Worm
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Mouse
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Cheese
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o Meaning: Everyone gets their chance eventually. 
 Every tub must stand upon its bottom.  
 Everyone talks of changing the world, but no one talks of changing himself.  
 Evil begets evil.  
 An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.  
 Failure is the stepping stone for success.  
 Faint heart ne'er won fair lady.  

o Meaning: Women don't like wimps. 
 Familiarity breeds contempt.  

o Meaning: We easily find faults among those we spend a lot of time with. 
 Fifty percent of something is better than one hundred percent of nothing.  

o Meaning: Talking is a long way from working, thus a halfway done paltry project is better 
than an unstarted ambitious project. 

 Fine feathers make fine birds.  
o Meaning: You will be judged by how you look. 

 Fine words butter no parsnips.  
 First come, first served.  
 First deserve, then desire.  
 The first step to health is to know that we are sick.  
 First things first.  

o Meaning: The most important and most urgent worries should be taken care of first. 
 A fool and his money are soon parted.  
 Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me.  
 Forewarned is forearmed.  
 Forgive and forget.  
 A fox smells its own lair first. Or: A fox smells its own stink first.  

o Meaning: You believe that others have the same faults as yourself. 
 Fretting cares make grey hairs.  

o Meaning: Worrying can age you prematurely. 
 A friend in need is a friend indeed.  
 Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.  

o Meaning: Fools are often reckless in dangerous situations. 
 For want of a nail the shoe is lost, for want of a shoe the horse is lost, for want of a horse the rider is 

lost.  
o Meaning: A seemingly insignificant thing that goes wrong can result in problems of 

enormous proportions. 
 From those to whom much is given, much is expected.  
 Fortune favours the brave.  
 Footprints on the sands of time are not made by sitting down.  

o Meaning: Idle people will quickly be forgotten by history. 
 Garbage in, garbage out.  

o Meaning: Faulty instructions will only result in faulty results. 
 Give a dog a bad name and hang him.  

o Meaning: Once you have lost your reputation, it is very hard to regain it. 
 Give a dog a bad name and he'll live up to it. (or ...he'll repay you for it.)  

o Meaning: How well a dog behaves depends on how he has been treated. 
 Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.  
 Give and take is fair play.  
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o "I could have better spar'd a better man." 
 Give, and ye shall receive.  
 Give credit where credit is due.  

o Variant: Give the Devil his due. 
 Give him an inch and he'll take a yard.  

o Variant: Give the Camel an inch and it will take an ell. Give a nigger an inch and he'll 
take an ell.   Give him an inch and he'll take a mile. 

 Go with the flow.  
o Meaning: Accept your lot, but make the best out of it. 

 God cures and the physician takes the fee.  
 A golden bit does not make the horse any better.  

o Meaning: An ugly thing will remain ugly even if its appearance is taken care of. 
 Good fences make good neighbors.  
 Good men are hard to find.  
 A good surgeon has an eagle's eye, a lion's heart, and a lady's hand.  
 Good swimmers are often drowned.  

o Meaning: Beware of letting your competence lead you into overconfidence. 
 Good things come to those who wait.  

o Meaning: "If you are patient, you will have what you desire." 
 Good wine needs no bush.  

o Note: It was customary since early times to hang a grapevine, ivy or other greenery over the 
door of a tavern or way stop to advertise the availability of drink within. 

o Meaning: A good product does not need advertising: it will spread through word of mouth or 
by the sight of others using it. 

 The grass is always greener on the other side.  
 Grasp all, lose all.  

o Meaning: Trying to get everything will often result in not gaining anything. 
 Great events cast their shadows before them.  
 Great minds agree.  

o Variant: Great minds think alike (and fools seldom differ). 
 Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds.  
 A guilty conscience needs no accuser.  
 A half truth is a whole lie.  
 You can't Have your cake and eat it too.  

o Have Your Cake and Eat It Too.  
 Hard words break no bones.  

o Meaning: It is often good to tell someone a harsh truth (including yourself).; Don't lie to 
yourself.; Don't live in denial. 

 Haste makes waste.  
 Hawks will not pick out Hawk's eyes.  
 The head and feet keep warm, the rest will take no harm.  

o Meaning: If you take care of the important matters, everything else will fall into place. 
 He laughs best who laughs last.  

o Meaning: He who wins in the end wins. 
 He that can have patience can have what he will.  
 He who dares wins.  
 Health is wealth.  
 Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned  
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 Hindsight is always twenty-twenty.  
o Meaning: It is easy to be prudent in hindsight. 

 Home is where the heart is  
 He who hesitates is lost.  

o Meaning: The person who waits too long loses the opportunity. 
o Other meaning: Delay may have disastrous results. 

 Handsome is what handsome does.  
o Behaviour is more important than looks. 

 I complained I had no shoes until I met a man who had no feet.  
 Idle hands are the devil's playthings.  
 If a job is worth doing, it is worth doing well.  
 If at first you don't succeed, try, try again.  
 If it ain't broke, don't fix it.  

o Variation: If it isn't broken, don't fix it. 
 If it can't be cured, it must be endured.  
 If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck.  

o Meaning: If something seems to be in a certain way, that is probably the case. 
 If it's too good to be true, then it probably is.  
 If God had wanted man to fly, He would have given him wings.  
 If life gives you lemons, make lemonade.  

o Meaning: If you have had many bad experiences, make something good out of it. 
 If something can go wrong, it will.  
 If the shoe fits, wear it.  

o Meaning: Accept an accurate description of you, even if it is not flattering. 
 If the truth hurts, you are not living right.  
 If wishes were fishes, we'd all cast nets.  
 If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.  
 If you buy cheaply, you pay dearly.  

o Alternatively: You get what you pay for 
 If you buy quality, you only cry once.  
 If you can't be good, be careful.  
 If you can't beat them, join them.  
 If you can't take the heat, get out of the kitchen.  

o Meaning: If the stress a task is giving is bothering you too much, leave it t others. 
 If you don't have anything nice to say, don't say anything at all.  
 If you got it flaunt it.  
 If you love somebody, let them go, for if they return, they were always yours. And if they don't, they 

never were.  
 If you make yourself into a doormat, people will wipe their feet on you.  

o Meaning: Others will abuse you if you let them. 
 If you snooze you lose  

o Meaning: If you get distracted from your goals, someone else might beat you to them. 
 If you sup with the devil, use a long spoon.  

o Meaning: Someone who treats others badly will eventually turn on you. 
 If you trust before you try, you may repent before you die.  

o Meaning: Trust makes way for treachery. 
 If you fail to plan, then you plan to fail.  
 If you want a thing done right, do it yourself.  

www.nammakalvi.org
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 If you're in a hole, stop digging.  
o Meaning: Cut your losses. 

 If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.  
 Ignorance is bliss.  

o Common mal-shortening of "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise." 
 In for a penny, in for a pound.  

o Meaning: Commitment will often escalate. 
o Alternate version: In for a dime, in for a dollar. 

 In one ear and out the other.  
 In order to get where you want to go, you first have to leave where you are.  
 In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.  
 In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.  
 Insanity is doing the same thing over and over, expecting different results.  

o Alternatively "Stupidity is doing the same thing over and over, and expecting different 
results" 

 It ain't over till the fat lady sings.  
o Variation: Church ain't over until the fat lady sings. 

 It's a cracked pitcher that goes longest to the well.  
o Meaning: Frail people lasrs long. 

 It's a good horse that never stumbles.  
 It's a long lane that has no turning.  

o Meaning: Bad times won't last for long (relatively speakiing) 
 It's always darkest before the dawn.  
 It's an ill wind that blows no good.  

o Meaning: There is nothing bad that does not bring about something good. 
 It's better to be safe than sorry.  
 It's better to be silent and thought a fool, than to speak up and remove all doubt.  
 It is better to die on one's feet than live on one's knees.  
 It's better to give than to receive.  
 It's better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all.  
 It's cheaper to keep her.  

o Meaning: It is often costly to divorce someone. 
 It's easier to ask forgiveness than permission.  
 It's easy to be wise after the event.  
 It's never too late to mend.  
 It's no use crying over spilt milk.  
 It ain't over till it's over.  

o Meaning: No matter how the outlook is things can always turn back. In other words you 
should not celebrate until you are 100% sure there is a reason to do so. 

 It's the early bird that gets the worm.  
o Meaning: Pioneers will get much. 
o Other meaning: Those who starts working early in the morning gets much done. 

 It's the empty can that makes the most noise.  
o French equivalent: It is not the cow that moos the most that gives the most milk. 

 It takes all sorts to make a world.  
o Alternatively: It takes all sorts to make the world go round. 
o Alternatively: It takes all kinds to make the world go round. 

 It takes two to make a quarrel.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It_ain%27t_over_%27til_the_fat_lady_sings
https://en.wikiquote.org/w/index.php?title=Early&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Bird
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Worm
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 It takes two to tango.  
 Jack of all trades and master of None. (18th Century)  
 Joan is as good as my lady in the dark. (17th Century)  

o Meaning: Ugliness is not noticed in the dark. 
 A journey of a thousand miles starts with a single step.  
 Judge each day not by the harvest you reap but by the seeds you plant.  
 Justice delayed is justice denied. (Legal Proverb, India)  
 Kill your darlings.  

o Meaning: Remove the favorite parts of your work. 
 Keep your mouth shut and your eyes open.  
 Keep your friends close, but your enemies closer.  

o Meaning: It is best to gather as much information about your enemies as possible. This might 
give the false impression that your enemies are your friends. 

 Keep your mouth shut and your ears open.  
 Kindness, like grain, increase by sowing.  
 A kingdom is lost for want of a shoe.  
 Knaves and fools divide the world.  
 Knowledge is power. (17th Century)  
 Kindness, like a boomerang, always returns.  
 Laugh and the world laughs with you. Cry and you cry alone.  

o Laugh and the world laughs with you. Cry and your mascara runs. 
 Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.  
 The law is a jealous mistress.  

o Meaning: The law must constantly be updated. 
 Law is the solemn expression of legislative will.  
 Lead by example.  
 Learn to walk before you run.  

o Meaning: Learn the basics of any subject first. 
 Least said sooner mended.  

o Meaning: A bad event can more easily be forgotten if you do not talk about it. 
 Less is more.  
 Let him who is without sin cast the first stone.  
 Let sleeping dogs lie.  
 Let the cobbler stick to his last.  

o Meaning: Don't talk about things you don't know anything about. 
 A lie can be halfway around the world before the truth gets its boots on.  

o A great lie may be widely accepted before the truth comes to light. 
 Lie down with dogs, wake up with fleas.  

o Meaning: You will become like your company. 
 Life begins at forty.  
 Life imitates art.  
 Life imitates chess. - Garry Kasparov  
 Life is ten percent what happens to you and ninety percent how you respond to it.  
 Life is like a box of chocolates. You never know what you're gonna get.  
 Life is too short.  

o Variant: Life is too short to drink bad wine 
 Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans.  
 Life is what you do while you're waiting to die.  

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Garry_Kasparov
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 Life is what you make of it. Always has been, always will be.  
 Life's battle don't always go to the stronger or faster man, but sooner or later the man who wins is the 

one who thinks he can.  
 Lightning never strikes twice in the same place.  

o Meaning: The same misfortune won't happen to a person twice. 
 Like cures like.  
 Like father, like son.  
 Little by little and bit by bit.  

o Meaning: Many incremental changes will after some time transform what is pathetic into 
something grand. 

 A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.  
 Live and let live.  

o Meaning: Let others do whatever they want as long as it does not hurt anyone. 
o Alternative: Live simply to let others simply live. 

 The longest mile is the last mile home.  
o Meaning: It is always the end of something that feels the most difficult. 

 Look after the pennies and the pounds will look after themselves.  
 Look before you leap.  

o Meaning: Think before you act. 
 Look on the sunny side of life.  
 Loose lips sink ships.  
 Love is blind.  
 Love is like war, Easy to start, Hard to end, Impossible to forget.  
 Love is not finding someone to live with; it's finding someone whom you can't live without.  
 Love is stronger than any addiction, baby. Hell, it is one. - Madea  
 Love laughs at locksmiths.  

o Meaning: Love is powerful. 
 Make the best of a bad bargain.  
 A man is known by the company he keeps.  
 A man's home is his castle.  
 A mans worst enemies are often those of his own house.  
 Man proposes but God disposes.  

o Meaning: Things often don't turn out as you have planned. 
 Manners maketh the man.  

o Meaning: A person who treats others like he would like to be treated himself is a real man. 
 Many a mickle makes a muckle.  

o Meaning: Many small parts will eventually creat something impressive. 
 Many a true word is spoken in jest.  
 Many go out for wool, and come home shorn themselves.  
 Many hands make light work.  
 Many things are lost for want of asking.  
 Many words will not fill a bushel.  

o Meaning: Act, don't talk. 
 Marry in haste, and repent at leisure.  
 Measure twice, cut once.  

o Meaning: Think before you act. 
 Mind your P's and Q's.  

o British: Mind your manners  

https://en.wikiquote.org/w/index.php?title=Madea&action=edit&redlink=1
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 Misery loves company.  
 Misfortunes never come singly.  
 A miss by an inch is a miss by a mile.  

o Meaning: A miss is a miss regardless the distance. 
 Missing the wood for the trees.  

o Meaning: While tending to every detail you might miss out the big picture. 
 Money cannot buy happiness.  
  (Love of) Money is the root of all evil.  
 Money makes the mare go.  
 Money makes the world go around.  
 Money talks.  

o Variant: Money talks, bullshit walks. 
o Related: Talk is cheap. 
o Related: Actions speak louder than words. 

 Monkey see, monkey do.  
o Meaning: People will do like others without thinking. 

 More haste, less speed.  
o Meaning: Hurry, but work slowly to make sure what you attend to gets done properly. 

 The more things change, the more they stay the same.  
o Meaning: The only thing consistent is the absence of consistency. 

 The more you study, the more you know. The more you know, the more you forget. The more you 
forget, the less you know. The less you know the more you study.  

 The nail that sticks up will be hammered down.  
o Meaning: A person that sticks out will often be badly treated. 

 Nature never did betray the heart that loved her.  
o Meaning: A nature loving person does well in the nature. 

 Nature, time, and patience are three great physicians.  
 Necessity is the mother of invention.  
 Never cast a clout till May be out.  

o Meaning: Don't discard your winter clothing untill May is over. 
 Never judge a book by its cover.  

o Meaning: Never judge something based on its outward appearance. 
 Never let the right hand know what the left hand is doing.  

o Meaning: Charity should be done in secret, so you won't do things just for praise. 
 Never lie to your doctor.  
 Never lie to your lawyer.  
 Never look a gift horse in the mouth.  

o Meaning: Don't criticize gifts. 
 Never put off till (until) tomorrow what you can do today.  
 Never say die.  

o Meaning: Don't give up if there is still a chance that you will succeed. 
 Never say never.  
 Never trouble trouble 'til trouble troubles you.  

o Meaning: Stay out of trouble, but be prepared in case you become troubled. 
 Never wear a brown hat in Friesland.  

o Meaning: When in Rome do as Rome does. 
 A new broom sweeps clean.  

o Meaning: Newcomers are the most ambitious. 
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 A night with Venus and a life with mercury.  
 No man can serve two masters.  
 No man is an island.  

o Meaning: We are all interdependent and influenced by each other. 
 No man is born into this world, whose work is not born with him.  

o Meaning: There is work to do, even for you. 
 No man is indispensable.  
 No news is good news.  
 No pain, no gain.  
 No time like the present.  
 Noblesse oblige.  

o French expression: the nobility is obligated to care for the lower classes. 
 None but the brave deserve the fair.  
 There are none so blind as they who will not see.  
 Nothing succeeds like success.  

o Meaning: An inversion of "Misery loves company." 
 Nothing to be feared in life, but understood.  
 Nothing ventured, nothing gained.  
 An old dog will learn no tricks.  

o Meaning: It is impossible, or almost impossible, to change people's habits or traits or mindset. 
 Old habits die hard.  
 One good turn deserves another.  

o Meaning: Treat someone good who has been treating you good. 
 One grain of sand can tip the scale.  
 One man's junk is another man's treasure.  
 One man's meat is another man's poison.  
 One man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter. - Ronald Reagan  
 One might as well be hanged for a sheep as a lamb. - English, 17th century  
 One murder makes a villain, millions a hero.  
 One rotten apple will spoil the whole barrel.  

o Meaning: One bad person can influence many others to behave in a bad way. 
o Other meaning: One flaw will ruin the overall impression. 

 One scabbed sheep mars the whole flock.  
 One swallow doesn't make a summer.  
 Once bitten, twice shy.  
 The only free cheese is in the mouse trap.  
 The only stupid question is the one that is not asked.  
 Opportunity knocks only once.  
 An ounce of discretion is worth a pound of wit.  
 Our greatest glory is not in never falling but in rising every time we fall.  
 Out of sight... Out of mind.  

o Meaning: You will not see a thing which is out of your sight. 
 Out of small acorns grow mighty oaks.  

o A meager beginning can still result in something magnificent. 
 Paddle your own canoe.  

o Meaning: Act independently. 
 The pen is mightier than the sword.  
 A penny saved is a penny earned.  

www.nammakalvi.org
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 Penny wise, pound foolish.  
 People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones.  

o Variation: Whose house is of glass, must not throw stones at another.  
 Perfect Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance. (a.k.a The six P's)  
 A picture is worth a thousand words.  
 The pitcher which goes too often to the well gets broken.  

o Meaning: Long-term success will eventually result in failure. 
 Politeness costs nothing and gains everything. <M.W. Montagu>  
 Politics makes strange bedfellows.  

o Meaning: Politics will create unholy alliances. 
 Poets are born, but orators are trained.  

o Meaning: Some things can be improved by training, others require innate talent. 
 Power tends to corrupt; absolute power corrupts absolutely.  
 Practice before you preach.  

o Variation: Practice what you preach 
 Practice makes perfect.  
 Prevention is better than cure.  

o Variation: An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. 
o Meaning: It is best to be proactive. 

 Pride comes before the fall. (Pride comes before a fall.)  
 The proof of the pudding is in the eating.  

o Meaning: You will not really learn about something unless you test it. 
 Procrastination is the thief of time.  
 Proverbs run in pairs.  

o Meaning: Every proverb seems to be contradicted by another proverb with an opposed 
message, such as "too many cooks spoil the broth" and "many hands make light work." 

 Put a beggar on horseback and he'll ride it to death.  
o Meaning: If you get rich suddenly you will spend a lot of money. 

 Put a beggar on horseback and he'll ride to the devil.  
 Put your money where your mouth is.  
 Reality is not only stranger than we imagine, it is stranger than we can imagine.  
 Reality is often stranger than fiction.  
 Repetition is the mother of memory.  
 Revenge is a dish best served cold.  
 A rising tide lifts all boats.  

o Meaning: General improvements in the economy will benefit everyone. 
 The road to hell is paved with good intentions.  
 A rolling stone gathers no moss.  

o A rolling stone does not gather moss. 
 Rome wasn't built in a day.  

o Meaning: It takes time to create something impressive. 
 The rotten apple injures its neighbors.  
 Rules were meant to be broken.  
 Say something nice or say nothing at all.  
 Seek and ye shall find.  
 Seeing is believing.  

o Meaning: You believe in something when it is confirmed by concrete evidence. 
 Self trust is the first secret of success.  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/proverbs_run_in_pairs
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 Sell a man a fish, he eats for a day, teach a man how to fish, he eats for the rest of his life.  
 Set a thief to catch a thief.  
 Shit or get off the pot.  

o Meaning: Fullfil your goals or give up them. 
 Shoemaker, not above the sandal  

o Meaning: Do not talk about things you do not know anything about. 
 Silence is golden.  
 Slow and steady wins the race.  

o Variant: Slowly but surely wins the race. 
 Smile, and the world smiles with you; cry, and you cry alone.  
 Some days you get the bear, other days the bear gets you.  

o Meaning: Some days you win, and some days you lose. 
 Someone who gossips to you will gossip about you.  
 Something is better than nothing.  
 A son is a son 'till he gets him a wife; a daughter's a daughter all her life.  
 Spare the rod, spoil the child.  
 The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak.  
 The squeaky wheel gets the grease.  

o Meaning: A person that complains about a service often gets much. 
 Sticks and stones may break my bones but words will never hurt me.  

o Contrast: "A blow with a word strikes deeper than a blow with a sword." 
 A still tongue makes a wise head.  
 Still waters run deep.  

o Meaning: Taciturn people have the most interesting things to say. 
 A stitch in time saves nine.  
 Stolen fruit is the sweetest.  

o Meaning: Forbidden things are the most desirable. 
 Strike while the iron is hot.  

o Variant: Make hay while the sun shines.  
 Success (only) comes after every necessary precaution.  

o Only time will tell (what was, or wasn't, necessary). 
 Success grows out of struggles to overcome difficulties.  
 Success is a journey not a destination.  
 Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.  

o Meaning: Don't worry about the future; focus on today's worries. 
 Take an old dirty, hungry, mangy, sick and wet dog and feed him and wash him and nurse him back 

to health, and he will never turn on you and bite you. This is how man and dog differ.  
 Take care of the pennies and the pounds will take care of themselves.  
 Talk of the devil and he's sure to appear.  
 That which does not kill you, makes you stronger.  

o Meaning: Unpleasant experiences will make you wiser. 
 The dogs bark but the caravan goes on.  

o Meaning: Let the world say what it will. 
 The worth of a thing is what it will bring.  
 There is luck in odd numbers.  
 The teacher has not taught, until the student has learned.  
 There is no smoke without fire.  

o Meaning: Everything happens for a reason. 
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o Other meaning: A rumour contains some truth. 
 There are no small parts, only small actors.  
 There is a thin line between love and hate.  
 There's always a calm before a storm.  
 There's many a slip 'twixt cup and lip.  

o Meaning: Don't celebrate until you are 100 % sure there is a reason to do so. 
 Where there's muck there's brass.  

o Meaning: There is money to be made in dirty jobs. 
 There's more than one way to skin a cat.  

o Meaning: There is more than one way to solve a problem. 
 There's no accounting for taste.  
 There's no fool like an old fool.  

o Meaning: An old person's experiences are supposed to make him wise. 
 There's no peace for the wicked.  
 There's no place like home.  
 There is no royal road to learning.  
 There's no such thing as a free lunch.  

o Meaning: You can't get something for nothing. 
 There's no time like the present.  

o Meaning: Don't regret past actions or worry about the future. Focus on todays major worries 
instead. 

 There is only eight years between success and failure in politics.  
 A thief thinks everyone steals.  
 Think before you speak.  
 This, too, shall pass.  

o Meaning: Things will often return to normal after bad times. 
 Those who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones.  

o Meaning: Don't be a hypocrite. 
 Time and tide wait for none.  

o Meaning: If you don't prepare for the future, you will fall behind. 
 Time flies.  
 Time flies when you're having fun.  
 Time is money.  
 Time will tell.  

o Meaning: Sometime you just can't know. 
 Tis better to have loved and lost than to have never loved at all.  
 Tit for tat.  

o Meaning: Treat someone equally well as you have been treated yourself. 
 To each, his own.  

o Meaning: Mind your own business. 
 To err is human; to forgive, divine.  
 To know the road ahead ask those coming back.  

o Meaning: Ask someone with the experience. 
 Tomorrow is another day.  

o Meaning: You can't do everything today. 
 Too many cooks spoil the broth.  
 Too much of one thing, good for nothing.  

o Meaning: You can have too much of something good. 
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 Tread on a worm and it will turn.  
o Meaning: Even the most weakest person will try to defend when he feels threatened. 

 Trouble shared is trouble halved.  
 Truth is stranger than fiction.  
 The truth shall set you free, or The truth will set you free.  
 Truth will out.  
 Try not to become a man of success but a man of value.  
 Two heads are better than one.  
 Two things prolong your life: A quiet heart and a loving wife.  
 Two wrongs don't make a right.  
 Two is a company; three is a crowd.  

o A loving couple wants to be left alone. 
 Unity is strength.  
 Unprepare to prepare, be prepared to be unprepared.  
 Use it or lose it.  

o Meaning: Not using a skill might lead you into losing it. 
 Use it up, wear it out, make do with, or do without.  

o Great depression era proverb. 
 Variety is the spice of life.  

o Variety's the very spice of life, That gives it all its flavour. 
 Virtue which parleys is near a surrender.  
 The voice of the people is the voice of god.  
 Walk softly, carry a big stick.  

o Meaning: He affable, but be sure to have powerful punitive measures. 
 Walk the walk and talk the talk.  

o Meaning: First do your task, then talk about it. 
 Waste not, want not.  

o Meaning: Not being wasteful will keep you away from poverty. 
 A watched pot never boils.  

o Meaning: While waiting for something to happen, it feels like time is moving slower. 
 The way to a man's heart is through his stomach.  
 We can't always build the future for our youth, but we can build our youth for the future.  
 We have nothing to fear but fear itself.  
 We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean, but the ocean would be less 

without that drop.  
 The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.  
 Well begun is half done.  

o Variant: Well begun is half ended. 
 "Well done" is better than "well said".  
 What a tangled web we weave, when first we practice to deceive.  

o Meaning: A lie will always spawn a bigger lie. 
 What goes around comes around.  

o Meaning: Good acts will quite often reward you. Conversely, evil acts will quite often punish 
you. 

 What goes up must come down.  
o Meaning: You can't always be on top (figuratively speaking). 

 What you see is what you get.  
 What you sow is what you reap.  

www.nammakalvi.org
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 Where there is a will, there is a way.  
o Similar to You reap what you sow 

 What's good for the goose is good for the gander.  
o Meaning: What is good for men is also good for women and vice versa. 

 When a thing is done advice comes too late.  
 When in Rome, do as the Romans do.  
 When one door closes, another door opens.  

o Meaning: When you lose something, an opportunity for something else presents itself. 
 When the cat is away, the mice will play.  

o Similar to When the cat is away, the mice will rule. 
o Meaning: Mice do not generally like cats. 

 When the going gets tough, the tough get going.  
 Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise. 
 Where there's a will, there's a way.  
 Where vice goes before, vengeance follows after.  
 The whole dignity of man lies in the power of thought.  
 Willful waste makes woeful want.  

o Meaning: If you waste something, you might regret it in the future. 
 The wish is father to the thought.  
 Wise men learn by other men men's harms, fools by their own.  
 A woman is like a tea bag; you'll never know how strong she is until she's in hot water.  
 A woman's work is never done.  
 Women need men like a fish needs a bicycle.  
 A word spoken is past recalling.  
 The world is your oyster.  

o Meaning: You can create your own happiness. 
 Worship the Creator not His creation.  
 The worst way to miss someone is to be sitting right beside them knowing you can't have them.  
 Work is worship.  
 You always admire what you really don't understand.  
 You always find something in the last place you look.  
 You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make it drink.  

o Meaning: You can give someone an opportunity, but you can't force him to take advantage of 
it. Your control over a situation may be limited. 

 You know the tree by its fruit.  
o Meaning: You can judge someone based on his surroundings. For instance, a person living in 

a messy house is messy. 
 The younger brother the better gentleman.  
 You can't have an omelette unless you break the egg.  

o Meaning: You must sometimes sacrifice something in order to create a new thing. 
 You can't see the forest for the trees' mean  

o Meaning: While tending to every detail you might miss out the big picture. 
 You don't shit where you eat.  

o Meaning: Different segments of your life must remain contiguous such as business, your love 
life and leisure.  

 
 
Matching proverbs with the meanings 
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1. One flower makes no garland A single person cannot be powerful 

2. Covet all, lose all Do not be over ambitious / Be happy with what 

you have / 

Greed will spoil a person / Over desire is 

dangerous. 

3. Haste makes waste Hurry makes you worry. 

Tension leads to imperfection. 

4. Even Homer nods Even great men can make mistakes/ 

Even perfect people fail sometimes. 

5. Make  hay while the sun shines Make use of the chances/ 

Make use of every opportunity/ 

Act in the right time. 

6. Waste not want not Do not waste/ Be frugal/  

Reckless spending lands us in poverty. 

7. All that glitters is not gold Most appearances are deceptive/ 

Do not be misguided by appearances. 

8. Seeing is believing Do not believe in rumours 

9. Look before you leap One should think well before one acts/ 

Think well before taking any action/ 

Think well before you do anything. 

10. Where there is a will, there is a way Strong will power is needed to achieve anything/ 

Strong will power paves the way. 

11. Rome was not built in a day 

 

Nothing can be achieved at once/ 

A steady growth leads to progress/ 

One cannot achieve everything at once. 

12. As you sow so you reap Accept the result of your action. 

13. Strike while the iron is hot 

 

Make use of every opportunity/ 

Make hay while the sun shines. 

14. Empty vessels make much noise People who talk more will achieve nothing/ 

People without knowledge speak much. 

15. Pen is mightier than the sword Words can be more powerful than wars. 

16. Honesty is the best policy Always speak the truth. 

17. To err is human No one is completely perfect. 

18. Birds of same feather flock together Likeminded people make good friends/ 

Like minded persons always help one another. 

19. Union is strength United we stand, divided we fall. 

20. Too many cooks spoil the broth A work should not be entrusted to many people. 

21. Blood is thicker than water Family bond is always closer/ 
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 Your relatives are more interested in you/ 

Favouring one’s close relatives. 

22. Work is worship Be conscious of your duty. 

23. Many a drop makes an ocean Small savings make one rich together. 

24.  Reading makes a perfect man Try to read as much as possible 

25. Health is wealth Take care of your health 

26. Truth alone triumphs Always speak the truth 

27.  Manners maketh a man You should learn good manners 

28. Borrowed garments never fit well Don’t imitate others 

29. Better late than never Even if delayed attend the meeting 

30. No pain  no gain One cannot succeed without hard work 

31. Brevity is the soul of wit Be short while speaking and writing 

32. Every dog has its day Even an unfortunate person has his times of glory 

33. Barking dogs seldom bite Talkative people will not achieve anything 

34. A stitch in time saves nine Give attention to little details. We will save 

ourselves time and wealth 

35. Man proposes god disposes Divine help is essential to make efforts fruitful 

36. Beggars cannot be choosers One should know one’s limitations 

37. Call a spade a spade Say the truth 

38. As you sow so you reap What you do to others you will have in turn 

39. Misfortune never comes single Bad luck follows on in succession 

40. Speech is silver, silence is gold Silence is better than speech 

41. Fortune favours the brave Courage leads to success 

42. No man is an island Prefer to live in groups 

43. Practice what you preach Example is better than precept 

44. Enough is as good as a feast Be contented and moderate 

45. Practice is better than precept Action speaks louder than words 

46. Cut your coat according to the cloth Live according to your means 

47. Slow and steady wins the race Systematic schemed work pays 

48. Still water runs deep Patience is powerful 

49. Rolling stone gathers no moss wise people don’t boast 

50. The child is the father of the man Child is wiser than man 

51. It is no use crying over spilt milk Don’t worry about the past 

52. When one door shuts another opens Life offers many chances 

53. When in Rome do as Romans Be adjustable to all 

54. Borrowed garments never fit well Don’t imitate others 
 
 
 
Complete the proverb 
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1. ………..vessels make much noise. 
    a) Complete  b) Empty  c) Pot   d) kettle 
2. ……..is the index of the mind. 
    a) Face  b) Nose  c) Eye   d) soul 
3. ………..of water make a mighty ocean. 
    a) Lot  b) Heavy  c) Ful   d) Little drops 
4. All that glitters is not …… 
    a) diamond  b) ruby   c) gold  d) silver 
5. ……………is wealth. 
    a) Health  b) Wealth  c) Money  d) good 
6. Barking dogs seldom …… 
    a) cry  b) sob   c) bite   d) run 
7. …….is the best policy. 
    a) Necessity  b) Humility  c) Curiosity  d) Honesty 
8. …………..home is best. 
    a) East or West b) North or West  c) East or North  d) East or South 
9. Failure teaches …… 
    a) moral  b) success  c) legal  d) virtues 
10. ……..wins the race. 
    a) Slow and steady  b) Slow and fast  c) confidence  d) deception 
11. ………….is better than cure. 
    a) Precaution b) Prevention  c) Perception  d) Conception 
12. ……….is the best help. 
    a) Self-esteem b) Self-concept  c) Self help d) Self pity 
13. ………while the iron is hot. 
    a) Strike  b) Beat   c) Hit   d) Blow 
14. ………is the the best teacher. 
    a) Opportunity b) Possibillity   c) Patience d) Experience 
15. …..never fails. 
    a) True love  b) True friendship  c) kindness 
16. Make hay while the …..shines. 
    a) sun  b) moon  c) Jupiter  d) star 
17. ……always triumphs. 
    a) Lie  b) Truth  c) Honest  d) Moral 
18. Look …….you leap. 
    a) after  b) and then  c) before  d) at 
19. …………makes waste. 
    a) Cast  b) Cassette  c) Haste  d) past 
20. …….makes many things. 
    a) Property  b) Honey  c) Beauty  d) Money 

 
 
 
 
 
Writing Slogans 
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1 Air conditioner Bring Switzerland into your room / Keeps cool 

2 Ball-point pen Flawless writing 

3 Camera Let’s capture the (happy) moment 

4 Cell phone Connectivity on the move / World in your hand 

5 Chocolates A sweet gift of love 

6 Clothes You are what you wear 

7 Computer Doorstep (key) to knowledge /  

Technology at your door step 

8 Credit card Buy now, pay later 

9 Detergent Washes white 

10 Diapers Dry babies 

11 Digital camera Catches / Captures / Keeps the moments/ 

Say cheese and freeze 

12 Dress For elegant look / For dashing and smashing looks 

13 Encyclopedia Storehouse of knowledge 

14 Eraser Erases everything but the past 

15 Fairness cream Silky glow 

16 Family planning One family, One child 

17 Five-star hotel Live in the lap of luxury 

18 Footwear For smooth walk 

19 Gum Fixes everything except broken hearts 

20 Hair oil For long hair 

21 Health drink Keeps you light and brisk / Gives you strength 

22 Hill resort Home away from home 

23 Home theatre Armchair viewing 

24 Hotpacks Warmth for hours 

25 Ice cream No more summer, chillers are here /  

Melts in your mouth 

26 Inner wear So soft and smooth and comfortable 

27 Insurance LIC is the best policy 

28 Internet banking Why be in a line, when you can be online 

29 Jeans clothes Rough and tough 

30 Jewellery Dazzle and sparkle 

31 Lens Gives clear vision 

32 Lipstick Choose the colour of your smile/ Smile in style 

33 Match box Make fire in a rare way 
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34 Micro-tip pen Flawless writing flows 

35 Mirror Clear reflection 

36 Motorbike For extra mile and smile / Ride with pride / Races like a horse 

37 Mouse The world at a click 

38 Music system Hear more, enjoy more 

39 Pens The magic of words /Thought transmitter / Glides on the paper 

40 Refrigerator Keep fresh, stay fresh 

41 Scooter For smooth riding 

42 Seat belts Tuck yourself into safety 

43 Shampoo Silky and smooth 

44 Shoes Put your best foot forward / A comfortable sole in a cosy hole 

45 Silk sarees Blooms from the looms 

46 Slippers Get, set, go / To take in your stride 

47 Soap Soup to your skin 

48 Steel rods Long and strong 

49 Switches Click for flick 

50 Telescope Add a new scope to your life 

51 Toothpaste For a confident smile 

52 Torchlight The sunbeam in your hand 

53 Trade union The world of freedom 

54 Washing machine remove dirt from clothes 

55 Watch / Wrist watch Sharp time for sharp people/on your guard 

 
XXIII. Read the following sentences spot the errors and correct them: 

1. He gave me an one rupee note. 
2. She kept the book in the table. 
3. None of you know the answer. 
4. We speak the English. 
5. Children prefer TV games than story books. 
6. Mala is a M.A in English. 
7. One of the boy has got the first prize. 
8. Two and two make four. 
9. Sheela is junior than me. 
10. Guilty must be punished. 
11. The principal with all the teachers are present. 
12. If they had contacted me, I would help them. 
13. He is confident on his success. 
14. My father gave me a lot advices. 
15. He took up gymnastic when he was seven year old. 
16. Every day he come late to school. 
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17. A group of twelve students are travelling together. 
18. John is best student in the class. 
19. The cat was sitting in a wall. 
20. A honest man is always respected. 
21. Mathematics are my favorite subject. 
22. Each of the student had participated in the competition. 
23. If I was a bird, I would fly. 
24. He is my cousin brother. 
25. Though he prepared well but he failed in his exam. 
26. Jim is one of the best student in his class. 
27. She goes to school by feet. 
28. Sun rises in the east. 
29. Gopi is one of the tallest boy. 
30. I am a teacher, Isn’t I? 
31. Neither Ram nor Arun are present today. 
32. They discussed about the matter. 
33. The baggages are very heavy. 
34. As I am suffering from fever, so grant me two days leave. 
35. Tajmahal is one of the greatest wonders of the world. 
36. He congratulated me for winning the election. 
37. The news are good. 
38. He wears a HMT Watch presented by his uncle. 
39. Neither he nor you is active. 
40. If you had walked fast you would catch the bus. 
41. He joined an European university last year. 
42. One of the boy looks happy. 
43. He sold his furnitures. 
44. Sitting near the window and he saw the crowd. 
45. Supposing if we start early we can reach on time. 
46. He remains brave and confidence in a difficult situation. 
47. Our joys knew no bounds. 
48. Unless you study well, you will pass. 
49. Civics are my favorite subject. 
50. Though he was poor but he was happy. 
51. If he had come to the party, I would hand over the parcel to him. 
52. A lots of people go the hill resorts during the summer vacation. 
53. When I entered the theatre, the play was already begun. 
54. I can not remember who had invented electricity. 
55. The first satellite was launched by Russians. 
56. If I had time, I will teach you. 
57. No sooner did the bell ring when the children rushed out. 
58. Steel is made of iron. 
59. I prefer to pay by cash. 
60. One basket of apples are kept on the table. 
61. Under no circumstances you should write your name. 
62. Though he was poor but he was contented. 
63. If I was you, I would reply immediately. 
64. Could you lend me one of your pen? 
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65. Despite of reading the letter twice, he could not understand its contents. 
66. Supposing if you go the library return this book. 
67. Priya went to the hospital. 
68. The engineer went to church to carry out some repairs. 
69. Give me two breads. 
70. I saw him to go out. 
71. We heard her to sing. 
72. She is taller to her sister. 
73. She is better than any student. 
74. Thirukkural has been translated to many languages. 
75. If I had started in time, I would catch the train. 
76. A bunch of keys were found in the car. 
77. Steel is use in concrete buildings. 
78. They were discussing about the programme. 
79. All the furnitures in her house has been sold. 
80. Slow and steady win the race. 
81. There is always heavy traffic during peak hours. 
82. The teacher as well as the student were happy. 
83. Either I or he will be here. 
84. None of them were present in the hall. 
85. The earthquake has caused many damages. 
86. A brunch of roses are seen in the garden. 
87. He invited us to stay a few days with him. 
88. I am not understanding the problem. 
89. My sister was recently operated for appendicitis. 
90. There are no reliable evidences to show that he is guilty. 
91. If you hear engaged tone replace the receiver and dial again. 
92. He was proclaimed a traitor by the king. 
93. They are right over holding this opinion. 
94. The teacher says.  “He is making good a progress in studies.” 
95. Every student is expected to finish their work by today. 
96. We are unable to locate the mistake. 
97. Neither I nor she love pet animals. 
98. The letter was written partially in Tamil and partially in English. 
99. Have you had your meals? 
100. His salary is Rs.2,00,000/- per year. 
101. The trains often are late. 
102. The piper drove out all the mouse from the city. 
103. I am not on talking terms with my neighbour. 
104. I bought a blue colour shirt and a tie. 
105. It has been raining since five hours. 
106. Pacific Ocean is the deepest ocean in the world. 
107. There is a church besides our school. 
108. Ganges is in floods. 
109. I bought this trouser at Chennai silks. 
110. Mary reads Bible every day. 
111. She goes to the office by foot.* 
112. My children go to school by foot.* 
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113. Sita as well as I sing well. 
114. The sun rises in the east, isn’t it? 
115. If I had money, I would have paid the fee. 
116. The principal gave advise to the students. 
117. He is fond on reading novels. 
118. There are much birds in this sanctuary. 
119. He made me to wait. 
120. She speaks truth  
121. Please pass on the salt. 
122. We use knifes to cut fruits. 
123. He is a man of letter. 
124. This bag is too heavy for lift. 
125. Get your luggages ready. 
126. When will you return back? 
127. Unless you get up early, you can finish your work. 
128. We reached Chennai in train. 
129. All the students must come in uniforms. 
130. He asked that what we were doing. 
131. I spend my leisure listening with music. 
132. Ink is an useful article. 
133. He is addicted with smoking. 
134. He is at the home. 
135. Peter played violin in the orchestra. 
136. They bought three dozens mangoes. 
137. He had went to the market yesterday. 
138. I use scissor to cut papers and clothes. 
139. Variety is spice of life. 
140. He came with white dress. 
141. A modern play school is open for kids. 
142. Babu lives at a village. 
143. If I were him, I would have resigned my Job. 
144. I prefer coffee than tea. 
145. She can speak the Hindi.  
146. I want to make a STD call to Mumbai. 
147. He requested for my help. 
148. I have headache. 
149. Mohan is senior than Guru. 
150. They described about the scenery. 
151. She entered into the room. 
152. Anand is suffering with fever. 
153. He congratulated me for my success. 
154. He bought a H.M.T. watch yesterday. 
155. My friend resides at the Chennai. 
156. He is leaving to Chennai tonight. 
157. We regret for the inconvenience. 
158. India defeated Sri Lanka by innings. 
159. I saw an one-eyed man. 
160. He accompanied with his friends to Ooty. 
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161. I listened the music. 
162. Earth is a planet. 
163. United States of America recovered from the stock market crash. 
164. My brother is an university rank holder. 
165. Santhosh knocked the door. 
166. Balu is a honest boy. 
167. Have you ever seen Tajmahal? 
168. He made an universal appeal. 
169. Raja met in an accident. 
170. Mr. Nazar is a N.R.I. living in America. 
171. Ramesh is good in Englsih. 
172. Ram is most intelligent boy in our class. 
173. Dr. Shyam is a honourable person. 
174. Sheela is a M.A., in English. 
175. They have been accused for the murder. 
176. Suresh is poor at Mathematics. 
177. It is an useful advice. 
178. Nile is the longest river in Egypt. 
179. He lives in Andaman Islands. 
180. He told to me that he was busy. 
181. An European invented this machine. 
182. Mr. Susai is a LIC agent. 
183. I have answered to all their questions. 
184. I have ordered for a cup of coffee. 
185. She plays violin excellently. 
186. James reads Bible everyday. 
187. He discussed about the matter yesterday. 
188. The sun rises in east. 
189. Ramesh played for a hour. 
190. Brutus stabbed Caesar by a dagger. 
191. My book is upon the table. 
192. The cat jumped on the wall. 
193. I always sympathise for the poor. 
194. The letter was posted with Raja. 
195. My ID card is into my bag. 
196. She jumped in the well. 
197. Patel is known the iron man of India. 
198. The principal is angry on you. 
199. There is no friendship among Kala and Mala. 
200. I can speak English beside Hindi. 
201. The brokers shared the profit between themselves. 
202. My school is after the temple. 
203. Several dams were built over the river. 
204. It has been raining since five hours. 
205. I never do any work behind 10 p.m. 
206. He has been working here for 2000. 
207. I came by walk. 
208. Raj followed his wife carrying the luggages. 
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209. Smoking is injurious for health. 
210. One of his brother is in America. 
211. He was listening to the music between 1 p.m to 3 p.m. 
212. The bridge is being built on the Cauvery. 
213. We have got all the informations from our boss.  
214. None of the student scored good marks. 
215. The children were sitting below a tree. 
216. Each of the players performed well. 
217. The principal as well as the staff are present. 
218. On seeing the dog, and the cat ran away. 
219. Physics are my favourite subject. 
220. Cotton as well as jute have fallen in price. 
221. The news are very good. 
222. Neither Kamala nor Vimala are intelligent. 
223. The teacher along with the students go for a picnic every year. 
224. The house with its contents were insured. 
225. AIDS are considered as the most dreadful disease. 
226. The opposition party supports rarely the ruling party. 
227. The UNICEF carry out a lot of noble service for the protection of children. 
228. The ebb and flow of the tide are due to the lunar influence. 
229. Slow and steady win the race. 
230. I read always in the morning. 
231. The cup and saucer are placed on the table. 
232. We bought a lot of furnitures. 
233. He behaves as if he is rich. 
234. My friend always is cheerful. 
235. Barking dogs seldom bite, don’t they? 
236. We rarely go to movies, don’t we? 
237. Early to bed and early to rise are good habit. 
238. Bread and butter make a wholesome breakfast.  
239. Asha sing songs everyday. 
240. Several passer-bys have seen it. 
241. He is possessing a new car. 
242. Greed and grief go hand in hand. 
243. I have two son-in-laws. 
244. I am wanting a pen. 
245. Everyone has a rose, doesn’t he? 
246. He is reading the news paper daily. 
247. Everyday he went to temple. 
248. I am a teacher, amn’t I? 
249. A lot of students is attending the seminar. 
250. Honour and glory are his reward. 
251. The staffs gathered for the meeting. 
252. Everyone fights their battle. 
253. A lot of work are to be finished by me. 
254. I saw a cat chasing two mouses. 
255. The beautiful sceneries attracted the tourists. 
256. He buys a TV this morning. 
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257. He bought three dozens mangoes. 
258. Get me a scissor from the tool box. 
259. Kishore has arrived yesterday. 
260. Though he is rich, but he is humble. 
261. The cattles are grazing. 
262. He reads a short story now. 
263. As the boy was weak, so he could not run fast. 
264. The police is in search of the criminal. 
265. If you heat ice, it will melt. 
266. Due to his intelligence and he passed the examination. 
267. If I was the flash, I would travel around the world in seconds. 
268. About forty sheeps followed the shepherd. 
269. If he had come on time, we would permit him. 
270. In spite of her hard work, but she could not secure the first rank. 
271. If it rains, we would cancel the match. 
272. I know to speak English. 
273. Returned back. 
274. Awaiting for 
275. Popular among the people. 
276. Cousin brother / sister. 
277. Aim to. 

 
XXIV. RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT 
 

YYY,     
dd/mm/yyyy 

From  
XXX, 
YYY, 
YYY. 

To  
____,  
____,  
____. (Write the to address given in the Question paper) 

 
Dear sir/madam, 

 Sub: Application for the post of __________- reg.  
Ref: Your advertisement in “The Hindu” dated dd/mm/yyyy.  
With reference to your advertisement in “The Hindu” dated dd/mm/yyyy, I take pleasure in applying 

for the post of __________. I am a dynamic post graduate in __________ with a flair for knowledge. I am 
well-versed in communicative skills and computer knowledge. I have enclosed my Bio-data for your perusal 
and consideration. If selected I will discharge my duties to your entire satisfaction. 

Thanking you, 

                 Yours Truly / faithfully,  

                       XXX 
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CURRICULUM VITAE / BIO DATA / RESUME 
 

1. Name    : xxx 
2. Father’s Name   : zzz 
3. Postal Address   : yyy, 
      yyy. 
4. Nationality    : Indian  
5. Age and DOB   : Age, dd/mm/yyyy  
6. Sex / Gender  : male/female  
7. Marital Status   : Single/Married  
8. Educational Qualification: 

Name of the 
degree 

Name of the college / University 
Year of 
Passing 

% of 
marks 

    
    

9. Experience   : 

Designation Name of the Institution / Organisation 
Period of 
Working 

   
   

 

10. Languages Known : Tamil, English and Hindi. 
11. Interests   :  
 (a) Sports and games   : Winner in ________ball ________level 
 (b) Hobbies    : Stamp Collection, Reading. 
 (c) Other extra-curricular activities : Art and Craft, embroidering, glass painting, etc. 
12. Prizes and awards  : State first in ___________ writing competition. 
13. Salary expected  : 40,000/- 
14. Reference   : My previous employer. (or)  a) Dr. XXX,  b) Er. XXX 
              YYY.       YYY. 
 
Declaration 

I hereby declare that the educational qualification and experience furnished / provided in the 
curriculum vitae are true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
  
Station: yyy,                             xxx 
Date : dd/mm/yyyy                       Signature of the applicant, 
 
Address on the envelope:  
 

To                                                                       
 

(Write the given to address) 
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XXV: Study Skills 
Eg.………….. compiled the first English dictionary. 

a) Robert Cowdrey  b) Johnson  c) Webster  d) none 

 Email format is: username@service provider e.g vmhss@gmail.com 

 Yahoo.com and google.com are the two famous search engines. 

 Robert Cawdrey, compiled the first English dictionary in 1604. 

 A person who writes and edits dictionaries (lexicons) is called lexicographer. 

 First thesaurus was published in the year 1752 by Peter Mark Roget. 
 Dr. S. R. Ranganathan is the father of the Indian Library Movement. 

 Journal section contains periodicals and journals. 

 Facilities for photocopying is reprography. 
 The two most widely used systems of classification of books is 

a) Dewey Decimal System  b) American Library of Congress System. 

 OPAC is Online Public Access Catalogue. 

 An abbreviation cannot be read as a word. An acronym can be read as a word. Eg. GATE 

 Reports are accurate and objective descriptions of important events. 
 International network is known as internet. 

 If an agent is omitted in passive sentence, it is called impersonal passive voice. 

 A table is a list of data arranged in rows and columns. 

 A travelogue is an account of writing of one’s travel.  
 TV, Radio and Newspapers are some of the mass media. 

 Discourse markers are simple words in speech to fill up the gaps in conversations. 

 A caption is a catchy word or a slogan for an ad. 
 Classified and Block Ad are the two types of Ads. 

 Accuracy, Brevity and Clarity are listed as the ABC of communicative writing. 

 Cohesion is the link between successive clauses in a text. 

 Coherence is the reader’s understanding of the text. 
 Drafting is a stage in the process of writing. 

 Compere is an act of introducing the participants in a programme. 

 Alliteration is the use of the same consonant sound of letters at the beginning of words. 
 Assonance is the use of the same vowel sound of letters at the beginning of words. 

 A comparison with as, like is known as simile. 

 A comparison without as, like is known as metaphor. 
 
Complete the following sentence with suitable answer:  
1.  …………is used to refer to check the spelling, pronunciation, meaning and the usage of the word.  

a) Thesaurus   b) website   c) dictionary   d) email  
2. …………….. is used to refer the  synonyms and antonyms.  

a) Thesaurus   b) website   c) dictionary   d) email  
3. A ……………. Is one who compiles the dictionary.  

a) Writer   b) composer   c) author   d) compiler  
4. Every word has …………… meanings.   a) 1    b) 2    c) 3   d) 4  
5. Every word has the ……………………….and ………………. Meanings.  

a) Literal and content    b) literary and contextual   
c) literal and contextual    d) literature and content  

6. The adjective of money is ……………….  
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a) Monetary  b) monitor   c) moderator   d) economist  
7. The adjective of governor is …………..  

a) Govern   b) government   c) governing   d) governs    
8. The noun form of religious is ……………..  

a) Religion   b) relic   c) religiously   d) regular  
9. The verb form of dedication is ……………  

a) Dedicating   b) dedicate   c) dedicative   d) derivative  
10. The etymology of the word educate is …………..  

a) Education   b) educates   c) educatta   d) educationa   
11. The etymology or root word for the word ‘manufacture’ is ……………..  

a) Manufacturer   b) manufacturing   c) manufactured   d) manufactura  
12. A ……………….is a book that lists words in groups of synonyms and related concepts.  

a) Dictionary   b) thesaurus   c) novel   d) poem   
13. There are …………….important sections of the modern library.  a) 3   b) 4    c) 5  d)  6  
14. All the reference books are kept in the ………….section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
15. The novels and other books are kept in the ………………… section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
16. Magazines and periodicals are kept in the …………. Section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic   
17. The electronic sources have a place in ………………. Section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
18. Photocopies of a book can be had from ……………… section.  

a) The stack   b) reprography  c) electronic   d) journal  
19. Microfilm and microfiche are the examples of …………………..  

a) Microforms   b) macro forms  c) magnification    d) mechanism  
20. Audio and video cassettes are kept in ………………section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
21. Dictionaries and atlases are kept in ………………. Section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
22. Rare and important books in each discipline can be found in …………section. . 

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
23. Only the ……………….. are allowed inside the stack section.  

a) Members   b) peon   c) watchman   d) librarian / library staff  
24. The back numbers are kept in the journal section for ……………..purposes. 

a) Specific   b) common    c) particular   d) research   
25. Computer facilities along with the Database and the  Internet are part of the …………section.  

a) Reference    b) the stack    c) journal   d) electronic  
26. There are as many as …………..types of classification of books in  the library.   a) 4  b) 6  c) 8  d) 20   
27. There are ……the most widely used system of classification of books in the library. a) 2  b) 4  c) 8  d) 10  
28. ……………..is an interactive search module of an automated library management system.  

a) OPAC     b) OPEC    c)  OPXD    d) OPSC  
29.  ……………….. is a process of shortening a lengthened paragraph.  

a) Briefing   b) summarizing   c) note making   d) note taking   
30. Identify the correct format e mail id of any volunteer organization from the following  

a) banyan@gmail.com    b) BANYAN@GMAIL.COM   
c) www.banyan.com     d) http:banyan:org.in  

31. Identify the correct format website of an educational institution from the flowing  
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a) ghsskumalankuttai@yahoo.com    b) www.ghsskumalankuttai.com   
c)  http.ghsskumanlankuttai@gmail.com   d) ghsskumalankuttai.org.in  

32. Two types of letter writings are …………………….  
a) Formal and informal    b) direct and indirect   
c) personal and impersonal    d) official and formal  

33. Two types of passive voice are ……..  
a) Formal and informal    b) direct and indirect   
c) personal and impersonal    d) official and formal  

34. A …………a form of written communication produced after an investigation or a survey on a specified 
topic.  

a) Report   b) project   c) assignment   d) project report  
35. ……………is a process while listening to a lecture or a talk is a very useful skill to be developed.  

a) Note making   b) note taking   c) note writing   d) speaking  
36. ………………. and ……………are the two skills involved in note taking.  

a) Listening and speaking    b) listening and reading   
c) listening  and writing    d) reading and writing  

37. ………………………is a process while reading a passage is a very useful skill to be developed.  
a) Note making   b) note taking   c) note writing   d) speaking  

38. ………………….. and ……………..are the two skills involved in note making.  
a) Listening and speaking    b) listening and reading   
c) listening  and writing    d) reading and writing  

39. Presenting information using tables, graphs and charts is a common practice in scientific and technical 
writing is known as …………………..  

a) Verbal presentation   b) oral presentation   c) written presentation    d) non verbal presentation  
40. A …………… is a piece of narrative writing in which the writer recapitulates his/ her travel experiences 
in a sequential manner.  

a) Monologue   b) dialogue   c) travelogue   d) conversation  
41. A ……………..is a unit of pronunciation.  

a) Word   b) letter   c) sentence   d) syllable  
42. ………………….. could be in the form of tables, charts, flow charts etc.  

a) Verbal presentation   b) oral presentation   c) written presentation  d) non verbal presentation  
43. Transferring information from verbal to non verbal in the form of charts, bar graphs or tables is called 
……………  

a) Encoding   b) decoding   c) converting   d) transforming  
44. Transferring information from non verbal in the form of charts, bar graphs or tables  to verbal  is called 
…………… 

a) Encoding   b) decoding   c) converting   d) transforming  
45. ……………… is a part of a larger word while retaining the meaning of the original word.  

a) Blending   b) adding   c) joining   d) clipping  
46. Words whose origin is traced to individuals are known as ………………  

a) Euphemisms   b) eponyms   c) eponymous   d) epic  
47. The words derived from the names of individuals are called ………….words.  

a) Euphemisms   b) eponyms   c) eponymous   d) epic  
48. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘boycott’  

a) Shun or avoid   b) hair cut   c) stylish cut   d) steal cot  
49. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘mesmerism’  

a) Inducing a hypnotic state    b) assessing one’s value  
c) estimating one’s worth    d) instigation  
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50. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘machiavellian’  
a) Cunning and crafty  b) vile and worst   c) good and noble   d) intellectual and wise  

51. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘silhouette’ 
a) Dark outline   b) bright outline   c) dark background   d) bright background  

52. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘draconian’  
a) Reward   b) award   c) mild punishment   d) harsh or cruel punishment  

53. Choose the correct meaning of eponymous word ‘lynch’  
a) Act of implementation   b) act of admiration   c) act of execution  d) act of evaluation  

54. …………. Is the use of an inoffensive word or phrase in place of a harsh or possibly offensive one.  
a) Euphemisms   b) eponyms   c) eponymous   d) epic  

 
55. Replace the underlined word with a euphemistic expression  
i) This school is for the blind.  

a) Physically challenged   b) visually challenged   c) impaired   d) low level  
ii) The undertaker was called to carry out the preparations for the funeral.  

a) Mortician / funeral director  b) cremator   c) burier   d) exhumed  
iii) You will find the lavatory at the end of the corridor.  

a) Toilet   b) rest room   c) bathroom   d) dressing room 
iv) My mother is a housewife.  

a) Domestic engineer   b) home maker   c) home leader   d) home queen  
v) The free distribution of clothes is for those who are very poor.  

a) In the high income level    b) in the average income level  
c) in the extraordinary level    d) in the low income level  

vi) Don’t condemn them as dull students.  They might prove to be slow learners.  
a) Late comers   b) late bloomers   c) late understanding   d) delayed understanding  

vii) This dress is made for that fat women.  
a) Full sized   b) heavy sized   c) thick sized    d) full figured  

viii) The rules don’t permit beating children with a cane in the school.  
a) Heavy punishment   b) severe punishment    c) corporal punishment  d) civilian punishment   

56. The etymology of the word cliché is ……………… 
a) Clicha   b) cliching   c) clicher   d) clichen  

57. The word clicher is a …………..word.  
a) French   b) greek   c) latin   d) anglo saxon  

 
58. .Choose the correct meaning of the cliché.  
i) Sailing in the same boat  

a) In the similar position    b) in different situations   
c) in various situations    d) in variety of situations   

ii) Fall on deaf ears  
a) Useful efforts   b) useless efforts or vain efforts   c) painful efforts   d) painless efforts 

iii) Know no bounds  
a) With limitations   b) without freedom   c) without limitations   d) with freedom  

iv) Last but not the least  
a) Initially   b) ultimately / finally   c) firstly   d) primarily  

v) Yet another feature  
a) Debit   b) credit   c) accountability   d) accessibility  

vi) Give him a long rope  
a) Allow freely     b) allow with some limitations   

www.nammakalvi.org
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c) allow with certain regulations   d) allow with enough time  
vii) Takes the back seat 

a) Before the stage   b) on the stage   c) behind the scene   d) in front of the scene  
viii) Hand in glove 

a) Connived   b) secret impact   c) wrong link    d) illegal link  
ix) Come out in flying colours 

a) Failure   b) grand success   c) poor victory   d) narrow escape  
x) To put the cart before the horse 

a) Role model   b) preposterous   c) posterous   d) setback  
xi) To add insult to injury 

a) To make matters best    b) to make matters worst   
c) to make matters average    d) to make matters good  

xii) No smoke without fire  
a) Some truth    b) some lie   c) utter lie   d) absolute truth  

xiii) There is no reason or rhyme 
a) Matter which can be explained   b) matter which can’t be explained   
c) matter that can’t be understood   d) matter that can be understood  

xiv) Every Tom, Dick and Harry 
a) All people   b) some people   c) group of people   d) a clan of people  

xv) With bag and baggage 
a) With heavy luggage    b) with light luggage  
c) with all possessions    d) without all possessions   

xvi) The long and short of it 
a) Expected result   b) general result   c) common result   d) specified result  

xvii) Through thick and thin 
a) Despite all difficulties  b) with easiness   c) in spite of easiness   d) amidst hardships  

xviii) First and foremost 
a) Ordinarily   b) extraordinarily   c) most importantly   d) most unimportantly  

xix) Kith and kin  
a) kitbag  b)bat and ball  c) friends and relatives  d)ladies and gentlemen  

59.  Two types of advertisement are …………… 
a) Classified and block ad     b) formal and informal ad  
c) educational and commercial ad   d) domestic and international ad  

60. …………. can be done with acquired skills in vocabulary and grammar. 
a) Drafting   b) competing   c) editing   d) writing  

61. …………..is a stage in the process of writing. 
a) Drafting   b) competing    c) editing   d) writing  
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